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• Terrace was hit with the sec- 
,ond heaviest 24-hour rainfall in 
its recorded history Monday 
night and early Tuesday morn- 
ing. A total of 91.9 millimeters 
(a little over 3.5 inches) of rain 
feb overnight;:il only |, I milli- - 
• ~hders:S~hort of ~heali-tJm¢"rec-- 
ord of 93 millimeters et in 1956. 
According:to :the~city'~:.dffecto~,, 
of engineering, Stew Christen- 
sen, aaumbea: of water-related 
Problems were caused by debris- 
clogged storm drains. By 5:30 
a.m. Tuesday momi'ng a total of 
12public works employees were 
busy cleaning the mess. 
by Tod Straehan 
Christensen says that major 
problems occurred in two areas 
of the city. The first was on 
Greig Ave. between Atwood and 
Kalum. He says flooding in this 
areawas caused by debris divert- 
ing rain water away from a 
storm sewer near the Park Ave. 
pumping station. As a result, a 
• river of rain water' eroded a two- 
foot deep ditch parallel to Park 
Ave. between Apsley and Clin- 
ton and then flowed down city 
streets to Greig. 
The front office of the Ter- 
race Review was under about 
nine inches of water and the Ter- 
race Hotel, which was probably 
the hardest hit, had some elec- 
trical services under water when 
more than a meter o f  water 
flooded the electrical room. 
There was less damage to l~ase- 
ment Storage rooms and the 
Ironworks Gymnasium, which 
only had about two inches o f  
water on the floor at the peak of 
the storm. 
Another area of town hit hard 
• was the 4600 block Scott and 
and Straume Ave, Some home- 
owners reported up to two 
meters of water in their 
continued on page 2 
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"Lock It or Lose It." This Is the theme for the month of 
• December when an increasing number of motorists tend 
to leave valuables In an unlocked vehicle. In order to 
prevent theft, the RCMP will be checking parked 
vehicles for the next few weeks and in any they find 
unlocked will leave a note to remind the driver that he 
may not be so lucky next time - -  the next person to test 
/~:~iii!ii!! ¸ 
the unlocked car door may be a thief. Cpl. Jim Porteus 
(above) agreed to pose for a Lock It or Lose It picture but  
a pose wasn't necessary - -  the second vehicle he 
checked in the Terrace Shopping Centre parking lot was 
not only un!ocked; the keys were laying on the seat as 
well. 
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The annual Big Band Dance 
was cancelled this year, ap- 
parently due to the low number 
of pre-sold tickets. Whether Or 
not this is the case, howeveri is a 
matter of opinion. : 
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• by Tod Strachan . 
The.  Big Band Dance was 
started by Terrace Community 
Ban_d leader Jim Ryan in 1975. 
The purpose was to  help the 
Band Parents' Association raise 
money in order to help defray 
the travel costs of school bands. 
This • is an event hat has been a 
huge success ince its inception, 
but it :i~s now an event who's 
futuremay be m jeopardy. 
There were a few disgruntled 
party-goers at last year's Big 
Band Dance due to a no- 
smokingpolicy and fo r  this 
reason some of these people may 
have decided to skip this year's 
event. Ryan says less than 100 
tickets were pre-sold by last 
Thursday but that was no reason 
' tocan:cel: the dance. Traditional- 
ly, says Ryan, most people buy 
their tickets on Friday and 
Saturday. Instead, he says, the 
cancellation of the dance may 
have had .more to do with a-liq- 
uor license than anything else. 
Ryan ~ -says the following 
events were described to him by 
the Band Parent responsible for 
ticket sales, Claudia Edmonds. 
Edmonds ~vas unavailiable for 
comment. The .B~.d Parents' 
Association. ~ r~cet'~d:::RCMP 
confirmation by fii~f!some time 
ago that a liquor license would 
be issued.; Following this confir- 
mation, however, the school 
board, in following board 
policy, refused a request from 
the RCMP t6 use a school gym,. 
nasium for their annua!  
/ 
/i 
A last minute bottle drive was held by Skeena Junior 
Secondary band students last weekend to help raise 
money they won't be getting due tothe cancellatior~ of 
the Big Band Dance. The amount raised hasn't yet been ~ 
speak to them through the 
media. Rain 
The cancellation of the dance 
upset many people in town but basements. Christensen says 
probably none more than Ryan. problems in this area were cans- 
"It  was very, very disappointing ed when clogged storm drains 
from the band's point of view. forced Howe Creek to overflow 
' : ~ ,'The band was ready to go," he its banks. He says the water an Regimental Bail. 
Superintendent of Schools 
Frank Hamilton confirmed this 
policy, saying it states that no 
public dances will be held in 
school gymnasiums with the ex- 
ception o f  "recognized tradi- 
tional users". The only user 
listed under this category is the 
Band Parents' Big Band Dance, 
and the policy is conditional in 
that scheduling of the dance 
must be approved :by the school 
and that there is no other facility 
available that is large enough. 
This policy was approved by the 
board on Apri[ i,.1,2, 1988. 
Ryan Continues by saying that 
when Edmonds:~ent to pick up 
the liquor permi.t, she was told 
by the RCMP that school board 
policy stated •that public dances 
were prohibited in school gym- 
nasiums and they therefore 
couldn't issue• the permit. Ed- 
monds then obtained a copy of 
the board policy from 
Hamilton. When she presented 
this to the RCMP she was told 
"they would not t61erate this 
double standard", according to 
Ryan. " I  don't blame the 
RCMP for their position," 
"states Ryan. "The problem 
stems •from the board." 
When asked to confirm these 
events~ RCMP Inspector Larry 
.Yeske would say 0nly that he 
shouldn't elaborate on the situa- 
tion, "It 's a matter of policy 
that has to be straightened out 
by the school board," he said 
and he didn't feel he should 
says, "and several of the guys through the North Kalum 
had turned down working jobs i Trailer Court and flooded into 
to play for nothing." He says he  the streets. 
doesn't want to make money the': Christensen says there were 
issue but some of these people other isolated areas of flooding 
.lost between $100 and $200. He but damage was less severe. The 
explains that the Big Band Video Stop on the corner of 
Dance is a voluntary affair but Lakelse and Emerson had about 
their standard rate for a one inch of water on part of 
performance is $1,600 plus ex- their floor due to a leaf-choked 
penses. When asked about the catch basin on Lakelse, and 
future of the Big Band Dance, about a bl0ck of Keith Ave. east 
Ryan said, " I  don't even want to of Kenney was flooded because 
talk about it." 
Band teachers are also con- 
cerned. " I  don't~know what 
we're going to do now," says 
Thornhill teacher Michael Wen. 
He estimates the cancellation of 
the dance cost his band students 
about one-third of this year's 
travel expenses. He says they 
have a few fnndraising events in 
mind, but it's possible a trip to 
the Queen Charlotte Islands may 
have to be cancelled. Wen was 
asked the reason for the 
cancellation of the dance, but he 
wouldn't elaborate. He did sug- 
gest, however, there was more to 
it than ticket sales. 
Skeena teacher Teresa Lescau- 
dron can't say what's going to 
happen to a planned trip to Ed- 
monton next spring but her 
students did raise ,some money 
last Saturday with a last-minute 
bottle drive. The amount raised 
hasn't yet been tallied but it's 
: certain it won't come anywhere 
new the estimated one-third of 
the cost of this year's travel.. 
tallied, but It's certain it won't come anywhere near the 
estimated one.third of the cost'of this year s travel that 
was expected to be covered by revenue from the dance. 
continued from page I . .  
the storm drains •were plugged 
with wood chips. 
The  first hint of trouble came 
at 2:10 a.m. Tuesday morning, 
says Christensen, when one' 
public works employee was 
called out to a minor problem 
caused by a clogged storm drain. 
At 3:20 a.m., two more city 
workers were called out when a 
high level alarm Sounded at the 
Sparks St. lift station. 
This was caused by an ex- 
cessive amount of rain water 
entering the sanitary sewer 
system due to an illegal connec -~ 
tion at the Keystone Apart- 
ments. It's a problem that is in 
: -  
• : " : :  . 1 -  . . 
• the process of being corrected, 
says:; Christensen, but Tuesday 
morning it caused problems fro- 
two south Terrace area residents 
- -  one on Graham Ave. who 
reported about an inch of water 
in the basement, and another on 
Kalum south of Hangland, who 
said water was entering the bath- 
tub through the drain. The city 
says the illegal connections into 
the sewerage system overloads 
it, reSultittg in drain backups in 
homes around the South Kalum 
area. 
A cost estimate of the damage 
caused by the storm is not yet 
available. 
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seeks  hell  
however, the Law Centre would 
also like to provide publi¢Jegal 
education seminars in order to~ 
inform citizens of their rights in 
consumer law, child apprehen- 
sions, worker's compensation; 
claims, personal injury claims, 
rights of young offenders and 
adults upon arrest or detention, 
and human rights. But they are 
already hard pressed for time, he 
says, and with the present staff- 
ing levels it's just not possible• 
Brown says statistics indicate 
that the L'ax Ghels Community 
Law Centre presently serves 
more people than other legal aid 
offices in the province, many of 
which have four or five people 
on staff. "Over 900 files have 
been opened since Feb. 15, 
1989," writes Brown• And, "We 
are averaging close to 30 phone 
calls a day from persons eeking 
legal advice." 
Following a request from the 
L'ax Ghels Community Law 
Centre, the city will be writing a 
letter of support for an applica- 
tion for additional funding. Ac- 
cording to Terry Brown, the 
center, has been swamped with 
requests for legal, assistance 
since it Opened last February and 
the workload has far exceeded 
what can be handled by one staff 
lawyer anda  single legal sec- 
retary. 
"The range of clientele seek- 
ing our help from communities 
other than just Terrace has been 
overwhelming," Brown told 
council in a letter. He says they 
proyide legal advice and_ repre- 
sentation to clients in Terrace 
and Kitimat as well as the Nass 
Valley, • Stewart, Kitwanga, 
Iskut, Telegraph Creek and 
Dease Lake areas. 
In addition to legal services, 
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Asi tka tests, .logs 
fo r  *' .... process new 
, :~ .~ ,  I , ,:: ; .~-~t  ~, ! 
Asitka ResourceS, the  cqm- 
party, that zs conszdermg con- 
struct lon of 'a~therm0 - 
mechanical pulp mill on the  
north coast, is sending a 
truckload of sample pulp logs to 
TMP mills in the eastern U.S. 
and *Europe. Asitka spokesman 
Frank Foster said yesterday the 
logs will be tested in existing 
mills of the type the company is 
proposing to build in order to 
determine the quality of pulp 
they will yield. 
The logs were takea from the 
Orenda Forest Products forest 
license in the North Kalum. 
Asitka is Orenda's parent com- 
pany and if the mill is built it will. 
be supplied with pulp logs from 
the Orenda license. 
The estimated cost of building 
the proposed mill is about $350 
million• Asitka has not disclosed 
the location other than to say it 
will be somewhere on the north 
coast. Foster declined tO discuss. 
the matter. ~" " 
The comp.amy. ~s: stil! }n dis- 
cussi0n~ witlz: ad'~ide~ti'fied 
financial partner. "Y~)u can ap- 
preciate that in a project of this 
size it takes some time," Fester 
remarked. 
The mill will require the 
equivalent of just over 500,000 
cubic meters of pulp logs an- 
nually. Orenda's license allows 
360,000 cubic meters to be cut. 
Foster confirmed that a portion 
of that annual cut is presently 
sold to Skeena Cellulose for 
their Watson Island pulp opera- 
tion, but he said that supply 
won't be curtailed. "That rela- 
tionship hasn't changed," he 
said, adding that • Orenda has a 
long-term contract with SCI. 
The sample pulp logs shipped 
out will be tested in January, 
and Foster said he expects the 
test results about a month after- 
ward. . 
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CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
nightly entertainment. Come to 
where the ACTION is. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
635.6375 
Dave Vlvleros, Terrace roadmaster for ON Rail, recently took delivery of this ne~;4ravelling 
: maintenance unit at the local yard. The truck is designed to be taken out by crews Who are 
maintaining, replacing or rebuilding track and ties. It's part of the new equipment CN; 
bought when its maintenance crews were pared down to cut costs earlier this year. :~  
-.*-, : CHRISTMAS 
G IFT  SUGGEST IONS 
from 
Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
SPec ia l i s t s  in .A luminum Manufacture  " 
• Running boards, rails and 
tailgate liners 
• Box liners 
• Truck dry boxes 
• Snowmobile sleds 
Gift  r.Arfifir.~t~..~ ~v~i l~hl~ • ift cer!ificates a ailable ~malmmmk:;~ 
• Everything built to 
suit your needs 
ii ~ i i 
 iiiiiii!!i !i i 
Call us today for more detaiis ! !:!;~!;:i~ ~/;~! I 
635-3478 
,;,¥ 
i, 
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Open I..earn i.no 
.. ' non- t rad i t iona l '  
DICK SCALES: Remove tradi- 
tional • barriers to education. 
educati o n 
Learning that fits your life. learning reduces the constraints the province •to coordinateopen 
This was the message to the Ter- 
race Rotary Club from the Open 
Learning Agency's vice presi-. 
dent, Dick Scales, last week. 
The Open Learning Agency 
was established in 1988 with the 
merger of the Open Learning In- 
stitute (OLD and the Knowledge 
Network of the west. 
"Our mandate is to remove 
of classroom space, scheduling 
and local availability of instruc- 
tors, but unlike the precedent set 
by OLI, is not a traditional cor- 
respondence program. Instead, 
says Scales, the Open Learning 
Agency uses a combination of 
printed material, audio and 
video tapes, television, 
computer-based instruction, 
electronic tutoring, group tutor- 
ing, teleeonferencing and ',on 
the job" experience. 
Other pluses to the newly 
formed agency, according to 
Scales, is the "Credit Bank" --  
a system through which people 
can have their learning assessed 
and educational credits applied, 
regardless of the source of their 
training --  and the fact that 
there is now a single agency in 
-traditional barriers to education 
and training.., primarily institu- 
tional barriers that restrict ime, 
place and choice of learning and 
to provide open learning systems 
that allow individuals to learn 
what they want, when they 
want, where they want, and to 
some extent, how they want. It is 
learning that fits your life," 
Scales told Rotary members. 
According to Scales, open 
Another perspective on the 
University of the North 
He adds that the Open 
Learning Agency has an 
"enormous array" of educa- 
tional material available on 
He is now the vice president , which at least a part of the 
i~0f the~3~rovi~ce'si°: Open Northern University'scurrjc- 
i Learning:'A~ibUt~.~s ap-~u~ ~ould be.based, a~d::~e 
ip rec ia t i6~:  ~e:'~ ecluca: ..... SaYs t~he ' '~LA would like to 
tionai priorities and needs in participate in its. develop- 
DickScales~served as the 
Dean of stude'//t  a me Col- 
lege of  New~£aledonia n
Prince George for :10 years. 
. • . , .  
the north is still in the fore- 
front of his mind. He de- 
scribes the Northern Univer- 
sity concept as "an idea 
• whose time has come". 
ment. 
In speaking of the Dalhoff 
model as proposed by the In- 
terior University Society, 
Scales says we have been 
using the traditional model 
too long and there• is a need 
for a change in the ~post- 
secondary educatioh, system 
in B.C.: And the Da iho f f  
model, or a variation of it, he 
;~'says,.cpuld bethe~ehicle to 
bring the post2secondary 
system into the 21st century. 
"They have the opportunity 
to look at different systems 
and put in place one that ad- 
dresses students' needs," 
Scales ays of the society. 
. 
Regional correspondence 
school a study in success 
learning. Because of this, says 
Scales, ihe Open Learning Agen- 
cy has been able to work with 
Okanagan College to produce a 
computer-based training pro- 
gram for nurses, to design 
specialty programs for the Emily 
Cart College of Art and Design, 
and to work in cooperation with 
other groups such as colleges, 
school districts, Native com- 
munities, businesses and govern- 
ment agencies. 
Besides producing special 
educational packages, however, 
Scales says, the Open Learning 
Agency delivers general educa- 
tional programs for both chil- 
dren and adults as well aspro- 
riding television support for the 
regular school curriculum. The 
major areas of study are arts and 
humanities, the environment, 
human and social issues and 
science and technology. Also of- 
fered are more than 200 ac- 
credited university programs 
which include administrative 
studies, applied science, natural 
resources, criminology,, econom- 
ics, education, human service 
and the sciences. 
The Open College provides 
125 courses of study leading to 
diplomas or certificates which 
include Adult Basic Education, 
business and hospitality pro- 
grams, health and human ser- 
vices, technological ,and trades 
programs and journeyman 
upgrading. Many of these pro- 
grams, says Scales, are delivered 
in the workplace through ar- 
rangements with employers. 
"By using open learning systems 
employees can be trained, re- 
trained, or upgraded without 
having to leave the jobsite or 
their community," says Scales. 
Contributed by 
School District 88 
Now. in i ts  second year of 
operation, the North Coast 
Regional Correspondence 
SChool on the lower level of the 
Terrace School Board Office 
continues in its commitment of 
fast turn-around time for 
students' papers and efficient, 
student-centered service. 
The Correspondence School 
was established as a result of a 
Ministry of Education decision 
of five years ago to regionalize 
correspondence. It serves a wide 
variety of students from Kinder- 
garten through Grade 12, 
located in the geographic areas 
covered by School Districts 90, 
88, 80, 54, 52, and 50. Since its 
• • t * lmtzai start in September of last 
'year, the school's enrollment has 
, increased by over 20 percent. In 
a survey distributed to some 200 
correspondence students 
throughout the region, an over- 
whelming majorityrated the 
school's operation extremely 
high. 
Students enroll in the corres- 
pondence program for a variety 
of reasons. Some tak e a course 
because, their secondary in- 
So:heel. .time table, zs l to  
r~trieted, others,-who" a/e/out 
of school for. certain reasons, 
take correspondence ourses to 
academically upgrade them- 
selves or to complete secondary 
graduation requirements. Still 
others take a full program of 
correspondence courses for 
social, religious, or distance 
reasons. 
Since the new Public School 
• Act provides for home schooling 
of children by their parents, 
enrolling these students in some 
correspondence courses is a 
viable option for this new educa- 
tion alternative• 
The North Coast Regional 
Correspondence School is run 
by Principal Joe Vander Kwaak, 
two part-time elementary 
markers, three clerical staff and 
some 15 secondary contract 
markers. The School stocks the 
complete f~l-grade programs 
from Kindergarten through 
Grade 7 and over 100 secondary 
courses. Prospective students, 
young and old, as well as parents 
are invited to tour the school's 
facilities, discuss their education 
needs and browse through the 
correspondence materiais. 
W.C.B. Industrial 
First Aid Training Courses 
offered in Terrace 
Day Course: December 4- December 15 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
ALSO .... 
Evening/Weekend CourSe . . . .  
Starts December 5th 
Place: Mills Memorial Hospital Training Room 
Instructor: Roger Cloutier 
FOR INFORMATION AND 
REGISTRAT ION PHONE 845.7752 ' . 
Northwest FirstAid Trainin Sponsored by: i1129c 
hearing 
adjourns 
The Civil Aviation Tdbu- 
nal hearing requested by the 
owner of Skylink Airlines to 
appeal the cancellation of 
their operating certificate by 
Transport Minister Benoit 
Bouehard has been adjourn- 
ed to Dee. 12. 
The hearing began Oet. 30, 
went through one adjourn-- 
ment, and reconvened. 
Transport Canada has called 
five witnesses, and public af- 
fairs officer Stephen Rybak 
says they have between eight 
and 10 more lined up to go 
on the stand before commis- 
sioner Barry Dryvynsyde 
when the hearing resumes. 
Rybak said he has no idea 
how much longer the hearing 
may last. One witness, he 
noted, spent two days in test '~ 
ifying and cross-examina- 
tion. 
The Civil Aviation Tribu- 
nal is a quasi-judicial body 
empowered to hear appeals 
against decisions made by 
Transport Canada and the 
minister. At the Conclusion 
of the hearing the commis- 
sioner can either uphold the 
decision or revise it and sub- 
mit the revised decision to 
the minister for considera- 
tion. 
Skylink's operating eer- 
tifieate was cancelled after a 
Transport Canada audit re, 
vealed irregularities in the 
airline's record keeping and 
operations. The audit was 
prompted by the crash o fa  
Skylink flight Sept. 26"at tlie 
Terrace-Kitimat airport in 
which seven people died. ~' 
The Terrace Public Library book sale was one of many 
seasonal displaysand activities visible in the Skeena Mall 
last weekend. The sale was staffed by library board 
m ern,I)er Nlrmal Parmar, 
!, 
J 
:  S"e ni ors g'.et' 
one break 
The Skeena Senior Citizens' would be unfair to allowa full 
Housing Society will get exemp- exemption to all tenants when 
tions on some city services.., but seniors riving in their own homes 
not all. At a recent meeting. Ter- didn't get the same considera- 
race city council voted to exempt tion, says HaUsor. 
Twin River Estates from gar- 
bage collection fees but decided 
the project will pay f ul!pri'ce for 
water and se~vage.; In. speaking 
for the society, Fred Berghauser 
says they were hoping for more 
but are satisfied with what they 
got. 
City administrator Bob Hall- 
sor admits the arrangement of a 
complete xemption on one utili- 
ty and nothing on two others 
may look strange to some, but 
describes the decision as a good 
compromise. He explains that 
there were several complications 
in making the decision. 
First, not all Twin River 
Estates residents qualify as 
seniors. The project is open to 
anyone over the age of 55 and it 
/ 
Also, according, to Hallsor, 
under the Muni.'cipa! Act~the city 
is permitted to make:exemptions 
in refuse collection fees to 
residents over 65 but they don't 
have that same power when it 
comes to-water and sewage ser- 
vices. Berghauser says, however, 
that Twin River Estates residents 
over 65 years of age will enjoy 
the same reduction in property 
taxes as offered to senior citizens 
who own their own homes. And 
there may be one other conces- 
ion for Twin River Estates 
residents: council has approved 
the" suggested changes to our 
transit system and Twin River 
residents may soon has an "on 
demand" bus service. 
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One of Tsffaco's finest holiday traditions is continuing this year. Juanita Hatton was in the 
Skeena Mall last weekend selling raffle tickets to raise money so she can carry on creating 
and handing out "Goody Bags" for Christmas to local people who are down on their luck 
during the festive season. Josephine Allen bought several tickets to support the effort. - 
? 
The best from the stacks " 
: by Harr iet  F Jaagesund -SEASON 
" "L' DEAD B Y MORNING 
" A Luke Thanet Novel, by Dorothy Simpson 
: i Adult Fiction Published by Charles Scribtaer and Son's 
CID Inspector Luke Thanet has his hands full, Leo Martin- 
dale, the rightful heir to Longford Hall, has been murdered in , 
what was made to 10ok like a simple hit-and-run accident. 
Prime suspectsarehissisterandherhusband, Delia and Giles G rea, ,,res and a great deal more Hamilton. Th y st nd to profit enormously by Leo"s death. 
But Inspector Thanet soon discovers that this is no ordinary '1' ' l ' i  
case. It seems everyone in the tiny village of Sutton-in-the-Wield • 
had reason to wish Leo deadf 
The hit-and.run vehicle is located. It is registered to Longford 
• Hall. Six people have keys for it, and at least eight people drove 
it on the night in question. 
Thanet's job is complicated further when his superintendent, 
Goronwy Draco, decides to 'keep a close eye' on the case. 
As suspect after suspect Pops up, he begins to despair of every 
solving the riddle of Leo Martindale's death. It looks as though 
the entire village was involvedf 
Award winning author of Suspicious Death, Dorothy Simpson 
will keep you glued to your seat until the very last page! 
THE REFUGE by Monica Hughes 
Young-Adult Fiction Published by Doubleday 
Canadian author Monica Hughes is one of Canada's best- . . . .  • 
known and best-loved young-adult authors. The Refuge is the 
story of 12-year-old Barb Coutts. 
• Her world is falling apart. Her father has walked out, leaving 
Barb and her mother to cope on their Own. The beautiful home, 
the designer clothes, all the advantages of being wealthy are sud- 
denly gone. • 
They must move to a poorer neighborhood. From her bedroom 
window she has a fine view of factories and smokestacks. From 
now on they will have to make do with whatever Barb's mother 
can bring in with her freelance writing. 
All herTriends are left behind. In the fall she will have to begin 
junior high as 'the new kid'. Life looks pretty bleak. 
Then one day Barb stumbles on a hidden garden in the middle 
of Westwood Industrial Park. In this tiny, forgotten paradise, 
Barb finds a refuge. 
It is a place to go when her troubles are at their worst. And 
before 10ng she finds a special friend to share it with. 
But on the one day she needs her refuge the most, Barb 
discovers that it does not really belong to her. There was 
someone there before bert 
Other popular books by Monica Hughes include Log Jam, 
Blaine's Way and Ring-Rise, Ring-Set. 
TRAFFIC STATISTICS 
lerrace RCMP recorded to 26. During the same 
seven motor vehicle accidents period, they charged one ira. 
in the Terrace-Thornhill area paired driver and issued six 
over the weekend of Nov. 24 24-hour license suspensions., 
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ng with good times 
"~r0spei-ity certainly has its problems. In. Terraceand 
the:!surrounding region .activity is frenetic in • the.tank's 
of:: the .skilled trades, service: technicians and con- 
tr~fct0rs. That.may be indicative of a generally healthy 
economy, but on the level of the individual consumer 
it means .waiting a month to get your drains unplugged 
or have a light switch repaired. 
We've become accustomed around here to these 
business cycle fluctuations, and when we get wait- 
.listed for some sort of repairs, servicing, installatiOn; 
:. adj•U~stme.ht or purchase, We tend to shrug and tell 
~ ou(se!ves phil0sophical!y that i t 'sa signor a strong 
i: economy.. There. is, however, a more serious side. 
For example, a local old age pensioner told us " 
recently that she: had towait several weeks to have a 
.~.leaking hot Water tap repaired, despite, the fact that 
She Was perfectly•willing to pay the going rate fore 
/ house. ,call.by. a. plumber. The tap. eventually got fixed, 
.but:when She: rece!ved;her~ hydro-bill: for the period it 
~ waS/over. $2001 That's" a harsh .bl0w. forsomeone on a 
~. fixed income, . - . .  . . . - : "  ~ ~ " 
[ She suggested,that sortieof the retired tradespeople 
in .the area could form. a_sort of cooperative to take on 
these jobs which seem :minor. in comparison to •the.:.. 
lucrative large-scale work available in the region right 
now,. but. are .of :major importance to the individual.. 
whose plumbing, heating or wiring goes unTepaired for 
long .periods ~ Of time. It seems like a Workableand'sen, 
Sible concept:, i and .it also;.illustrates a genemvproblem 
~ The,~rector forB.C.'S'Social Planning and 
Resea ch.-Coplmd,(SPARC) was in Terrace recently~ 
and,, wondere~l:,aloud,why . l oca l -  governments~all, seem, ...... ~. 
.tO.have advisor~odies for economic development 
- • , .  , " , 
 NOtlliC iffoi i119 
1,000 
- / 
n 
- , . . .  
like our: own Tourism and Economic Advisory Com- ' . . . .  " 
missi0n'-- but none of them have social planning ad- :vICTORIA - -  Imagine you are 
visoryc0mmissions. It ~0dnds absurd, but a booming .... a Cabinet member of a govern- 
economy creates a Unique set of problems in a number- 'meetriding lowly in0pinion 
pbllsdespite a booming . 
of social areas• An advisory commission of capable ' "~on6m~,  ~d the pr0spect~of a 
and experienced local people might be able to an- generally 0p~imistiC:futuLe " 
ticipate and make provision for minimizing those pro- because of it .  ' :": / ' :  , " 
blems during boom and bust periods alike. You and your colleagues :-
i~ We would encourage both Terrace city council and know that many of your pro-• 
- the Kitimat-Stikine Regional District board to pursue grams are working Well. Yet, as 
--this suggestion. The cost-benefit picture would appear a general election approaches, 
it looks like your party could 
• .~ quite attractive when compared tO,  say, a swimming be trounced thanks to other 
pool or a marina, factors, primarily a terminal 
¶ . . 
1 
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case of foot-in-mouth disease 
from your leader. 
What to do? 
Well, how about setting a 
strategy that will prompt 
predictable reaction from the 
left-wing Opposition ~ reac- 
tion which will lead to massive 
confrontation on the streets 
and in the forests of B.C.? 
How about pushing the ex- 
tremists among the en- 
vironmentalists and preserva- 
tionists to the point whereby 
they defy the laws of the land? 
And couple that with warning 
cries about the threat of the 
"socialist hordes" who support 
those extremists? 
That could accomplish 
several things at once. Many 
members of the general •public 
would be angered, many would 
be afraid, and much of thereat 
would be uncertain, preferring 
stability to turmoil. Most of 
those people would then lean 
toward maintaining the status 
quo, rather than taking a 
chance on'change, 
All this may be purely 
hypothetical, merely Pifer's 
mistaken musings.., or it may 
be very close to what is now 
- ¢ 
l 
The Social Credit Party and 
its leaders are comparing the 
New Democratic Party with the 
totalitarian communist regimes 
of Eastern •Europe. The NDP 
have labelled the Socreds as 
dictators and right-wing red- 
necks. Meanwhile, both parties 
label themselves a  
"moderate". 
What's a voter to do? Well, 
if the slanging match keeps 
building up during a time when 
the government announces ap- 
proval for logging part of the 
Carmanah Valley or the Stein 
Valley, for example, the predic- 
table reactions could favor 
Social Credit in an election. 
The NDP would have to sit 
on yet another fence - -  be- 
tween the jobs and livelihood 
of forestry workers, and the 
concerns of members of en- 
vironmental groups. By being 
only partially supportive of 
both, the New Democrats 
would lose voters from both. 
Don't get me wrong, i know 
that many loggers and wood- 
workers ee themselves a  en- 
vironmentally aware. But they 
view the "tree huggers" as un-  
fairly over-reactive and a threat 
to their jobs. When push comes 
to shove, they might vote for 
the devil they know rather.than 
the one they don't. 
The issue of mixingen- 
vironmental concerns into a 
resource-based conomy which 
needs logging and mining is 
now - -  and will continue to be 
- -  the number-one issue in 
B•C• 
Stir into that the recent very 
• political court decision in which 
protesters were ordered to pay 
under way inB.C, politics ~ •.the wages of  the workers who 
• o . . 
lost a.day's pay because of a 
blockade, and it becomes more 
and more potentially volatile. 
How both parties handle or 
mishandle this burning issue 
will be fascinating to watch. As 
they say, stay tuned! 
The October tempest over 
the defection of four Social 
Credit MLA's from caucus 
ranks may appear to be a ma- 
jor fizzle, but I 'm not ready to 
concede that yet. 
Although little has been 
heard from the four - -  
Graham Bruce, Dave Mercier, 
Doug Mowat and Duane Cran- 
dell - -  arid there are no signs 
that they are contemplating 
returning to the fold soon, they 
have been active within their 
own constituencies, and 
•:beyond. 
, Their continued absence 
from caucus brings up some in- 
teresting possibilities for the 
New Year and the spring ses- 
sion of the Legislature. 
If there are four or five other 
Socred MLA's biding their time 
before deciding where they 
might stand -- and there are, 
believe me - -  a move to join 
the four horsemen during the 
session would give such a 
group the power to set the 
agenda of the House. 
The defectors ay they have 
not had'any approach from the 
premier to return to caucus. 
Most government members ay 
they want the four back. The 
four have seen little done to 
address their main concern, the 
leadership of Bm Vander Zalm, 
so they aren't budging. 
• Fascinating; 
cont inued on page 7 
- ' •  , .  
/' ?:i :~ 
. . . . ,  . :  . .  
:'5 ,. - : : '~  
Have increasing energy 
 :costs made you take any 
Conservation measures in 
the past few years? 
,.~,,,u,u ~.,mue Harman Manhas 
I do all my laund~ ip,/~ ~.~ ~[,tW tel:be careful not to 
cold water ancf'turi~ o~.~ ,:~ Wat;tk el~ctricity. I keep 
lights more. I have a dlsl~:, the ~;~t down at night 
washer and usually let the and 'k-eep separate con- 
dishes dry witll • the" air: trol[;at different'Tocations 
rather than in the about the house. •Also, I 
machine. 
'; ,"'.i : ,' .'.- .. 
have put up weather strip. 
ping and amthinking of 
switching to gas heat .  
Brian Ramsay 
Yes - -  switching to 
natural gas and driving a 
more economical vehicle;- 
;~  B.a~iq~ly!iwe ve tried to 
:. be C'~h:S~:  of ,,ot leav. 
:..[ng llgh'~t-"""h.iwhbn~i- . . . . . . . . .  the 
* i.i:a rein :~ '~ ' .... t n~'~°d .  ' .  *' ~:~::' :~" :`~ Y 
.,,, =: ,- .~;.~:,. 
. • . " ,  
Willy Schneider 
I don't think it is in. 
creasing, energy costs but 
rather the pollution prob- 
lems that'has made me 
take conservation meas- 
ures. We have become a 
"throw away" society. 
We've got to stop griping 
and complaining and do 
somethingl 
_ ~!:!:ii:,~ii:ii  MYles Kvatum 
i :~!~: yes, i have put in a new 
'gaSfurnace and hot water 
tank.(He had an oll fur- 
nace). Also, we use some 
wood for heating. 
, "  , .  
from page 6 : ~ i
Parting Thgught: For those 
of US who love the English 
language, here's a wonderful 
word you should be able to use 
for someone you know --  and 
they don't even have to be a 
politicianl! The word, i~ eoeka. 
Iorem. It means "a conceited, 
self-important little man; short 
in stature and tall in strut, the 
puffed-up runt at • the office 
whom you can'tstand, the 
Mighty Mouse of ego running 
for political office, etc. 
(Thanks to David Grambs, 
author of Dimboxes, Epopts, 
and other Quidams for that 
one). .  ~;;, :, : ,  
atJqW&Y 
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• ~ .  • 
Reluctant sanctions :i:;/:! 
To the Editor;~ together with the skilled trades- , ~ 
In a recent news article, people,theyneedfora~,y~s~,e:;of: 
management a  the Terrace Co- job.:We contributed to h~eleast 
op::characterized our-coilcerns fortunate:inmajor ways during 
,aboUt he construction award as the recent recession; we have 
merely inter-u.nio n xivalry~ ,This provided our Hall and facilities 
presumes that the General for free or at a minimal cost to a 
-Worker~ are a Union; an as- myriadof community groups; ~. 
sumption supported by certain We have and will continue ,to :~ 
employers and the Socred. fight for responsible socialpro~ 
established Industrial Relations grams for all B.C.ers and Cana- 
Council, but  few others. The dians. We have supported corn- " 
truth 'is that the GWU is an munity groups, other unions, : 
organization that is ,tight with and many others, including on- , • 
the open shop, anti-union move. vironmentalists and native peo'- 
ment, that signs vastly inferior pie in their struggles for jiistice.* : 
contracts and fails to police The  General Workers ::h~ve -
them and offers Northern not met, and will not meef these 
members virtually no ability to standards. In Terrace, the GWU 
participate in the organization, is simply an appendage of a con- 
The Carpenters are far from tractor, in a wild attempt o 
perfect, but we have built a legitimize the operation, protect 
Union that tries. It isn't simply it against rue unionization and 
wages, benefits and conditions, ensure a basically free hand in 
although we believe our agree, treatment of working people. 
ment offers fair wages, decent The Co-op may have been 
benefits and responsible condi- misled or it may have chosen to 
tigris. Our Union extends far ignore the truth. If it was an er- 
beyond the workplace - -  we are ror, then it should learn the 
a mutual benefit organization truth, cancel Kermodei's con- 
that represents our members' in- tract and re-tender the project. 
terests in a myriad of. ways. If not, it should.bear the con- 
There are: ~the obvious con- sequences. No off~inthe .labor 
cerns. Workers/Compensation movement wa~.tlsl~if.~ apply 
and Unemplo]fment Insurance economic sanctions, aga~.st what 
problems, aPi)i'enticeship and should be a frat~nal o~'ganiza- 
upgrading courses, and some- " "~ : "  tion such as. th6"'Co-op. Until 
times simply a sympathetic ear there isaTe-thin~gOn"~e Co-.,. • . *~ . , . .  . ,  . ~ . . :~ . .  . . .  
are p~ovided by one of our op s part andawfl~inSness to ai~ 
members to 'another: ~Ve've pro.~:',,ply, co,o~t~iVetpti~iples;~ th¢  
vided a little financial help•to labor's 0ptibns;areveryfimited~ 
those in need;" we've given as- ~: :?  ~ John Jensen, 
sistance and direction to those B.C, Northwes~Distri~ 
with drug or alcohol problems. Cotmcfl United Brodierhood 
We try to spread out the work of Carpenters and 
fairly and to ensure that home- Joiners, Terrace, B,C. 
owners and others are brought 
Good show, good dinner 
To the Editor; 
On behalf of the Northwest 
Community College Students' 
Association, I would like to 
thank all those super sponsors 
and volunteers who made O~ 
dinner theater a great success! 
I would especially like to 
thank Daniel Barnswell and his 
cast from the Terrace Little 
Theatre for a superb perform- 
ance. "The Art of War" was in 
every sense a true form of 
creative artI 
The energy and effort put into 
this event was incredible, as were 
especially our team of waiters 
and waitresses, ~1 of whom were 
our very own ~WCC Students. 
Good show, gang~ 
A final thanks to all those 
people who attended our dinner 
theater as well as all those who 
worked together to make it a 
memorable event. It is truly en- 
couraging to see our community 
become involved in Northwest 
Community College and our stu- 
dents' association is very 
grateful for all your support. We 
are planning another dinner 
theater for spring; and we invite 
you all to take part again. 
Thanks again everyone, and 
we hope to see you at our future 
entertainment events. 
Kim Cordeiro, 
• Student Activities 
Coordinator, NWCC 
Students' Association. 
Calling all Tisdalites 
To the Editor; 
As chairperson of the organiz- 
ing committee for Tisdale 
Homecoming, I want to thank 
you for giving me space in your 
paper in order to invite former 
residents of Tisdale and district 
to a homecoming celebration 
slated for August 3 to 6, 1990. 
J 
Registration ,will begin early 
on Friday, August 3, 1990 in 
order to enable people to settle 
in and participate in the evening 
activities. Plans are in the pro- 
cess for homecoming dance, 
barbecue feast, Ecumenical 
church service, art shows ano 
sale, pancake breakfast, picnic, 
fireworks and much, much 
more. 
Write to your former Tisdale 
friends who have left here. Plan 
to meet them here to celebrate 
Tisdale Homecoming. For a 
copy of the registration form 
and tentative program, write to 
Celebrate Tisdale Homecoming, 
Box 8590, Tisdale, Sask0, 
S0E ITO. 
Louise Fisher, 
Chalrpers~, 
Tisdale Homecoming, 
(Phone 873-2049). 
:r ;~!r:::i i /!~" :
Direction soug ht i for f is 
Bob Hooton: "Think about It and we're more 
than willing to entertain some sort of ad- 
visory group that represents fairly all groups 
who want to be represented." 
Art Tautz: Gave everyone an opportunity to 
speak during a public meeting on angling 
guide licencing policy. 
A public meeting to discuss 
proposed changes in the way 
angling guide licences are issued 
was held in Terrace last week at 
the Terrace Hotel. Information 
gathered at this meeting will be 
considered with that received at 
similar meetings in other parts 
of the province, and the 
Ministry of Environment ShOuld 
by Tod Strachan 
Concern has been expressed in
the past that there seemed to be 
no limit to the number of 
licenses issued, and some angl- 
ing guides feared eventual bank- 
ruptcy. Part of their concern 
was also directed towards what 
they saw as a declining resource. 
posite view•..One group who was 
caught in the middle of this 
debate was the Kitsumkalum 
Band Council. 
Fo l low ing  the Reg iona l  
District of Kitimat-Stikine's call 
for a moratorium on issuing 
angling guide licenses until a 
new policy was in effect, the Kit- 
have a n~<. policy ready next On the other hand, those seeking 
spring. ,:,.. , . ' :~- ,0 , . ,  ,..:,. :" new.anglinglicensestookthe,op= , y , , :  ' " '  ' " ' "  .... d ie  
Traditiona" - I m'uSh room ,n Skeena' 
season under held 
The pine mushroom season has once again come to a close in the 
Pacific Northwest. Howard and Judy Chafin of Timberland Trailer 
Court in Terrace hosted their third annual "pickers party" at the 
Timberland Clubhouse to celebrate the windup of the season. It was 
held On Nov. 11 at 7 p.m. Twenty-six people were in attendance. 
by PamW~taker  
"It is a social gathering and potluck supper," Judy Chafin said. 
"There isn't much drinking - -  we just have alot of fun." 
Judy spends all year on the watch for special "mushroom prizes" 
for the many games they play. Prizes like mushroom salt and pep- 
per shakers, mushroom jewellry or herrir, and mushroom sauce. 
Steve Reynolds won the door prize, a planter decorated with 
mushrooms; and Ron and Yvonne Rutherford received mushroom 
wag plaques for winning the mushroom bingo. 
There was even a poetry contest won by Sharon Fell. The follow- 
ing poem by Charmaine Parkes came ina close second:. 
Mushroom season has come and gone for 1989, 
And once again we gather, to pay tribute to the pine. 
Tonight is a time for laughter, a time to reminisce, 
About our past adventures, and our monetary bliss. 
When mushroom fever hits us for two brief months-- no more, 
Our normality and common sense go right out the door. 
We do not do the dishes, or comply with children's wishes, 
We don't bother with the laundry or the floor. 
We just ignore the weeds galore, 
That grow right up to the kitchen door. 
And what •about hot meals? kids cry/They too have to wait. 
Can't you children understand? We get home far too late. 
' We're up again next morning, before the crack of dawn, 
We jump out of bed, we stifle a yawn.• 
We don't care about the weather, 
It can blow, rain, hail or shine. 
We must get out and find the precious pine. 
• Most days we are ecstatic, we float home on cloud nine, 
And count a lot of money we made picking perfect pine. 
• But: then came a day when both of us saM, i. 
We'd have been further ahead had we stayed home in bed. 
: We drag outseives home in utter defeat, 
' ~ :We f ry  Our ~umber sixes, while we soak our swollen feet. 
::i ~en  Bri'an "looks up with a glint in his eye, 
for w 7. : *  ~t ( ' t  be dep~d ho~ey, and r l i  tell you, h " 
• .He '  :': Iim.~ps>to he stove laughing,, he tosses, the pan, 
~' We're eatin~ food fit, for tl~ Kings of Japanl 
Twenty-seven-year-old 
Todd Terracciano and 
25-year-old Darlene Mattess, 
both of Prince Rupert, died 
last Thursday when their 
vehicle plunged into the 
Skeena River about 25 miles 
east of Terrace. RCMP say 
the accident occurred at 3:30 
a.m. and that road condi- 
tions were poor, with ice 
under snow. ,Police say that 
an investigation i to the acci- 
dent is still underway. 
,_ - " I= I =~ 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR...  
~.~.~:~i4 
. . .  
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem Identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
¢ . 
In the community. 
TerrY Kendell :: !!~184178 
V W 
sumkalum Band Council applied 
for a license to enhance their 
growing hospitality and tourism 
venture. The regional district 
favored the Kitsumkalum pro- 
posal but felt because they had 
called for the moratorium they 
couldn't write an official letter 
of support. 
By April of next year, 
however, their long wait for a 
license may be over. The current 
proposal calls for reducing the 
number of guides on the Kalum 
River and parts of the Skeena 
while opening the portion of the 
Skeena between the Lakelse and 
Copper Rivers to an unlimited 
number of guides. Although the 
actual numbersdiscussed areon- 
ly a suggestion of what might be, 
they do give an indication of the 
direction of change being con- 
sidered by the Ministry of En- 
vironment. 
The Copper River would be 
unchanged with seven guiding 
licences while the number of 
guides licenced on the Kalum 
River would drop from 17 to 
just four. On the Skeena down- 
stream of the Lakelse River the : : " .  
number of guides wouldbe 
reduced to 10, from the Copper 
River to Cedarvale there Would 
be four, from Cedarvale to 
Hazelton four, upstream from • 
Hazelton another three andbet-. 
ween the Copper and Lakelse an 
unlimited number of guides 
would be licenced. The latter 
non-restricted zone was called 
"in some ways as an admissioin 
of defeat" by regional fisheries 
head Bob Hooton. 
As far as resident sportsmen 
are concerned, there would be a 
potential for a restricted number 
of rod days on the Copper River 
upstream of the Limonlte, no• 
limit on the number of rod days 
on the Copper downstream from 
the Limonite nor on the Skeena 
from Tyee to the Lakesle River 
and upstream of the Copper. 
Art Tautz, manager of the 
Ministry of Environment's* 
fisheries research and develop- 
ment section, says that the new 
regulations, in whatever form 
they eventually take, will be in 
place next April. 
Fine Dining 
~ ~ r  in quiet s:rroundingsl 
5 p.rn' 10 p.m. 
4620 Lakel~e Avenue 
 638-8141 
 . .PoIiy's Care. 
Chinese & Western  Cuis ine 
"~'~--=--'--'--'--'----~'~ Mon.--Thur$. 10:.30 a.m. - -  midnight 
Fri. & Sat. 10:30 Lm. -- 1 a.m. 
• :Sunday 12.'00 m.m. -- 10 p.m. 
_ 4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S  ;- - 
.RESTAURANT 
~'~P" Chinese & Canadian Food "~'!~. 
[('}~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~,\~, 
ILIA' Mort- Wed 11.30. a.m. -- i0:00 p.m.!n.~,.[ 
~ . . .  Thursday llo30a.m. ~ !i:00 .m, :~'s. 
Fr i  - Sat  !1 :30  a .m.  - -  ! ;00  a .m.  
Sunday 12:00 a.m. , 
4643 Park A venue !O:OO p'm635-6111 
Copper " 
Gri l l  °,,h. 
Terrace Hotel 635-6650 
For your dining pleasure we have expanded 
our Copper Grill Restaurant hours. 
Monday- Saturday 
6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday -- 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
i ~ )  46060relg AVe., ' for TakeOut 
Terrace, B.C, I)11. 635.6184 
• :':i• : • i/•~ 
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This Is the team that  never says "no" - -  under  intrepid leader and Tar- 
. race  Government  Agent  Randy Trombley  (left) these are some of the 
peop le  who staf f  the B.C. Access  Centre:  Wi lma Champl in ,  Anne 
Meyer, Peggy Schmidt ,  Glee Laxton and George Laxton. For a prof i le  of  
Randy Trombley  and his work,  turn to th is  week 's  Who is... on page 14b. 
• I " I 
Well, I've just about had 
enough. If I hear one more toy 
jingle, one more "Bouncin' 
Babies" song, I'll spontaneous- 
- ly combust in the store's toy 
aisles.Between "G.I. ' Joe is 
there.,." ancl the "Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Tu/'tles" ads and 
the "California Barbie" song, 
it's really getting to me. 
I've had it up to here with 
heavily advertised plastic bits 
that end up all over the floor, 
• lying in wait for a barefoot 
adult. I've had my fill of Bat- 
man T-shirts and Barbie 
~ Cosmetic kits. Even good old 
Lego has resorted to a loud 
. sing-song marketing scheme. 
. . . .  What is the world coming to? 
I 'm just waiting for the 
. . . .  Nativity creche with Barbie as 
• the Virgin Mary, Batman as 
*Joseph, and Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles for the three wise 
• men. I'm not sure who would 
be baby Jesus - -  a Cabbage 
Patch kid? 
Have you seen the ad for the 
baby doll that spits and drools? 
I i t  see  . . .  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
The racing cars that blow apart 
upon impact? Whatever hap- 
pened to regular books and 
paints and Tonka trucks? 
I figure it's all a matter of 
marketing. Loud and flashy 
advertising that gets the 
"Bouncing Babies" song 
pounded into the child's sub- 
conscious. How about that 
"Jack, Jack -- he's a Lego 
maniac...7" The kids see and 
hear these ads and they ab- 
solutely pine for this stuff. But 
without he marketing, these 
new toys are just new bits of 
plastic. 
I figure that we parents need 
the same sort of marketing 
scheme. With the iight com- 
mercials and ads, we could 
convince today's kids to clamor 
for good quality, inexpensive 
toys. Have you ever noticed the 
',Ducks Unlimited" ads? They 
talk about saving marshlands~ 
while showing peaceful wildlife 
scenes, but in reality, most of 
these people shoot o ducks. 
Isn't that bizarre? Fromthe 
ads, you'd think that they were 
out feeding and cuddling the 
feathery creatures, but they're 
hunting them. What a market- 
ing ploy. Not that it's such a 
bad idea, the people who hunt 
also protect hat hunting en- 
vironment. It just seems o 
sneaky when you watch those 
ads. Anyway, that's what we 
need - -  the person who came 
up with the Ducks Unlimited 
idea. We need him/her to set 
up a campaign for better toys. 
Real toys. Coloring books, 
puzzles, and games. Baby dolls 
that don't do anything on their 
own. Cars that you actually 
have to push with your hand 
and the "v'room" sound 
comes from your own vocal 
cords. 
And where will we find such 
a person? Probably out in the 
stores, being dragged through 
the toy aisles by a six-year-old, 
being bombarded with "Look 
at these Ninja Turtle fighters! 
Wowl I gotta have thosel" So 
it'll be no problem recruiting 
this person, once we find the 
right toy aisle. 
Until we find this marketing 
wizard, we're going to have to 
listen to the "Bouncing 
Babies" song, the "Lego 
Maniac" jingle, and the "G.I. 
Joe is there" tune. 
• For at least 25 more shopp- 
ing days. Bah, humbug. ~ 
BONFIRES IN 
TH E BAN DSH ELL 
Terrace RCMP Cst. Lee 
Oldham says there was no 
damage caused by two fires 
that were lit in the bandshell 
earlier this month, but there 
are no suspects either. Ac- 
cording to Oldham, RCMP 
were called to the scene, but 
there was no one there when 
they arrived. The largest of 
the two fires was lit in the 
east corner of the bandshell 
and the cement wall was 
scorched nearly to the cedar 
roof. Had the fire been any 
• larger, there may have been 
serious damage. 
Oldham says George Little 
Memorial Park isn't con- 
sidered to be a "problem 
area" in the community but 
she says that young people 
do tend to congregate there 
and there have been a few 
problems in the past. For this 
reason, residents are asked to 
keep an eye on the park and 
report anything unusual to 
the police. 
Inside Section B... 
Sports --  page 2b 
Coming Events -  page 6b 
This Week Last Year -  page 7b 
Church Directory-  Page 8b 
... and a feature look at a rare and 
special artist who performed In Terrace 
last weekend: Loreena McKennitt. 
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it was the Nm-Wood rink emerging as winners of the Ter- 
race Curling Club's annual appreciation bonsplel for sup- 
porting sponsors over the years, Aim-Wood ran up 34 points 
In three games to beat out Bytown's number two team by 
two points. 
Aim-Wood rink 
'appreciative' 
Thirty-two rinks appreciated 
the Terrace Curling Club's an- 
nual Appreciation Bonspiel for 
local businesses and organiza- 
tions at the club Nov. 18 and 19. 
Utilizing a unique scoring 
system, the Aim-Wood four- 
some of Robert Wood, Diane 
Wood, John Almgren and 
Lynne Apo!czer an up 34 points 
to win the event. 
Bytown's number two team 
came second with 32 points, fol- 
lowed by third:place Finning 
number •five ~th  91 points. 
The scoring system had each. 
team play three games of four. 
ends each. Points were awarded 
as follows: one point for each 
point scored in the game; one 
point for each end won; one 
point for a tie; two points for. a 
win. 
The annual mini-spiel is.ar- 
ranged by the club as an offer of 
'thanks' for supporting curling 
over the years. The top three 
teams each  won t roph ies .  
Salmon Belt 
determines 
Winter Games 
contenders 
The nimh annual Salmon Belt 
boxing card was held over the 
Nov. 18 weekend in Prince 
Rupert. Boxers from Burns 
Lake, Prince Rupert and Ter- 
race attended. 
Terrace boxers made one of 
their best showings ever, bring- 
ing home three gold medals and 
one silver. ., 
Shaun Ducharme of Terrace, 
lbs., retired Ron Aslin of Burns 
Lake in two rounds. 
Retirement comes when the 
referee stops the bout, because 
an opponent, in his opinion, 
cannot continue. 
Darren Bell of Terrace, 122 
Ibs., lost a three-round decision 
to an older andheavier Richard 
Moody, 135 Ibs., of Prince 
Rupert. It Was Darren's moving 
108 lbs., started things off by up in weight class which led to 
retiring Jason Prevost of Prince his loss; however, hegained 
i t~! in tWO roun, ds, i:i.i~. " • :valuable.. experience in putting 
i~: i '~i  iHawrvluk: of' ~,Terrace, On a terrific boxing show, 
H~Jbs''~-., retlrecl Stuart ]~r~wn of  These bouts acted as box-offs 
Prince Rupert in two.~o0~ds, for berths at the B.C. Winter 
Terrace's joey Losiet, ~ ~ i07 Games. 
The scores  are.. .  
TERRACE MEN'S  RECREATIONAL 
HOCKEY LEAGUE 
.Nov. 18 ....- . . : 
• North Coast WranglersS, Norm's Auto Refinishing 5 
inn Of the Westg;  Skeena Hotel 2 
.,. -...NOV. 19 
, : ~" C0nv0y Supply 5, Northern Motor  inn Okies 3 
.... : NOV. 21 -- 
- 'North Coast Wranglers 7, Northern Motor Inn Okies 9 
Skeena Hotel 12, Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 : . : '  
• Convoy Supply 8, Inn of  tile West 4 . .~,::,,:~ 
STANDINGS 
• ~, , :  
• ~'," ,~ ~, -
• .. i,:~il. ~ , 
TEAM . ' ~:'-' GF 
Skeena Hotel /.~-:-.'}: ': i :i ~i~:~!~!-i'5 
Norm's  Auto  Refinishing . . ..15 
Inn of the West 15 
North Coast Wranglers 15 
Convoy Supply 15 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 15 
W,!:-'.~.. i L T 
12 ... 2 I 
9 . .5  1 
9 6 0 
7 7 I 
4 I0 I 
2 13 0 
GF  GA I lV l~ i  ' 
110 61"  25 ,  
104 74 19 
77 77 18 . ,~  
64 65 15~/!  
55 85 9 ~i:/ 
37 85 4--..".!. 
KIT IMAT 'KENTRON'  M IDGET & BANTAM 
.... M INOR HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 
NOVEMBER 17-18 AT  TAMIT IK  & ICE  R INK 
'A' DIVISION 
- ~.~• Fort St. James 
Terrace Bantams 
Kitimat Midgets 
- -- Fraser.Lake ~ . . 
/•J, 
.-` i~/:~::! 
'B' DIVISION .... : ~ ii 
." Prince George i!-~ .!:: I 
Terrace Midgets ~.. 
" Kitimat Ban~n~ ~:  
Watson Lake ::. 
,~ . . . .  .: ; ' /  :~ .  . . . .  
SEMI-FINALS "- ." Prince.George 3, Terrace.Midgets 2 : . . . ,  ~ . .  ~.~:~. ...-..,,,, .. . . ~ .~ , . :.: ::....~..~:~.,:.~.~ :: ---~.. 
Fort St. James 11, Terrace Bantams 2 . : ; i ' "  ! i~:CPnnce~Ge°rge 5, K i t t~t  M~dgets l - i :  ...... :~~ : 
Kitimat Midgets 6, Fraser Lake 0 ' , , ." Midgets 3, l~rt~St. Jam~2 ! " ~ ":!::~,i:! ~: .~ 
• ..:., Kifima~ Bantams.7;. Watson Lake5 ~,.~ ~:!~'~.'.,,.~.~.. : i~:: FOR-'7tk ud  ~thPLACES ~.. :.'.~ . . . .  : .... ~,~-:i.i ': 
Prince George ~;l, Xitimat Bantams 2.: • ~/ . ,  ,,: . . . . .  Fraser Lake 8 Wot*,,n ~ o~,.-,~, , , ' . ,  ' :,':~ ~i, .i 
Terrace"Banta/ns 5;Fraser Lake 2 ' ' " " . . . . .  " - " "  • " " " 
• . Terrace Midgets'5, Watson  Lake  3 . .. FOR $tk ud.6th  PI, A~F_~ ,: • : " : -. "/ 
Fort St. James 6/Kitimat Midgets 1 : • ~ Terrace Bantams 5, Kitimar Bantams 5
• Prince George,10, Watson Lake 2 • FOR 3N a~l  4th PLACES.  • . , .~ ~: 
Terrace Midgets 16, Kitimai Bantams 1 " Fort St. James 5, Kitinutt Midgets I ~"  r'~ __ . 4": ~ ~. :~ " 
Kitimat Midgets 11, Terrace Bantams 3 CHAMPIONSHIP GAME 
Fort St. James 2, Fraser Lake I . , .~.-~/::!.i~ 
~ Terrace Midgets 7, Prince Ge6rge 3 
• " - SIXTH ANNUAL NORTH COAST WRANGLERS 
; - . -MEN'S:REC HOCKEY TC --~ . . . . . . . . .  
' TERRACE ARENA - NOVE 
ROUND-ROBIN DIVi 
. - : BLACK DIVISION 
: Kitimat Capitals (3-0y 
gitimat Friell Lake (0-3) 
" : .... : Houston Woodpeckers (!-2) 
'~: -P .R .  Lagondola (2-1) 
b 
K 
E 
S 
GOLD DIVISIOI 
Norm's Auto Refinishil 
Kitimat Tricks (2- 
Kitimat J .H.W. (2 
P.R, Imperial Palace 
:-~ Kitimat Capitals 5, Kitimat Friell Lake 0 
i !  Norm's  Auto Refinishing 5, Kitimat Tricks 3 
North Coast Wranglers 3, Stewart 2 ; " 
Kitimat J.H.W. 5, P.R. Imperial Palace 2 
• Houston Deans 8, Kitimat Ocelot Oilers 4 
P.R. LaGondola 3, Houston Woodpeckers 2 - -- 
Houston Deans 7, North Coast Wranglers 1 
Kitimat Tricks 4, Kitimat J.H~W. 1 ~" 
' Kitimat Capitals 4, P.R. LaGondola I '~' 
Kitimat Ocelot Oilers-5, Stewart 3 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 4, P,R. Imperial Palace 
ii' Houston Woodpeckers 7, Kitimat Frieil Lake 0 
• Kitimat Ocelot Oilers 4, North Coast Wranglers 0 
Kitimat Tricks 4, P.R. Imperial Palace 2 
: :  • : Kitimat Capitais~5, Houston Woodpeckers 2 
:i ~ .i Houston Deans 12, Stewart 0 
Kitimat J .H.W. 3, Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 (wit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , _ 
P.R. LaGondola 4, Kitimat Frieii Lake 2 
(Pictures and story on semi.finals end f inal in next week S edition) 
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A year ago this week, Christy Park, law and members, after the meeting as. being ill- 
the Centennial Lions made the frontpage. The informed, patronizing and negative. She added 
Centennial Lions braved cold winds, to sell that their a~:tions indicated a predisp'osition 
. about 430 crabs in order to raise money for club against the estabfishment~of any type of univer- 
projects, and the B.C. Attorney General Bud sity in the North.=~= '~ 
Smith and= the Legal Services Society an- A year ago~this week was an active time on 
nounced a special grant of $1 million to be split the local sports scene.. There were'many wins, 
between three B.C. communities. Terrace was losses and awards. But,in retr0spectth¢ award 
one of them, and the Kermode Friendship Cen- for the most determined effort, i fone existed, 
tre was Chosen ,as the point ofdelivery,~ Along Would go to local boxers Gary Lok and Marcus 
with this expansion in legal services. . in the area, Bernaldez. After driving in ice, mush and snow! 
~. the Kermode Friendship Centre also announced for hours and repairing, a fiat tire enroute, they 
they would be starting.an. 0ther new legal service changed their mode ,of:tr~trls'p()rtat"ion t.  bus 
in town: family law as it relates to child custory when a second fiat :tire. ~:aught them without a 
matters, spare, 
As. far as Christy Park was concerned, .city: Twenty-one hours. later .they... arrived, in 
council aPproved the construction of Phase l I  Kelowna only. to• find. Bernaldez i0 .pounds 
of the-Terrace Youth.S0ccer project, there - -  overweight. He took this offwith a quick fast 
provided Public Works••could solve a Howe and some serious exercise ar/dentered the ring. 
creek drainage problem. At the same meeting, Twenty-one seconds later he knocked out the 
council also passed a recommendation f the only opponent in his class..Lok won his first 
.Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission match in the second round but lost his final 
permitting the construction- of a service bout after •.the referee, stopped the match. He 
building at Christy Park. It was .said the did place second in his class, though, and won 
building could provide space for change rooms, an award for best senior novice as well. 
washrooms, torage and a meeting room.., but In school sports, Skeena Junior High athlete 
not a recreational lounge licence. According to David Shepherd held his own at the annual high 
council, the project was open to anyone wan- school cross-country championships at 
ring to submit a proposal. Castlegar and placed 79th in a-field of 300 
A year ago this week, another of what would junior and senior runners. Two other Skeena 
be several chapters in the city's Kermode bear runners, David and Chad Edmonds, came in 
saga was. put into print. At this point in the less than two minutes, behind Shepherd and 
story, :Peter Martinson of Bornite Mountain placed 122nd and 138th respectively. Thornhill 
Taxidermy had made another plea to council junior "A"  boys won the zone volleyball finals 
for a compromise in mounting aKermode that by defeating Skeena 15-12, 10-15, 15-8. Things 
had been donated to the .city and was awaiting were looking good for Skeena on the basketball 
their reply, court, however. Still in this exhibition season, 
But he would have to wait. The problem had they were rated sixth in the province. 
been returned to the Finance Committee, and In bowling, John Rasmussen of Terrace plac- 
, while council aw~ted their recomi/lendation s ed in the 82-ph/yer CBC Sportsweekend five- 
[axlclermlst Roger. Bnttor~:,was asked~Lto stop pin rolloff in Stirrey but i t :~n ' t  quite good 
work on the bear. A frustrated alderman Ruth enough to make the ~ championships, Only the 
Hallock asked at the.time if it'wouldn't be bet- top two bi3wlers eai'n that ltonoi, and a shot at 
ter to simply give the donated' bear,back. She the $25,000 grand prize, iit~pther sports, the 
suggested that Britton's costs be paid to date, Marge Skead rink of Terrace won the zone 
begin a search for another bear that could be seven.ladies' cu~lfng berth iri~the B.C. Winter 
donated to the city;~ahd startover f om scratch. Games but the:isame luck didn't hold for the 
Bob Jackman joined the Terrace Review a Terrace Timbermen oldtimers hockey team 
year ago this week and in his first column ex- who placed fourth in a Burns Lake tournament. 
amined the aftermath of the civic election. This Finally, Terrace lawyer Jeff Arndt put Ter- 
was the first of several entertaining articles that race on the map a year ago when he and his 
took a look at the city from the inside out and nine-man crew placed first in their division in 
• at the same time a few good natured shots at the invitationai Grand Prix Regatta in Seattle. 
some of our local leaders and followers. As Arndt, at the helm of his Dash-34 "Balder- 
Jackman put it: "As a washed up politician, dash", placed third overall.. 
what else is there to do but write for one of the 
local newspapers? Run a travel agency?" In looking back a year ago this week, the last 
In education a year ago this week,there was word should go to columnist Stephanie Wiebe 
growing talk of a teachers' trike; a strike vote who so often puts our fives into perspective. In
had just been taken, and a report of a rift be- her column one year ago, she may have come 
tween the Ministry of Advanced Education's up with the reason Canadians flock to the west 
"Access Consulting Committee" and the In, coast. We're' lucky out  here, according to 
terior University Society; A meeting between Wiebe, because we apparently get more Sleep. 
these two groups was intended to be a "useful "'The only reason I live on the west coast," she 
exchange of information and ideas". But socie- explained, ',is that I couldn't stand to get up 
typresident, Elsie Gerdes, described committee three hours earlier in the east." 
Avenue ditch, a year ago this week, was considered a hazard to children. A peti- 
t!0n Slotted by area residents called for culverts and paving and this scene is now h!story. 
Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, November 29, 1989 
Jim Ryan Is a driving force in the community. Projects like 
the bandshell, the annual Big Band Dance, several theater 
productions and dozens of public performances can be at- 
tributed either directly or in part to Ryan's energy and love 
of music. Above, Ryan is Seen during a performance of The 
Wiz, staged last year at this time. 
Terrace lawyer Jeff Amdt Is a notable member of the inter- 
national sailing set. A year ago this week, give or take a few 
weeks, he placed first In his division and third overall at the 
invitational Grand Prix Regatta in Seattle. 
NORTH COAST TOURISM 
TASK FORCE 
PUBLIC 
INFORMATION 
MEETING 
The I orth Coast Tourism Task Force 
invites the citizens of the Stewart area 
to a public meeting inthe Council 
Chamber, Municipal Building, Stewart 
Friday, December 1, 1989 
at 7:30 p.m. 
The purpose of this meeting is to 
discuss concerns and exchange ideas 
for Tourism Enhancement in the North. 
Both oral and written 
presentations are welcome. 
For more information, contact: 
E.P. Derrick 638-3570 
~ Hon Stun Hagen, Minister Ministry of Regional and 
Emnomic Devdopment 
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A welcome repast. These Thornhill Junior Secondary students are just a few of those who 
enjoyed their first meal in 24 hours last Saturday morning following a Starve-a-than that 
raised almost $1,000 for the Salvation Army's Red Kettle Drive. The official kick-off to the 
annual Christmas Kettle and Winter Relief program takes place this Saturday at the Skeena 
Mall at 2 p.m. 
. • , /  • 
  Your chance to get involved 
• .~ . : 
House --C~ll~us for support and Infod 
matlon If you are a Vlctlm of mental or physlcal 
abuse. We're avallable 24 hours a day to 
women and chlldren. Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzhelmer Informatlon llne: phone 
635.3178. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's hours ere: For 10 
to 19 year olds, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7 - 
9 p.m.; For 13 - 19 year olds Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a varlety of programs to 
Interest everyone who comes through the TYC 
or you can Just hang out, It's up to you. We are 
always in the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre Is located at 4634 Walsh 
Avenue in the old Ukralnlan Hall, phone 
635-2016. 
Every Monday evenlng It's Crlbbage Nlght at 
Termcevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone In 
the community Is invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters -- Do you find It dlffloult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
Informatlon, contact Dlck Evans at 635-7068. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an Interdenominational Blble study for 
women, FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Chlldren ages 3 to 5 wlll love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris. 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. No previous knowledge expected. 
For more Informatlon call Gerl at 635.4954 or 
Nancy at 635-9432. We look forward to seeing 
you ! 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bddge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held the sec- 
,and Wednesday of every month. For more in- 
formation phone Debble at 635-4383 or Helen 
at 635-4336. 
Skeens Valley Rebeksh Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
/ 
of the month at 8 p.m. in the Oddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick Kilborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Starts Thursday, Oct. 5 and runs to the middle 
of April. Register by Sept. 30. Please contact 
Mary at 635-2977 or Rolande at 635-4374. Come 
and have a fun night with us! 
The Terrace Kermode Friendship Centre would 
like to invite you to their Drop-In Centre called 
"COFFEE BREAK" from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. every 
Tuesday and Wednesday, upstairs' at the 
Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum St., Terrace. If 
' you have free afternoons and no place to just 
sit around and chat, drop Ifi and ha,;e a cup of 
coffee. You may see a friend there. 
Have you lost a loved one? Through separa- 
tion/divorce, death of a family msmber l f r lend?  
If so, you are welcome to attend a grieving 
group being sponsored through Kermode 
Friendship Centre every Monday from 1 to3  
p.m.., upstairs at the Kermode Friendship Cen- 
tre, 3313 Kalum St., Terrace. For further Infor- 
mation, call Benlta Chapdelalne at 635-4906. 
Attention: (lids end Women-  If you are In- 
terested In camping and outdoors, the home 
and family, community service, and interna- 
tional experience, Girl Guides of Canada may 
be for you. Girls - -  if you are between the ages 
of six and 17, we have a place for you In 
Brownies, Guides, Pathfinders, Rangers, 
Cadets, or Junior Leaders. Women - -  we have 
opportunities for you to work with the girls o r  
become members of various councils or com. 
mittees. Training plus full support Is available 
for'all positions. For more Information, please 
call (evenings): Margaret Cooper, 638-0609; 
BeSts Toseell, 635-7074; or Elaine Fleming, 
635-9280. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave., Is open Monday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. We offer support, referral and ad- 
vooacy services for women. All women are an- 
couraged to use our facility. For further tnfor- 
mation, phone 838.0228. 
. . .  . 
The path of the just is as 
the shining light, that Shin- 
eth more and more unto the 
perfect day. 
Proverbs  4:18 
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
~ass .Irlmes: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 St raume Avenue ' 635-2313 
d 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: 
10:00 a.m. Priest In Charge: 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 a.m. service. Child Yen. J.A. Mackenzie 
are i.s available during Ihe 9 a.m. service. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-t~81~J 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - -  11:30 o.m. 
Worship Service - -  11:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unru.h - -  635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 o.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastor : 
(for all ages) '~ W.E. Glasspell 
9:45 o.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30  p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister:. 
10:30 a.m. Every 2nd and 4th Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Sunday. 4th Sunday: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. hymns only 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazel le Ave. 635- 6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Ass, ~bly 
Esdy Service: Paston 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastes 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Johri Caplin 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Servk 8:30 p.m. I 
The Alliance Churc~l 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 o.rn. Ass't Pastor)Douglas G!nn . 
Worship Service: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially invited 
Youth Ministries , Home Bible Studies , Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 o.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastes 
11 a.m. & 6 p.m, Peter.SIuys --  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
i i 
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;e winners 
: !iii!t!iwas expected that Fort St. James0r Prince George 
woUld win the annual Kitimat 'Kentron' midget and 
bantam minor hockey tournament on Nov. 18 weekend, 
but Terrace midgets pulled off an upset o head home 
: :  with the winner's share, 
Terrace won the title in the 
championship game on a %3 win 
over Prince George. Both 
entered the final on semi-final 
victories. 
In the semis; Terrace downed 
Fort St. James 3-2 while Prince 
George took out  Kitimat 
midgets 5-1. 
Terrace had lost 3-2 to Prince 
George in the opening game of 
their four-team preliminary 
round-robin section. But Ter- 
race  went on to beat Watson 
Lake 5-3 and blast Kitimat ban- 
tams 16-1 to' finish off in second 
4 "  
place behind Prince George. 
Both advanced to the semis. 
Terrace bantams-in the other 
section had a tougher time 
against heir older opponents. 
Coming 
events 
in sports 
Terrace sports groups in- 
terested in having their sport in- 
eluded in the 1991 Terrace 
Northern B.C. Winter Games 
are invited to attend a meeting 
on Tuesday, Dec. 5 at 7::30 p.m. 
in room 217 at Northwest Com- 
munity College administration 
building. Further details are 
available from Bob Dahl at 
635,2052 or Dick Kilborn at 
635-6511. 
Kitimat is hosting several 
atom division hockey teams this 
weekend for their annual 'Elks' 
tournament at the old rink and 
• Tamitik. Both rep and house 
league teams will see action Fri- 
day night, all day Saturday, plus 
Sunday morning at Tamitik. 
Spectators are welcome. 
Terrace area elementary 
schools wind up their volleyball 
season with weekend tour- 
n aments~ Boysplay Friday night 
and all day Saturday at Thorn- 
hill high school. Girls play 
Saturday only at Skeena high 
--school. . . .  
Skeena Valley golf club 
members are reminded the an. 
nual general meeting is coming 
up WednesdaY, Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. 
at the clubhouse. 
Masters" swimming at the Ter- 
race pool gets underway Friday. 
Workout imes are 9 to I0 p.m. 
'~ 0nlMondays, 12 noon to 1 
o'clock on Wednesdays, and 
6:30 to 7:30 a.m. on Fridays. 
For more  information, call 
Shelley Morgan at 638-8976. 
The Haisla rec centre at 
Kitamaat village is the scene on 
• Dec.. 9 for 'zone judo trials. 
Weigh-in is 9 a.m. Phone Jackie 
at 632-5011 for information. 
Terrace Caledonia Kermode 
boys are hosting Rupert Rain- 
makers and Kitimat for zone 
basketball this Friday and Satur- 
day, 
The B.C. Seniors' Games 
Society for zone I0 has a general 
meeting on Saturday, Dec. 9 at I 
p.m, at the Happy Gang Centre. 
All interested please attend. 
The bantams lost 11-2 to Fort 
St. James, 11-3 to Kitima~ mid- 
gets, and came up with a 5-2 win 
over Fraser lake in their final 
game to place third in their sec- 
tion. 
In the playoff between third- 
place squads, Terrace and 
Kitimat bantams fought o a 6-6 
tie. The playoff between fourth- 
place teams saw Fraser Lake 
outscore Watson Lake 8-6. 
Fort St. James emerged as a 
5-1 winner over Kitimat midgets 
in the semi-final losers' match. 
This settled third and fourth 
places. 
A group of four judges select- 
ed one player from each team as 
a tournament all-star group.• 
FromTerrace midgets, Jared 
Ewart was named. Terrace ban- 
tams had Dawson Kelln selected. 
Others picked included Warren 
Kita of Prince George, Jason 
Warner of Fort St. James, 
Shaunce Einarson of Watson 
Lake, Cory Reimer of Fraser 
Lake, Tommy Nieminen of 
Kitimat bantams and Eric Byrne 
of Kitimat midgets. 
i i i!i! .......... i! 
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The Terrace midget team was the upset winner in 
Kltimat's "Kentron" tournament that took place Nov. 
Winter Games 
Terrace is hosting the North- 
ern B.C. Winter Games in 1991. 
Bob Dahl, whose experience in- 
cludes major responsibilities for 
the  Northern B.C. Winter 
Games in 1983 and the B.C. 
Winter Games in 1986, will be 
Director of Sports Events for the 
Terrgce Games in  February 
199L 
Dahl said last week he will be 
putting togethe r the sports pro- 
file soon. Representatives of 
sports groups in Terrace who 
would like to have their sports 
included in the Terrace 1991 
Games" are invited to a meeting 
at Northwest Community Col- 
lege, Tuesday, Dec. 5 in room 
217 of the administration 
building at 7:30 p.m. 
Further details may be ob- 
tained from Dahl at 635-2052 or 
Dick Kilborn, Director of Public 
Relations, at 635-651! (local 
325). 
These are the all.star players selected after the "Kentron" tournament in Kitimat Nov. 18. 
The Terrace midget entry took home the victory, and a member from each team in the 
tourney became part of the all-stars. ~ 
18 
EVE 
18 weekend. They're shown here with the trophies and 
medals they earned for their effort. 
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SUNDAY: 
MONDAY: 
TUESDAY: 
Games 
THURSDAY:Ii 
ay 16 West 
AT 4:30 P.M.  • 
B.C. Paraplegic 
Terrace Peaks C 
Kinsmen Club 
,eul Havo a I 
Society 
c Swim Club 
Purple 
6 
Games 
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/!Former ~ Terrace resident- 
t i i~ :pro  hockey player Jeff 
$ i i~ les  recently got traded in a 
surpnse•move from the Detroit 
Red'Wings to the Edmonton 
Oilers.~The sports section of the 
Edmonton Journal recently took 
a . look  at the Oilers new 
defenceman, and this is what 
tipsy found out. 
Reprinted .with permission 
0fthe •Edmonton Journal 
StOry by Journal staff 
writer Jim Matheson 
To'the crowd of shoppers that 
had stopped between runs to 
Fantasyland and oneof the shoe 
stores, Jeff Sharpies was a fresh 
new face at the Ice Palace Satur- 
day. 
This was his first official day 
with the Edmonton Oilers, and 
if he was restricted from heavy 
work -because of a separated 
shoulder, Sharpies at. least gave 
the gatheringat West" Edmonton 
Mall a g l impseof  the fourth 
player in the Jimmy Carson 
trade. 
Because ofhisinjury, he was 
merely a. footnotd in ~the deal 
that brought Petr Klima, Adam 
Graves and Joe Murphy to Ed- 
monton. 
Now he's finally joined his ex- 
Red Wing buddies. 
"This is like icing on the 
cake," said Oiler coach John 
Muckler, as  he prepared his 
Oilers for the Chicago Black- 
hawks tonight. 
May be the answer 
Sharpies, the 29th player pick- 
ed in the 1985 draft, may be the 
answer to the Oilers' troubles on 
the powe r play, i! when he  gets. 
medical :clearance. They: con- 
tinue to search for h ~ pointman 
and that's:what Sharpies was 
against the Offers, in. the :1988,- 
Campbell _Conference final, 
"These kind of guys (22-year- 
old, offensive-minded defence- 
men) donrt.grow ontr .ecs,'said 
Oiler general manager Glen 
Sather, who was tickled to .get' 
Sharpies, even if he was bur  and 
e playing in Adirondack, not 
Detroit. 
Sharpies, who'll be examined 
by Oiler orthopedic specialist 
Dr. Gordon Cameron today, 
was belted Oct. 20. 
"It happened ag@nst Edmon- 
ton's form club in Cape 
Breton," Sharpies aid. "I Was 
behind the net to play the puck 
along the boards and got hit 
where the door for the Zamboni 
is. One glass gave, the •other 
didn't. It was an odd incident. 
"It's four weeks now, it's get- 
ting a lot better. Fve been taking 
rehab at the Henry Ford 
Hospital (in Detroit) and I'm 
ahead of schedule." 
He'l l  need work in Cape 
Breton before joining the Oilers, 
but he can live with that. This is 
a second chance, after the Wings 
seemed to give up on him. 
He certainly wasn't surprised 
when he wound up in Edmon- 
ton. Maybe a kid who's close to 
getting his pilot's licence belongs 
on a team called the Wings, but 
he didn't fit into their plans. 
"I was actually happy to have 
my name mentioned (in trade 
stories)," said Sharpies, who has 
Runnerup In the annual Terrace Curling Club's appreciation bonsplel for sponsors was the 
Bytown number two foursome. They placed two points behind the winning Aim-Wood team. 
Timbermen .0 Idti mers 
settle for second in 
Burns Lake tourney 
Houston Hobblers and 
Smithers Hudson Bay Lodge 
both went undefeated to win 
their divisionsipt!~the Burns Lake 
annual oldtimers hockey tourna- 
ment on Now :48 weekend. 
The Hobb!ef~ won all three 
thew .~ A section, in- games in ' ' ' 
eluding a 9-21~victory over Ter- 
race Timbermen. Terrace posted 
a 6-5 win over Smithers Drillers 
and a 5-2 victory over Burns 
Lake Oldies in their other 
games. They placed second in 
'A'. Burns Lake Oldies had a 
one-win, two-loss record for 
third spot, while the Drillers lost 
all three games. 
On 'B' side of the eight-team 
series, Hudson Bay Lodge 
counted three victories for top 
position. Vanderhoof grabbed 
second on a two-and-one mark, 
while Houston Huskies wound 
up at one-and-two for third 
place. 
Burns Lake Mulvaneys took 
the cellar spot with a winless rec- 
ord. However, Mulvaneys were 
named the tourney's most 
sportsmanlike t am. 
Most of these teams head for 
Smithers this weekend for an- 
other oldtimers ession. 
Midgets 
take 
Kitimat 
Kitimat and Terrace mid- 
ges went head-to-bead this 
past weekend in a best-of- 
three minor hockey series for 
a berth in the B.C. Winter 
Games. 
It went the full three games 
with Terrace taking the 
opener S-l, then losing 4-3 to 
Kitimat in game two. Terrace 
clinched it with a last-game 
64  win. 
Terrace now goes to 
Smi thers  this coming 
weekend to battle Fort St. 
James in a best.of-three 
series for the regioul berth. 
Winter Games racquetball playdowns 
Racquetball playdowns for 
the: B.C. Winter Games will be 
held in Prince Rupert on l~c~/16 
at the Prince Rupert Racquets 
Association facilities. Timeswill 
be announced epending* upo n 
the number of entries. 
One competitor Will" be  be selected. 
selected from each of the follow- These playdowns 
ing categories: male age 30 or 
under, female age J0 or under, 
male age 18 or Und~¢r, female age 
18 or under, male~age 13 to 15, 
anyone in Zone 7 (Vanderhoof 
to the Queen Charlotte Islands, 
Yukon border to Klemtu). 
Entry deadline is Dec. 12 by 9 
female age 13 to 15. p.m. Contact Jocelyne Craft at 
In addition, one extra for only. 1625 - 7th Ave. E., Prince 
one of the above Categories will Rupert, B,C.  V8I 2K5, tele- 
phone 627-7201, 
are for 
,. ..:'. -;, .- 
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nothing bad to say about Detroit 
but was looking for a change of 
address. '!Things didn't go that 
well last year (only 46 games). 
They put it right on the table at 
the end Of the season. I knew 
most likely I'd end up in Adiron- 
dack. I wasn't thrilled but I'd 
prepared myself. I got lost in the 
shuffle during the year and I had 
no one to blame but myself." 
Lost numbers game 
He knew he was losing a num- 
"They sigued (Borje)!/.S~ming">; !~,/ - 
and they had Mike 0,C0nnell:., ...... 
and Lee Norwood along With. 
young guys Rick Zombo, Steve 
Chiasson and Doug Houda," 
said Sharples. When he got a 
road map and an apple and was 
told to report o Adirondack, he 
didn't gripe. He simply accepted 
his fate. 
" I 'm not going to sit here and 
jab Jacques (coach Demers) or 
Jimmy (Develiano, Wings GM). 
Jacques relies on veterans and 
it's sometimes tough for the 
young guys. He liked tight 
checking. Maybe my style didn't 
suit him." 
Whatever,  the former 
Western Hockey League blue- 
liner (Kelowna nd Portland), is 
here now. And the Oilers want 
him to go with the puck, when 
he's healtliy. 
They clicked twice• on the 
power play against Buffalo Fri- 
day, and Esa Tikkanen has done 
a good job on the point',, but/ 
they'd like a quarterback -- if 
they can get one. They're not 
easy to find. 
"You've got to read plays, 
have good mobility, good 
hands," says Muckler. "How 
many are there around? All 
teams that play for the Stanley 
bers game during training camp. Cup have:one, though." 
I ' :In, e rlors Ltd. I 
! f ~ ~ , , .  'i~ Exterior and interior P aints ! 
I ~ ~ .... ~Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets | 
P~ ~ ~ / /  .\ , Sunworthywallpaper. l 
~'~'~ 1 .',AIl the supplies you need"" , 
4610 Lazelle Ave. I 
635-6600 I 
THIS WEEKS 
PUZZLE ANSWER 
ACROSS I [ l lS IO lHnS l ( l lVm 91NISIJ.I 
1 Hlecartooneereover [NJ II~l~mNIOltmN]otOl~l 
your head 
5 Black-tailed gazelle 
8 High spotsln Europe 
12 Typeofcode 
13 With also It's • loser 
14 Withered, mixed- igi~l=lmNI IVI J JSmOINI iJ 
up soothsayer 
15 Banner, criterion 
17 Perceive .. 
16 Tried out 
19 Csrgothrown over. ~l i:IIEIISNNIYIUmFClEII~I~I 
-bogrdendsttached iSldlllVllVlOigmdldlVi 3 
to s buoy 
49 Shortly 
50 tt contains two 
or more  eras  
51 Could becellod 
Greenland " 
52 Burmameasure 
'" 53 Madison 
Avenue's lifeblood 
54 This flower got up 
DOWN 
I Form, fling 
2 ~ Joh,son 
3 Edible seeds" 
4 Pulls 
5 Student who 
madelt 
20 Slight 
22 Insect, relatively 
speaking 
23 Chinese pagoda 
29 All powerful 
30 Riley'estate, abbr. 
31 Dry cleaners' 
problems 
32 Before 
33 They settle e lot 
35 Clear 
35 Half apompom 
37 It's this In Madrid 
40 gull finish 
42 Absorption 
40 Hawaiian royalty 
41 Comrades 
6 Paddle 
? Together With 
8 Soliciting 
9 ProcrusteswouIddo 
this to some ot hie 
guests 
10 Melaycsnne 
11 Stitched 
16 Scout unit 
19 Past part.of tie 
21 Flamboyance 
23 Point. hlnl 
24 Blackbird 
25 Assumptlon 
2? Errands 
28 Three, It. 
29 Hitherto 
3t Strewn 
with flowers, her. 
34 Noticing 
v: 38 Initially, an 
explosive 
39 Contrary 
40 Spar 
41 Agzllooh wood 
43 Of flying 
44 Type of sword, not 
Christopher 
45 Thrall 
47 Arthur 
48 Leveling, lightning, 
ordlvlnlng 
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, .:A~wanner among s~x northern 
-.- c0~:i~titors out of 84of the best 
in iBiC. • is something to shout 
• about, and this we did in last 
week's edition when we told Ter- 
• race:about John Rasmussen's 
tritimph at the Labatt's Lite. 
\five-pin bowling championship 
at Surrey. 
Rasmussen and a Burnaby 
roller finished one-two tO earn 
the right to represent our prov- 
ince at the bo~wling show on 
CBC Television's Sportsweek- 
end program. They also won 
$250 and $200. 
Kermodes runnerup 
at 'Gold tourney 
Coach  Cam MacKay 's  Ca ledon ia  Kermode senior 
boys '  h igh school  basketbal l  team kicked o f f  its 1989-90 
season with five wins in a row, but  fell short  on winning 
the big one  at Sa lmon Arm's  'Go ld '  tournament  on  the 
weekend.  
MacKay's mixture of veterans 
and rookies came through as ex- 
pected as the boys kicked off 
their season with a lengthy road 
trip that took five days of bus 
travel. 
At the .tournament last Fri- 
day, Kermodes won their opener 
85.:49 over Westsyde to move in- 
to semi-finals of the eight-team 
series next day. Three players 
scored in double figures - -  Jeff 
McKay with, 14, Gary Peden 
with 11 and Jackie Brown with 
earned honorable mention. 
Kermodes tarted their season 
with three games on the road 
enroute tO Salmon Arm. 
They stopped at Vanderhoof 
to take on highly-ranked Vik- 
ings, one of the best double 
'AA' teams in the province. 
Kermodes held on for a 66-61 
win with Jackie Brown leading 
the way on a 14-point effort. 
Dave Owens, Gary Peden, Steve 
Dansaw and Frank Genaille 
. each scored 10. :-, 
I0 . . . .  Next day at noon they played 
Kermodes faced the host team in Williams Lake against the 
in thesemiswhere they struggled doub le  'AA'  Columneetza 
to a 66-57 win. They got a. squad.,  Kermodes .  needed 
22-point ef fort :  .from ~ul  ~ double.overtime to pull off an:.; 
IVlanhas plus a .ddozen i~r~m 83-71victory. -~.:i.. . i 
Frank Genaille an.d. 10 ~,from ..... Brown again set the pace with 
Brown. ~ : ~ '. :, ;. .', .. : .:,22. points. Paul Mahha~ .added" 
' Meanwhile, Kelowna.. Owls 17 .while Peden. had 14and Ken 
(included in. ,honorable men- Osei~Tutu had 1 I. 
lion' tOP 10-team rankings with That night they. stopped a t  
Kermodes) knocked off Van- 
couver Tech by 20 points. 
In their sixth game of the trip, 
and key 'championship contest, 
Kermodes ran out of steam and 
:fell 83-59 to the Owls. 'Brown 
with 18 and Manhas with 14 set 
their pace. 
Manhas wound up with a 
first-team all-star award. Brown 
Kamloops for an easy 93-67 win 
over the hometown Red Devils. 
This time Manh~ was high scor- 
er  with 19 while Brown con- 
tributed 14 and Peden 1 I. 
. .2  " . , •  
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But Rasmussen wasn't he on- Houston's Roy Sutherland 
ly Noi'thweSt kegler at the series. •had a bad day as well; coming 
, Bill Woytowich o f  Prince up  with a 2!5~0 score for 78th 
Kupert oowtecl a 3983 t'orlus 15 position. 
games and wound up in fifth ,,~ .:: 
place. He also won $50. Rasmussen makes his TV 
Another Rupert bowler - -  Bill debut  at Toronto. on. the first 
Robinson- -hadan off day. His show of the s~ries January 13. 
2225 total was only good enough His opponent is Saskatchewan's 
number two player. If he wins 
this game, he'll take on the win- 
ner of a southern Ontario vs 
Alberta-two game on the same 
show. In order to make another 
for 71st place, 
Kit]mat had two bowlers at 
the .championship --  Rob 
P~ollins and Roger Alves. 
Rollins' 10-game total was 2436 
(38th place) while Alves shot a TV appearance, he must win all 
2315 (55th place), on that first show. 
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This weekend has Kermodes " 
hosting Prince Rupert Rain- . . . .  
makers and Kitimat in a North - -  " 
west zone commitment. " : ,  .... 
Best ever for. region's 
cross.country runners 
Terrace high school runners 
didn't win any medals, but they 
combined with Smithers athletes 
to provide our Northwest zone 
with their best-ever perform- 
ances at the B.C. schools' cross- 
country running championships 
course against 299 individuals 
and 321 Other teams. Terrace 
Caledonia's team finished 13th. 
Individual finishing spots for 
Terrace boys included 71st for 
David Shepherd, 79th for Brian 
Schlamp, l l0th for Chad Ed- 
on Nov. 18 at Beacon Hill Park '  monds,  1 19th for David 
in Victoria. . Edmonds and 144th for Adrian " : 
,7 . ,  
A third-place finish by Balatti. 
Smithers' Peter Douglas parked •::. For .the girls (242 individuals, 
his school's boys' team to take. 27 teams),Smithers was 10th on 
first place in the male team team total .  " 
category. Terrace's Megan Reid Placed 
:They ran the 7,200-meter 144th with Kathy Robson237th. 
"L / *  " , • , , . . 
, :Seasonending for: 
, kids',volleyball 
1990 
Autoplan 
Changes 
Grade 7 ,  Thornhill Grade 6, ..,iii 
Thornhill Grade 7, Copper ~i 
Mountain Grades'6 and 7: com- : ~ '~ 
bined, and Uplands Grade 6and 
*7:combined. 
• ,The nine-team girls' side plays 
all day- Saturday at • Skeena, 
• Cassie ,Hall, Clarence Michiel 
and Thornhill all have two en-  
tries ,while- Veritas,. Copper 
Mountain, and, Uplands" have, 
single entries,, .......... ,. ~ L,. ........ . . . . . . . . .  
WHAT'S NEW? 
flllr, Territorial changes mean 
- increases:over and above the '! 
gefi~'al increase insome 
communities and contribute o
eitherdecreases in premiums or
less of an increase inother areas. 
I I "  '~lo-Fault" Accident 
Benefits have been increased for 
auto-related claims, occurring 
on or after January 1, 1990, 
resulting ininjury or death. 
For those who qualify, 
disability benefits for an employed 
person have bee~i increased to
$200 per week from $145. 
fll~ The limit of liability for 
a~dical nd rehabilitation benefits 
has been increased by 50 per 
cent o a maximum of $150,000. 
I]I1" The maximum amount for 
funeral expenses has been 
doubled from $I000 to $2000. 
To reduce fraud, proof of 
identity isnow required for 
most Autoplan transactions. 
FINES & 
DRIVER POINTS 
fll~ Motorists caught violating 
traffic rules are now required to 
pay fines in addition to being 
assigned penalty points and 
charged Driver Point Premiums. 
[11" Drivers with five points or 
more are billed for points recorded 
in a twelve month review period. 
Up to December 31, 1989, the 
twelve month review period 
starts fourteen months prior to 
the driver's birthday (coming 
forward twelve months) but as 
of J~anuary 1,1990, the review 
period will start 17 months prior 
to the driver's birthday to allow 
for recording and processing time. 
ii~The • Terrace elementary 
schools' volleyball season comes 
~o an end this weekend with 
tournaments:at "Thornhill, and 
Skeena junior high schools. 
The 10-team boys' side plays 
at Thornhill Friday night and all 
day Saturday. Teams entered are 
Veritas Grade 6,. Veritas Grade " 
7, Cassio Hail Grade, 6, Cassio 
Hail Grade 7, Clarence Michiel 
Grade 6, .Clarence ... Mich!el. 
no more than six per cent for 
two-thirds of B.C.'s claim-free 
motorists as a result of changes 
to Autoplan for 1990. In dollar 
terms, this means variations 
ranging from premium decreases 
of about $15 to increases of
around $60 for these motorists. 
Changes include major 
adjustments to rating territories, 
increased "No-Fault" Accident 
Benefits and the finnual "aging" 
of some vehicles. The impact of 
1990 claims cost increases is 
also a factor. 
These changes and increased 
claims costs mean that ICBC 
will need an estimated 4.8 per 
cent more money in 1990 than 
in 1989. 
Other claim-free motorists, 
such as those who have their 
vehicles rated for pleasure use 
only or who live in some of the 
newly defined rating territories,: 
will see their premiums rise 
seven to thirteen .per cent. : 
Premiums for Compulsory " 
and Extended Third Party Legal.- 
Liability coverages combined 
have been increased by six per i 
cent for new and renewal 
policies as of January 1, 1990. 
Underinsured Motorist 
Protection and Comprehensive 
coverage also rise by six per 
cent. Premiums for Collision 
and Specified Perils coverages 
remain unchanged. 
ICBC 
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Ant h ropologist leads off Royal! MuSeum 
Speaker tours with Terrace lecture 
Dr. Margaret Stott, curator at after studying at UBC and similarities:of the regional styles, rmt so well known as other art. 
the University of British Colum- 
bia's Museum of Anthropology, 
visited Terrace recently as part 
of her Royal Museum Speaker's 
tour of-the Skeena region. 
by Nancy On" 
~ T'he:Speake~'s TOurs are ar- 
ranged by the Royal Museum of 
British Columbia in Victoria as 
:part o f  its program of educa- 
tion, Dr. Rick Kool, who ar- 
ranges the tours, believes that~ 
the museum has a mandate to 
Serve all the people of B.C. who 
support the museum through 
their taxes. Ten speakers tour 
the province in the spring and 
.fall, Visiting and lecturing in 
schools during the day and to 
adults in the evening. 
Dr. Stott, who is on a year's 
leave of absence from UBC 
where she teaches ethnology and 
is curator of the UBC Museum 
of Anthropology, received her 
PhD. from London University, 
Thornhill 
Junior 
honor roll 
The administration f Thorn- 
hill Junior Secondary School re- 
leased the names of students last 
week who made the school's 
first term honor roll. 
Outstanding Achievement in- 
dicates agrade point average be- 
- tween 3.50and4.00; Meritorious 
Achievement means an average 
of 3.25 - 3.49; and Honourable 
Mention signifies 3.00- 3.24. 
The students are: " 
Grade 8 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Jonathan Duffy, Sonja Hed- 
berg, Aaron Petovello, Vanessa 
Pearson. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Brainerd Bergsma, Fay Camp- 
bell. 
Honourable Mention: Dusty 
Clarke, Robert Judzentis, 
Heather Stoner, Panla Pocha, 
David Halley; Sheryl Ten Veen, 
Matthew Eichhorst. 
Grade 9 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Christine Todd, Josee Banville, 
Rodney Sanches. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Shane Myram, Keri Sauer 
Steven Maxim. 
Honourable Mention: Danny 
Hall, Corina Lockyer, Tasha 
McAvoy, Jason Ryan, Melanie 
Conrad, Kurt Muller, Stephen 
Bergsma, Allen Coburn. 
Grade 10 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Nicole Sanches, Jody McMur- 
ray, David Carson. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Chris Stoner, Ashley Tait, 
Aaron Hansen, Shawn 
Dimitrov. 
Henourable Mention: Valerie 
Devost, Tanya Renaud. 
The staff of Thornhill Junior 
Secondary is very appreciative 
of the effort these students have 
put ~nto their COurses ~d will.be 
provt'din ~g an. evemng Ot oow,ng: 
and p~ in:December, 
McGill Universities. 
"1 was thrilled with the degree 
of participation" she said after 
visiting Uplands and Clarence 
Michiel schools in Terrace, and 
lecturing at the Happy Gang 
Centre in the evening; 
She brought with her masks 
from the.Nuxalk: na~tion of Bella 
Co01a and explored with the 
children the esthetics and iden- 
tities o f  this contemporary art. 
Some of the students recognized 
the differences as well as the 
comparing Nuxalk art with local 
style. In the evening, slides were 
included in the presentation. 
Dr. Stott became interested in
Nuxalk culture when she was a 
child in Vancouver through her 
friendship with a girl from Alert 
Bay. In 1967 as a graduate stu- 
dentat he Museum Of Man in 
Ottawa, she did her master's 
The Nuxalk people are not 
gathered into large villages or 
clans, but live in small autono- 
mous family units, largely in the 
Bella Coola valley. 
thesis on the Nuxalk culture 
"I find the Nuxalk Culture ap- 
pealing and interesting," she 
said. " I t  is small in output and 
',The totems represent heir 
family crests, usually with the 
father figure at the top in his 
representative animal or bird or 
fish cloak, then the mother 
figure is next in her cloak. They 
know their ancestral stories 
well, '' 
Coming Events 
Dr. Margaret Stott: thrilled 
With level of participation in 
schools. 
Information concemlng the Twin River Estates project 
is available from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office,• corner of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each Wednesday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Nov; 27 to Dec. 1 -- The Salvation Army will be taking 
applications for Christmas hampers and toys at 4643 
Walsh Avenue, Terrace, between the hours of 1 and 4 
p.m. 
Thursday, November 30 -- The Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Group will be holding their annual general• meeting at 
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public Library meeting room 
(basement). New board members for 1990 will be 
elected. Everyone welcome. Phone 635-4631 for further 
information. 
Nov. 30, Dec. 1,2, 7, 8 and 9 -- The Terrace Little Theatre 
is pleased to present a revival of the English suspense 
thriller "Ladies in Retirement" by Edward Percy and 
Reginald Denham, directedby Ken Morton. This three- 
act play was originally performed by the Terrace Little 
Theatre n 1957 and will be~appreclated by fans 9f tradi- 
tional British melodrama. The~six performances ~wlil be 
in the McColl Playhouse on Kalum St. at 8 p,m. The first 
performance will be a two-for-one night. 
Saturday, December 2 - -  Terrace Art Association 
presents their annual Christmas Arts and Crafts sale at 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. En- 
try forms are now available at the Art Gallery, Terrace 
Library, Wallinda Crafts and Northern Lights Studio. 
Saturday, December 2 - -  The United Church Women Will 
be holding their Christmas Tea and Bazaar from 2 to 4 
p.m. at Knox United Church in Terrace. Everyone 
welcome, 
Saturday, December 2 -- Northwest Development 
Education Assoc. willbe offer!ng crafts, coffee and tea 
from the 'Developing World', :and distributed by 
Bridgehead TradinglOxfam, Tools for Peace,, Voice of 
Women and B.C. Africa Outreach at the Art Gallery from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and at Knox United Church from 2 to 4 
p.m. 
Saturday, December 2 -- The Terrace Regional Museum 
Tuesday, December 5 - -  Terracevlew Lodge will be 
holding their sixth annual Christmas tea and bazaar 
from 2 to 3:30 p.m. and from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Terracevlew 
Lodge. There will be crafts, bake sale, tea tables, raffles 
and much more. Everyone is welcome. Watch for the 
lighting of our Christmas tree around 8 p.m. on Dec. 5. 
Wednesday, December 6 -- Terrace Public Library 
presents "Travel Talk" for armchair travellers, or for 
those who really plan to "get up and go"! Travel con- 
sultant Theresa Brinkac will show videos and share 
some of her experiences in a series of informal talks 
about countries she has visited. Tonight's topic is 
Hawaii. Time is 7:30 p.m. Admission is free, everyone is 
welcome! Phone the library at 638.8177 for more Infor- 
mation. 
Wednesday, December 6 - -  NOTICE TO GOLFERS: The 
annual general meeting of the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club will be held at 8 p.m. at the clubhouse. 
Wednesday,~pecember 6 - -  A Chrlstmas bazaar wlll be 
held atVerltds School gym, 4836 Stra~Jme Ave., Terrace, 
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. A light supper wlll be avallable 
(grill for hamburgers and l~ot dogs). 
December 8 and 9 -- It's a puppet show!! at the Terrace 
Publlc Library on Friday at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. 
Come and see the Incredible adventures of "Molly 
Whupple and the Giant". Admlsslon Is free and 
everyone is welcome. Formore Informatlon, please call 
the library at 638.6177. 
December 8and 9 - -  Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
will be selling tickets for a Christmas draw. First prize Is 
a food basket, second prize acraft basket, third prize a 
hand knit baby crib cover. Tickets are on sale both days 
from 10 a.m. to3 p.m. at the Terrace Co,op. The draw will 
be held on Dec. 16 at 3 p.m. at the Hospital Gift Shop. 
Saturday, December 9 - -  All Skeena NDP members are 
invitedto a meetlng wlth the executive of the Provlnclal 
Skeena Rldlng Assoc. to discuss the (late of the 
nomlnatlon conventlon at 1:30 p.m. at the CPU Hall on 
Enterprlse Ave. In Kltlmat. For further Informatlon, call 
632-5890 in Kltlmat. 
Saturday, December 9 - -  There will be a meeting of the 
B.C. Seniors' Games Society, Zone 10, at the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St., Terrace, at1 p.m. For fur- 
ther information, contact Dorothy Cheyne at 632-3871, 
Maxine Smallwood at 635-8648 or Shirley Cochrane at 
624-6885. 
Saturday, December 9 - -  "Tools For Peace" donation 
day. Help build a new Nicaragua -- 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in 
.the..~Skeena Mall. The people.~ of Nicaragua need 
notebooks, safety gear, 'ri~bber b0ots, farm tools;and 
cash donations. For more information or donati0n pick- 
up, call Frances at 635.2436 or Nancy at 638-8393. 
Sunday, December 10 -- Closing date for tickets for 
Choices Christmas party to be held at the Arena ban- 
quet room at 6 p.m. (dinner and dance) on Dec. 16. 
Tickets are available at Terrace & District office, 2 - 3215 
Eby Street, phone 635-7863. 
Saturday, December 16 -- Mills Memorial Hospital Aux, 
illary will be holding their draw at the Hospital Gift Shop 
at 3 p.m. First price is a food basket, second prize a craft 
basket, 3rd prize a hand knit baby crib cover. Members 
of the Ladles' Auxiliary would like to thank all those who 
supported them by buying raffle tickets. 
Spend New Year's Event the Elks Hall, 2822 Tetrault, 
Terrace. Cocktails at 7 p.m., supper at 8 p.m, Live band, 
free rides home. For tickets, phone Rodger at 635-3733 
+,  . 
Society will be holding a Christmas book and bake sale 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Skeena Mall. Donations of 
baking welcomel 
Saturday, December 2 - -  Come and enjoy a Pancake 
Breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre on Kalum St. from 8 
to 11 a.m. Sponsored by Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pen- 
signers' Organization: Everyone welcome! 
Week of December 4 -- Financial problems? Free and 
confidential assistance is:available: from a pmvincla! 
government debt counsellor during the week Of Dec. 4. 
For an appointment call 627-1364 in Prince Rupert, 
638-3200 in Terrace and 632-6188 In Kltimat. For further 
Information, contact Guy Pockllngton, Ministry of 
Labour & Consumer Services at 660-3550. 
Tuesday, December 5 - -  Northwest Development 
Education Assoc. presents KEITH PHILANDER, 
Catholic Church of Canada representative on the Inter- 
national Observer Team for the recent Namiblan else- 
tion process, at 7:30 p.m. in the library basement. Topic 
is "Changes in Namlbla: Africa's Last Colony". Child 
care subsidy available. Everyooe welcome. For more in- 
formation, call Frances at 635-2436. 
• Tuesday, December 5 - -  The Ladles':Auxlllary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13, will be holding the 
final meeting of 1969. Elections of officers will take 
place and you are reminded to pay your dues before the 
end of Dec.180, Capt. Harker will be attending to take the 
gifts for the needy and the r canned food that we will 
bring to the meeting. Please attend this Important 
• meeting. It starts at 7:30 p.m, In the Legion with aget 
together afterwards. 
• / 
and leave a message or phone 635-3160, 
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/Plans are now well ahead for 
Terrace'Little Theatre's upcom- 
ing production of Ladies in 
Retirement, a suspense mystery 
thriller :by Edward Percy and~ 
Reginald Denham. 
This play was produced 
originally in Terrace by the Lit- 
tle Theatre Group in 1957 in the 
old Civic Centre. Two of the 
cast of that production, Edna 
Cooper and Bette Olson, still 
live in Terrace, although they 
are no longer active in the 
Theatre Group. The play was di- 
rected in 1957 by Sydney Risk of 
the Theatre Faculty of UBC. 
-Thesetting for the play is an 
old•farm - house on the marshes 
bUMdeof Gravesend near Lon- 
don, England, in the year 1868. 
It concerns itself with an ex- 
actress who has retired com- 
fortably to this quiet retreat with 
the financial help of her former 
"lover", Lord Kenardington. 
Leonora Fiske, the ex-actress, 
has hired as her housekeeper 
Ellen Creed, who brings her two 
delightfully "silly" sisters tO 
stay at the old farm house. 
Leonora decides that the 
sisters are not welcome tO-stay 
because of their quite eccentric 
behavior, and arrangements are 
made to send them away -- un- 
beknown to them. The tWO 
sisters arrive back after a short • 
drive to find that Miss Fiske is 
no longer at the house and that 
their sister Ellen has bought he 
house. These strange happenings 
and the question arises, "What 
*has happened to Leonora?" As 
the plot unfolds, the mystery 
becomes deeper, complicated 
further by the unexpected arrival 
of Ellen's •nephew, Albert. 
Terrace theater fans who wish 
to find out for themselves just 
what did •happen will have that 
chance Nov. 30, Dec. 1 and 2, 
and Dec. 7, 8 and 9 at the Mc- 
CollPlayhouse on Kalum Street. 
Tickets at $7.00 each may be 
purchased at Erwin's Jewellers 
in Terrace at the Skeena Mall or 
at the door. Show time is 8:00 
p.m. for each performance. 
The play is directed by Ken 
Morton and the set design is by 
Dave Battison. 
, : For further information con- 
tact Ken Morton at 635-7507 
(home) or 635-2721 (work). 
• "* -, ~'[:V. .+ 
Three of the major players In the Terrace Little Theatre's coming production of Ladles in 
Retirement are Cheryl Spencer, David Browning and Yvonne Michaud. The play will run for 
six performances at the McColl Playhouse on the first two weekends in December. 
classes in France. 
Two packages have been put 
together by Terrace Travel and 
NWCC staff members Jo 
Patterson and Freida Dams. The 
first offers a two-week Euro- 
pean experience while the second 
=_ . .  _ . .  1:.:_ .. ... 
College to otter f • , • . . / .... / 
French- - -  un "rr-ance 
A new ex.l~, rience is awaiting Mar,s, Notre Dame, File St.' '[ !: :~ .~-a  ~ " ~ ~ U i  I f~ ~" '  
some, North~eSttsC?mFmuni~ LOli~dthtEiffweliT~:~-used . , . :~ . .  
with a French family while I W- hiP41 ; l l l i : iB /B!  
attending 21 hours of classes 
every week. At the end of their 
stay they will receive aCertificat 
de Langue Francaise from the 
Universite Catholique de 
l'Ouest. A bonus to their Angers 
< -¥hirli¥ VlU-Jmu 
. . .  ,,~ ~ ~ !~ '~. 
leave Terrace on June 24,. 1990, 
and fly to Vancouver for a con- 
• necting British Airways flight to 
London and Paris. They will 
stay in Paris for six days, with 
side trips to a French fishing 
village and Atlantic resort, and 
then depart by train for Angers 
in the Loire Valley. Following 
an overnight stay in Angers, 
they will then travel to the island 
of Noirmoutier for a five-day 
visit which will include some 
by°ffers a week in Par iS four  • weeks of classesf°ll°Wedand inStaYtheLoireWill be specialty xcursiOnSvalley, home of Blank:~ ~i= . 'L/, ,/T..Blanket::: . . . .  -]I Blanket 11' 
local festivities in the Loire many chateaux and the Festival I : "  ,110community [~ Valley. . d'A jou, an nual theater. ' B.C. andYUKON ALBERTA NWT SASKATCHEWAN 
The two week tour, entitled festival. The cost of this tour is _ _ _ .~,0o0,0o0 $1gO00 ,ou..~o~. $1 1600 .e ,~.  I1 $16600 .~s,~ 
"Terrace Meets Paris,', is $3,000. i#'W.words ./~¢ommunity B ie r  ~wOf¢lll 111o~eoholde I I  13.O0perwordforllVV~;w°nle hoi;e holds 
*T/community 
ava i lab le  to  12 students at a cost $3 00perword for newspapers 00 rwommr ' ' 2million ~ $4. pa each word over 25 newspapars ' 
o f  $2,400. Tour participants will Tour organizer and guide Jo I~~elchw°rd°ver25  readers .~l~i elchwocdover25...~ . new~apera~,, , - ' . ' [~ ' - - -~~~~--~~1~ I 
Patterson holds a Ph.D. in 
French and has taught French 
and English at NWCC since 
1983. In recent years, Patte~rson 
spent a total of one year in Paris 
and a few summers in Quebec, 
Avignon and Montreal before 
attending the Centre Interna- 
tional d'Edutes Francaises in, 
1988. She has also worked as a 
Foreign Service Officer. 
There wil l  be three pre- 
departure orientation sessions 
Blanket n Blanket 
MANITOBA 'i ONTARIO-QUEBEC 
85 ? '275   I~ vords hooseholds s households 
?Swo~lemlx lmum e~1 communl t~ 
$3.00 per word for .51 community t l  each word ov~ 2S 
each word over 25 , newspapers 17_*~__-~ word ov~ le newspapers 
ALLi 
Blanket 
ATLANTIC PROVs 
$~aoo .~,~ 
" / ' /25  words tmueelm4ds 
SS.~0 par word for *58 community 
each word over 25 newspapers 
time on some of the island's 25 for participants on travel tips, 
miles of beach. The return trip non-verbal communication a d 
includes a two-day stay in Lon- 
don, where a tour of Cambridge 
University is on the agenda. 
The longer of the two visits in- 
Europe in 1990. As a bonus, I ~ ~:='~J~ f 
participants can extend their ,~  ~ . ~ ~,  ii 
stayin Europe, and, through ar- [ ~ ~ ~  ~~;£=;r~t~W~i~' - - -  I~'~ " ~ It , '~ .  ~[~ 
le 
rangement with British Airways, 
dudes a week in Paris from June earn enough points for a return 
24 to July 1, 1990 and then a ticket to Los Angeles or some 
four-week stay in Angers. While 
.. in Paris, the student ravellers 
will  visit the Louvre, Centre 
Pompidou, Mnsee d'Orsay, La 
Bastille-O~ra, Art Studios, L e 
other destination. For more in= 
formation, contact Jo PattersonL ~ 
at Northwest Community Col- 
lege by phoning 635-651 I, local 
249. 
• : t 
POLICE REPORT 
Terrace RCMP are. in- and two shoplifters. 
vestigating two residential For the weekend of  Nov. 
break-ins reported on Nov, 17 to 19, police say they re- 
21, On the same day, theyar- ceived !'only minor and 
rested one impaired driver routine complaints". 
, 4535 Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 • 
.635-7840 " 
" I I 
;/,~:iOne ~oi ~ :the:most exciting per- 
f0nnances :this community has 
Whnessed in recent years took 
• place in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Friday. night as a trio led by 
Celt ic  harpist and vocalist 
LoreenaMcKennitt held a near- 
capacity atidience in thrall for 
two hours. 
by Michael Kelly 
Despite her name and a gently 
burred accent, McKennitt is 
from a small town in central 
Manitoba. She was raised with 
formal grounding in the classics, 
but she told the Terrace au- 
dience that when she heard a 
recording by a Celtic revivalist 
harper from Brittany her future 
was  cast. 
McKennitt-herself has become 
the finest kind of true revivalist, 
having mastered the traditional 
Celtic style and then refined it in 
the crucible of her own creativi- 
ty. The pieces he offeredup Fri- 
day night were selections from- 
three albums she has recorded. 
Some were Celtic folk songs, 
others were selections of Irish 
poetry set to McKennitt's music. 
Her instrument is the 
tr0ubador harp, of a size mid- 
way between the pedaled concert 
harp and the smaller Celtic harp. 
• Flanked by a guitarist and an 
acoustic bass player, she led the 
evening off •with a series of tradi- 
tional Irish songs, interspersed 
~vith narrative that illuminated 
the songs' origins and lter first 
encounters with them, dften on 
the west coast of Ireland which 
is home to so many great and 
obscure musicians and tellers of 
tales. 
McKennitt's hands on :the 
harp were sharp, evocative and 
commanding. On the gauzily 
backlit stage the strings some- 
times vanished and she seemed 
to be playing the air itself, mak- 
ing the spaces in the theater 
almost live to the touch. But 
what the audience took away 
with them was the memory of 
that voice. 
As she spoke between songs 
her manner was soft, demur and 
c0nfident, but when she entered 
the songs after each brief, pluck- 
ed introduction her voice dove 
into the melody with the 
sureness and joy of a hawk ex- 
alting in the air. 
In "The Blacksmith", a story 
in  song of love deceived, the 
desolation of abandonment 
was subtly underlaid with 
vengeful anger, delivered in a 
tone just short of a sneer. The 
chorus of a subsequent song ran, 
:'Huntsman, ruddy, blow your 
horn", and her voice became a 
Call to the chase, echoing from 
wooded hills. The singing and 
harping ran like all the 
manifestations of an elemental 
force, now plaintive and haun- 
ting, now plangent and thrilling 
with a wild, keening edge. The 
love and death anguish in "An. 
hachae", concluding the first 
half, were enough to make the 
hair stand up on the back of 
your neck. 
This was the true face of 
Celtic music, stripped of all the 
Phony  Sentimentality pasted on 
itby pop arrangers of the North 
American music industry, 
revealing the ironic lyrical 
i:c al evening 
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subtleties, arresting melodiesl ......... 
and complex rhythms Of one of 
the  world,s great creative 
cultures. 
Us ing  three stringed in-  
s t r~ents / two f which p!ay 
virtually .in the same register, 
Called for a combination of cau- 
tion and recklessness in arrang- 
ing to avoid monotony of tim- 
bre. The result was a fascinating 
dialogue between harp and ~ 
guitar in the inner voices under- 
lined by a bass foundation while 
McKennitt's voice ranged and 
probed through it all with the 
melody. The guitarist and bass 
player both had solo oppor- 
tunities in two of the evening's 
jazz  presentations. In the solo 
work and throughout the show, 
the two proved themselves, as 
McKermitt told the audience in 
the introduct ion,  to be 
somethingweil beyond~the l vel 
of studio musicians. 
Two of the program's pieces 
were departures from the main 
theme, with McKennit on piano 
backed by her cohorts playing 
original composit ions 
characterized byan insistent, ag- 
gressive double-time rhythm. 
Although they showed the hand 
of an accomplished and talented 
songwriter, in this program, 
they seemed like interludes. 
The highlights of the evening 
were McKennitt,s own musical 
settings of the poetry of Paedric 
Collm and that lyrical prince of 
mysticism, ~Willi~t'm ::BUtler 
Yeats. The concert ~ concluded 
with "The Stolen Child", verses 
byYeats sung to a melody of 
breathtaking intensity. 
"'Come away, hurnan child 
To the water and the wild, 
With a fairy hand in hand, 
The world's more full of 
weeping 
Than you can understand. "" 
She was accorded one of those, 
rare Terrace tributes, a standing 
ovation. This performance will 
stand long and large in memory. 
¢ 
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Loreena McKennitt, shown here in rehearsal prior to her performance in Terrace Friday 
night, has taken the Celtic music revival a step beyond historical reproduction and made 
the spirit of the music live again. 
If there's a Celtic revival, 
it may include everybody 
Some say there is a revival in 
the popularity of Celtic music, 
and from the reaction of the au- 
dience at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre last weekend, .it appears 
that may be true. 
by  Tod  St rachan 
English, Irish, Scottish," she ex- 
plains. And this launched her 
career. 
" I  was really smitten for 
life," says McKennitt, "and 
some years later I was able to 
find a harp in London, 
England." It wasn't a new harp 
-- she found it in a second hand 
shop. 
She later furthered her study 
of Celtic music at an artists' 
retreat in Ireland near a village 
named Annaghmakerrig. From 
her studies there and elsewhere, 
McKennitt has discovered some 
interesting facts about Celtic life 
styles and music that may ex- 
plain to some degree the univer- 
sal acceptance of the Celtic 
melodic structure. 
First, the Celtic culture 
originated in India. Many cen- 
turies ago, natives of India 
migrated to what are now the 
countries of Germany and 
Ireland. This, according to 
McKennitt, has formed .an im 
visible bond that today 
transcends political divisions. 
One of these cultural bonds, 
says McKennitt, is a reverence 
for nature. A reverence for 
nature, she says, that's very 
similar to that of the North 
American Indian. 
This is a link which fascinates 
McKennitt. "They're seen as 
two peoples. They live in dif- 
ferent geographical locations. 
But there are a lot of 
similarities," she says. And not 
just in their reverence for 
nature. According to McKen- 
nitt, there are also similarities in 
Native and Celtic music. "The 
model structure is very 
primitive," she explains, "and 
there a re  certain other 
rhythmetic similarities." 
This fascination with history 
may dominate some of McKen- 
nitt's time, but her f'n'st love will 
always be for Celtic music. "The 
music is an art form for my 
part," says McKennitt, "not 
just a form of entertainment." 
She adds to this her own view of 
the importance of Celtic music. 
"It's an interpretive vehicle to 
explore history and culture with 
threads to the contemporary ex- 
perience," says McKennitt. 
"It's a vital vehicle, or catalyst, 
through which we can wrestle 
with our identity both in the past 
and in the future." 
With this firm belief and 
dedication to performing, it may 
be no accident that McKennitt's 
talent is helping Celtic music to 
regain a foothold in our lives. 
She sings and plays traditional 
Celtic songs, but using the same 
melodic structure and lyrical 
style she writes many of her own 
songs as well. Many may believe 
the result is just entertainment 
- -  but for McKennitt her music 
is much more. And if McKennitt 
is right, it may be that the emo. 
tions her audiences experience 
have more to do with the past 
than the present. • 
The offering of Celtic 
melodies by singer and harpist 
Loreena McKennitt and a 
sprinkling of jazz by guitarist 
Brian Hughes and acoustic bass 
player Shelly Bergen were well 
received by an audience of about 
400 Friday night. 
McKennitt comes from an 
Irish background and was born 
in Morden, Manitoba, about 80 
miles southwest of Winnipeg. 
She says she has always been in- 
terested in folk • music but it was 
when she was 17 years old when 
her family moved to Winnipeg 
that her true love of Celtic music 
began to grow, "Ii Eung around 
witha group whowere really in- 
to music from the British isles... 
. . .  , . . . - - .  
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Randy Trombley? 
"If  you're going to be a 
l~ureaucrat, there isn't a position 
that offers more satisfaction. 
You have to be~a 'people- 
person' to dothis job." Randy 
Trombley, Government Agent 
at the B.C. Access Centre in Ter- 
race, is certainly a 'people- 
person'. 
by "BettY Barton 
What does a Government 
Agent do? Randy explains that 
each ministry Of the provincial 
government has programs.i 
Those ~- ,programs have to be 
raadetavailable to the public. 
The~!G~ernment Agent office 
has no programs. The Govern- 
ment Agent and his staff provide 
"information on all provincial 
programs. They can also help 
with inquiries concerning 
federal, regional or municipal 
government services. The gov- 
ernment agent office covers er- 
vices for all ministries not other- 
wise represented in Terrace. 
The Government Agent con- 
tracts as gold commissioner 
(sub-recorder), provides ervices 
of the provincial Solicitor 
General, motor vehicle branch, 
strike vote observer and district 
registrar of births, deaths and 
marriages, to name a few. Ap- 
plications or forms are available 
for every service from B.C. 
Medical Services Plan to water 
licenses. Payment s--c-afibe made 
for rural dog• licenses, fishing 
licenses, and crown land lease 
rentals. Whatever the communi- 
ty and government needs, the 
Government Agent provides. 
Randy considers the government 
agent office the 'first stop in 
shopping for government ser- 
vices'. 
"We're generalists, rather 
than specialists. We offer service 
with a smile. We're professional 
and we care. We never say 'no'. 
If we don't have the answer, we 
will refer you to a department 
which does. Or, we'll offer our 
telephones or fax machines to 
access information ot available 
here." 
Randy considers word of 
mouth the best form of advertis- 
ing for the government agent of- 
fice. People especially notice 
that staff at the government 
agent's will spend the time to 
determine What their concern is. 
They have empathy; they listen; 
they give the person the full 
focus of their attention. Then 
they deal with the issue or refer 
them to the appropriate source 
of information. 
Randy particularly enjoys the 
people he works with - -  having 
a team that works well together 
makes Terrace all the more ap- 
pealing to him. Trombley and 
his wife Susan arrived in Terrace 
in Dec. 1978 from Ucluelet. 
They came for two years - -  and 
now they have no plans to leave. 
They had enjoyed two years in 
each of his previous postings 
with the provincial government 
in Burns Lake, Ucluelet, Powdl 
River and Quesnel. When asked 
why he decided to settle in Ter- 
race, Trombley explains that "it 
was time".., and there are many 
challenges in the job. And the 
community keeps them i~ 
terested and motivated. 
Terrace is large enoughth~tt it 
provides all the services required 
for the active Trombley family. 
And it's rural enough to provide 
a wholesome and varied en- 
vironment. Wife Susan is active 
in the French Immersion pro- 
gram as a director. Children Re- 
jan (Grade 7), Jodi (Grade 5) 
and Brenti(Grade 2)are all in 
French Immersion and minor  
sports, and Jodi is in Girl 
Guides. Randy himself has been 
a director of the Chamber of 
Commerce, On the Expo '86 
committee and a member of Ter- 
race's Tourism and Economic 
Advisory Commission. 
Randy began his career with 
the provincial government in 
1971 in Quesnel as a clerk-typist 
with the government agent's of- 
fice. His dad was in the car 
business, o he'd had experience 
+dealing with Motor Vehicles 
Branch as a customer and an in- 
terested tax-payer. Randy was 
trained as a school teacher, but 
his first practicum changed his 
career plans. 
Randy worked up through the 
ranks to his present position as 
Government Agent. The phil- 
osophy of the government 
agent's office is to look for peo- 
ple with management potential 
and people skills. The technical 
skills can then be taught. Gov- 
ernment Agent rainee programs 
are offered, as required, 
throughout he province. The i 
Government Agent position is 
one of few provincial govern- 
ment management level "out-of- 
serv ice"  jobs avai lable.  
Trombley is satisfied with the 
level of service provided by the 
government agent office, but is 
always striving for more and 
better for the public. "We're in 
a changing society and have to 
keep up," he says. 
The provincial government 
perception isalso changing. The 
philosophy of service is becom- 
ing a priority. There is a recog- 
nition by business and govern- 
ment that information and ac- 
cess to it are ultimately essential 
to the development and expan- 
sion of our provincial economy. 
In this changing climate, the 
B.C. Access Centre has evolved. 
The idea behindthe Access Cen- 
tre is to provide access to infer, 
mation or government services 
in as many communities as 
possible. 
Management and staff in the 
government agent office have 
spent time developing pro- 
cedures and ideas for the new 
Access Centre. And they are 
presently setting up new com- 
puter accounting and inventory 
systems. Terrace is one of the 
first four communities in B.C. 
to have an Access Centre. By 
March 31, 1990, there will be 15 
access centers in B.C. There is a 
cost-saving and improvement in 
services from access centers. 
There will be no increase in 
staffing. Ministries, now located 
in one building, can cover for 
each other and provide con- 
tinuous service to customers 
(even from formerly one or two- 
person offices). Service is now 
available during the lunch hour 
(12 to 1). 
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Terrace Govemment Agent Randy Tromb!oy and staff member Peggy Stewart: service pro- 
viders who take the•time to listen andnever say "no". 
Trombley points out that 
• there has been an increase in 
business since the Access Centre 
opened. Due to improved Ioca- 
tion, access and information 
available, people are more aware 
of the services and are taking ad- 
vantage of them. Government 
services of the Access Centre will 
soon be available to even the 
outlying areas of Aiyansh and 
Greenville with toll-free calling. 
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Canadians,assessed 
E Cal report recommends 
fhat services reach out 
• " . . • " .  
• . k 
, In response to concerns about 
Englisk.as a Second language 
(ESL) and •health care needs of • 
new Canadians, the Terraceand 
District" Multicultural Associa- 
ti6n and the" Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre undeitook a 
new Canadian needs assessment 
survey. 
by Betty Barton 
Under the direction of a steer- 
ing committee composed of 
members of the two sponsoring 
bodies, the following issues were 
identified for investigation: 
What are the ESL needs of 
new Canadians? 
What are the health care 
needs of new Canadians? 
• Are these needs being met? 
• In what ways can service pro- 
viders improve services to meet 
the needs of new Canadians? 
The survey was made possible 
by grants from the federal gov- 
ernment's Department of 
Secretary of State and the Van 
Dusen Foundation. 
To address ' the questions, 
Erlinda Okano was hired to co- 
ordinate and implement a ques- 
t ionnaire and interview 
schedule. Erlinda is a relative 
newcomer to Terrace. She, her 
husband and daughter arrived 
from Prince George one year 
ago in August. There, she was 
an  active member of the 
Multicultural Association and 
ran a Filipino import store. 
Erlinda is no newcomer to 
multiculturalism. Or to the 
obstacles to integration for new 
Canadians. 
Erlinda was born and raised in 
Manila, Philippines. She came 
to Canada 23 years ago to escape 
the tropical heat. One never im- 
agines that someone born in that 
climate would have trouble 
adapting to it. She suffered ter- 
ribly. The air conditioning was 
always humming in their home 
in Manila. Erlinda remembers 
telling her parents that once she 
was old enough and strong 
enough to "fly on her own" she 
wanted to live in a country with 
four seasons. 
i' Erlinda obtained her B.Sc. in 
MedicalTechnology in Manila 
to work as a pharmacist. Six 
months after she graduated 
• from university, a former class- 
mate called her from Ontario. 
The friend was living in Orillia 
and was the only Filipino there. 
She was lonely "and suggested 
that Erlinda apply to come to 
Canada. She even offered her a 
job on behalf of her hospital. 
At that time, a job offer from 
the hospital in Canada was all 
that was necessary for the Cana- 
dian Embassy to issue the re- 
quired • authorization. Unfor- 
tunately the job offer, by 
telegram, was sent in care of the 
*V Dean at Erlinda's unt erstty. He 
• thought she had already left the 
Philippines and didn't know 
how to reach her. It took six 
months of perseverence on his 
part before he finally made con- 
tact with her. She was working 
at the Veterans' Hospital in 
Manila, but had been on leave 
.out of the country. Two months 
later, she. arrived in Vancouver. 
Waiting for the flight to 
Toronto, she tried to phone her 
preferred method. Primary bar- 
riers to attending the classeslin- 
eluded lack of time, lack .of in- 
formation, costs, and the need 
for flexibility and choices re- 
garding class times, locations 
and levels . . . .  
Recommendations included 
advertising courses in both 
English and other languages, 
friend in Orillia. She never• got ' having~an: orientation meeting, 
through~d to this day, doesn' t  providing financial assistance 
know what happened to  her. 
When Erlinda arrived at Toron- 
to's Pearson International Air- 
porL  five hospital adminis- 
trators met her with job offers. 
Erlinda's father had given her 
enough money to see her 
through her first two months in 
Canada. He wanted her to 
choose the job and city she 
wanted, rather than being forced 
into a decision. 
She spent her first few days at 
the posh King Edward Hotel in 
Toronto and considered the job 
offers. Meanwhile, new friends 
off the flight were staying at the 
Y. She finally joined them at the 
Y and accepted the best job of- 
fer w i thToronto  General 
Hospital. 
Despite her new Hong Kong 
overcoat and her desire to live in 
a country with four seasons, 
Erlindawas miserable. She was 
so cold. She h~td to commute by 
draughty street :car and she 
called home every night and 
cried. ~ 
Gradually she adjusted to the 
weather and found a job as a 
medical technologist in a private 
clinic. The cold had taken its 
toll, though, and four months 
later, Erlinda had her tonsils 
out. That was when she dis- 
covered the luxury of free health 
care in Canada. English is the 
second language in the Philip- 
pines ~ and Erlinda encountered 
no language barriers in Toronto. 
But the cultural and social dif- 
ferences were dramatic. Because 
of these experiences and five 
years of doing research at the 
University of Guelph and her 
educational background, Erlin- 
da was the perfect candidate to 
do the Needs Assessment Survey 
for new Canadians in Terrace. 
One hundred questionnaires 
were d istr ibuted through 
churches, clubs and organiza- 
tions to a non-random sample of 
new Canadians in Terrace. 
Sixty-eight were returned com- 
plete. Sixty-one interviews were 
conducted, 
The respondents in this survey 
come from various ethnic 
groups. Fifty percent are from 
India, 22 percent from Portugal, 
nine percent from the Philip- 
pines, five percent from Italy, 
five from China, four percent 
from Vietnam, 1.5 percent from 
Argentia, 1.5 percent from 
Hong Kong, one percent' from 
Poland and one percent from 
Chile. 
Religious membership in- 
cluded 44 percent Christian, 36 
percent Sikh and five percent 
Buddhist. Fifteen percent of 
respondents ind icated  no 
religious affiliations. 
Sixty-eight percent of re- 
spondents expressed a desire to 
improve their English language 
competency. ESL classes are the 
for courses, transportation and 
child- care, and incorporating 
social activities and field trips in- 
tothe learning experience. 
Directed specifically at North- 
west Community CoRege, the 
survey recommended that op- 
tions for in-home study be ex- 
plored through telecourses and 
audio-conferencing. Also, it was 
recommended that NWCC in- 
itiate a reading and writing 
course for new Canadians. 
Although new Caimdians are 
aware of and utilize primary 
health care services, •usage of the 
less high-profile health services 
such as mental health counsel- 
ling, Meals on Wheels, Home- 
makers, pre-natal classes and 
self-help groups is less than 50 
percent. Language difficulties 
and lack of information were the 
most common barriers to acces- 
sing health services. 
Recommendations included, 
1.) that a comprehensive direc- 
tory of health and health-related 
services be developed and up- 
dated annually; 2.) that the 
Skeena Health Unit develop a 
pamphlet describing its services 
in English, French, Punjabi, 
Portugese and Chinese for 
distribution to all new Cana- 
dians in Terrace; 3.) that work- 
shops on common health prob- 
lems be held with interpreter ser- 
Vice available; 4.) that the 
feasibility of initiating culturally 
appropriate pre-natal classes be 
addressed by agencies and in- 
dividuals currently providing 
this service. 
As a result of this survey, the 
conference "Where do we go 
from here?" was held on Nov. 
18th. Details of that conference 
will be published in next week's 
Terrace Review. 
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Terrace resident Edlnda Okano, herself an immigrant from 
the Philippines, recently completed coordinating astudy of 
the needs of new Canadians in the local area. Here she 
displays a copy of the report. 
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CANCER 
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LEO 
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VIRGO 
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SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov.21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar, 20 
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or friend could involve you in some long distance 
travel. 
Associates look to you for guidance in handling a
sticky fix~.~ncial situation. Show them how to 
balance the account. 
Saturn in your Seventh ouse brings a sense of 
reliability and stability to relationships with mate 
or partner. 
Responsibilities on the job may seem overwhelm- 
ing at times. You'll see your efforts bear fruit in 
the nearfuture. 
A disciplined approach to activities of a creative 
nature bring excellent results, No fooling around 
--it's serious business, 
Problems of a domestic nature become critical 
and must be dealt with. The order of command 
is subtley altered. 
Keep the lines of communication open in busi- 
ness or family affairs. Now is not the time to 
withdraw and brood. 
Material possessions are a reflection of what you 
value, not who you are. Be aware of what means 
most o you. 
A little self-analysis in order. Are you taking 
on too many commitments, and neglecting your 
own needs? 
Put the finishing touches to projects you've been 
holding in suspense. It's time to clear the decks, 
ready for new beginnings. 
A little team effort goes a long way in successfully 
accomplishing the goals and objectives of your 
group. 
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[ Bits "n' Pieces 
Christmas is a time for giv- 
ing, and the TerraceElks and 
• .the Royal Purple Ladies know 
how to do that.: For over 30 ..... 
:3/ears, the Elks=and the Royal 
Put'P!eLodges inTerrace have 
• SUpported and generously con- 
tributed to worthy projects in. 
the Ci3mmunity. .... 
Their support in particular • 
goes to the well-being and 
welfare Of children and' Our 
senior citizens, as well as 
"burned out" families (families 
who have been left with 
nothing after a fire)i and the 
Salvation Army. The funds are 
raised through bingos, and 
Santa came early to quite a few 
charities this fall. 
.e Mills Memorial Hospital 
was presented with $4,000 
towards needed surgical equip- 
ment. 
• The Terrace Child Develop- 
merit Centre was the recipient 
of $2,000'~foiliterary equip- 
me~tt~ " '(~",'~-'~..:,,~, 
, • The Terra~:e ffon~emakers 
Service received $2,200 to pur- 
e chase three Alert Systems. 
o The Arthritis Society (B.C. 
Division) was presented with 
$1,000 towards research in the 
field of arthritis cause and 
cure. 
• The Terrace Fire Depart- 
ment received $I,000 towards 
completion of the' Fire Safety 
House" for demonstration a d 
teaching purposes in the com- 
muulty. 
I know I speak for many 
people when I say "thank you'" 
for all you do. We know that 
you exist, but we often take 
you for granted. We don't 
always give you enough recog- 
• nition for the good work you 
do. Without he help of 
organizations such as yours, 
life would not be as good as it 
is today for some people. 
Merry Christmas to all of you. 
.... Put this on your calendar for 
things to do this weekend: 
there is an arts and crafts show 
at the Kermode Friendship 
Centre on Friday and Saturday; 
the United Church bazaar is on 
Saturday; and the Terrace Art 
Association Christmas arts and 
crafts show and sale is in the 
Gallery all day •Saturday. These 
are good places to spend some 
time and money. 
The Skeenaview tea and 
bazaar is next Tuesday, Dec. 5. 
Come and .have some tea and 
visit with• the folks. 
Herb and llse Kienapfel 
recently returned from a vaca- 
tion in Europe, They were both 
b'brn there, Herb in East 
P~ssia and llse in West . 
Prussia. East and west prussia 
is now called Poiand, Going to 
Poland, for the IOenapfels, was 
- ' - "  by Alle Toop 'i 
a trip down memory lane. 
Going with them on the trip 
were Ilse's brother Max• and his 
wife, who live in Cologne, 
West Germany. 
They visited Haagenau, 
Herb's birthplace, and the farm 
he was born~on. Although the 
people living on the farm now 
.are strangers, when the 
Kienapfels knocked .on the 
door and explained why they 
were <there, .they were asked to 
come in and were treated royal, 
' ly..They shared the tastiest 
pork they'd ever eaten, had 
coffee and cake and drink of 
vodka~ and did a lot of talking. 
A funny thing happened on 
• the way to the farm. They were 
stopped by a policeman, telling ~ 
them that they • were going too 
fast. Since it was a straight 
road and nobody occupying i t  
but them, they did not think it 
was so bad. The policeman, 
however, insisted and said, 
"Max, you just drove a little 
bit too fast and you just have 
to pay a teeny little fine,"; he 
• then paused and said... "for 
beer." They all laughed and 
paid the fine in Deutschemarks. 
Upon leaving, the policeman 
shook everybodYs hand and 
: said, "Max, you are a good 
driver; have a good trip." This 
is one way that people in all 
walks of life get hold of 
foreigncurrency. Bribery is a 
way of life. Payment always 
has to be in either doliars o~ ~ 
Marks. The Polish currency is 
zlotys. It is not worth anything, 
• and cannot be exchanged. 
• They also went to have a 
look in Bushkau, the •place 
where llse went to school. The 
school was still there and 
• undergoing renovations. From 
• there it was off to Gdansk and 
Gedingen (Gdynia). These are 
cities on the Gulf of Danzig, 
which is the entrance to the 
Baltic Sea. 
One day, a bunch of used 
cars were brought into 
Gedingen, together with some 
• old carparts, to an outdoor 
market: The salesmen only sold 
to people with dollars or 
• Marks. Zlotys were not ac- 
cepted. Just to give an idea: a 
dinner for two in Poland cost 
824,000 zlotys. That's almost a 
million, just for a dinner. The 
smallest denomination i  the 
Polish currency is 10,000, and 
it goes up from there. 
There is not much to spend 
your money on in ,Poland. The 
Polish people spend their days 
standing in line for food and 
other necessities. After 10 days 
in Poland, they motored back 
to West Germany to do some 
more visiting and get ready for 
a tour to Turkey. 
On the bus tour to Turkey, 
the four of them were joined 
by two more people. They were 
long time friends, the Schat- 
tkowskis, who had visited Ter- 
race in the summer of '88. 
To get to Turkey, they 
travelled through Germany, 
Austria, Yugoslavia nd 
Bulgaria. Destination: Istanbul. 
Seven million people live in 
Istanbul. Their guide in Turkey 
was a university student named 
Esmeralda. She spoke several 
languages. They saw the sights ~. 
and took a boat trip around 
One 0fa series of recent donations by the Terrace Elks Lodge #425 and the Ladies of the 
Royal Purple went to the Terrace Child Development Centre -- $2,000 for speech and hear- 
ing books. 
the Sea of Marmara. They 
visited a place where silk rugs 
are made, a place where noth- 
ing but gold is sold, and a 
leather factory, where beautiful 
leather clothing is produced. 
Everywhere you go in Turkey, 
you have to wheel and deal, ex- 
plains Ilse. Turks are every-• 
where, selling everything from 
postcards to honey to cookies. 
They. visited a ~ghtclub;where 
they had a nice meal and en" 
joyed the performance by the 
belly dancers. But as all good 
things come to an end, so did 
the holiday. = 
The Kienapfels are back 
home again, thinking about 
where they would like to go 
next. Maybe from coast o 
coast in this country. It's only 
a thought... 
For those born before i940, 
you can call yourself survivors. 
You were before television, 
before penicillin, before polio 
shots, frozen foods, Xerox, 
plastic, contact lenses, Frisbees 
and the pill. You were before" 
radar, credit cards, split atoms, 
laser beams and ballpoint pens; 
before Pantyhose, dishwashers, 
clothes dryers, electric blankets, 
air conditioners, drip-dry 
clothes and before man walked 
on the moon. You got married 
first and then lived together. 
In your time, Bunnies were 
small rabbits, and rabbits were 
not Volkswagons. Designer 
Jeans were scheming irls nam- 
ed Jean or Jeanne, and a 
meaningful relationship meant 
'g~t~tJ/lg' ~d~fig~wdl~With your 
cousins. You were before 
househusbands, computer 
dating, dual careers and com- 
muter marriages. You were 
before day-care centers, group 
therapy and nursing homes. 
You never heard of FM radio, 
tape decks, electric typewriters, 
articicial hearts, word pro- 
cessors, yogurt and guys wear- 
ing earrings. For you, time -~ 
sharing meant ogetherness, not 
computers or condominiums. A 
"chip" meant a piece of wood,- 
hardware meant hardware, and 
software wasn't a word. 
In 1940, Made in Japan 
meant junk, and the term 
"making out" referred to how 
you did on your exam. Pizzas, 
"McDonald's" and instant cof- 
fee were unheard of. You "hit 
the scene" at 5 & I0¢ stores 
where you bought hings for 5 
and i0 cents. The corner stores 
sold ice cream for a nickel or a 
dime, and double dips at that. 
For one nickel yo u could make 
a phone call, buy .aPepsi or : 
enough stamps to mail a letter 
and two postcards. You could 
buy a new Chevy Coups for 
$600 -- but.~yho could afford" 
One? A pry  to0, because gas 
was o~ly 11 cents a gallon. 
In your day, cig~ette smok- 
ilig was fashionable, grass was 
mowed, coke was'~ cold drink 
and pot was something you 
cooked in. Rock music was a 
grandmother's lullaby. You 
were certainly not before the 
difference between the sexes 
was discovered, but you were 
surely before the sex change. 
And you are probably the last 
generation to think that you 
needed a husband to have a 
baby. 
If you lived through all this, 
you can proudly call yourself a
"'survivor". 
See you all again next week, 
with more 'Bits 'n' Pieces. 
Publishers of the TERRACE REVIEW 
,, Your hometown locally owned 
and operated newspaper. 
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Food-Safe >grad:  n_..._..rs now nearing 100 
- . . . . .  • :~., - ~-; . 
handling 
- , . .  
program 
popular 
elsewhere 
° ,  
Twenty graduates of the Food 
Safe program received their cer- 
tificates from Northwest Com- 
munity College Cook Training 
instructor Brian Parkes Nov. 16. 
This brings to total number of 
NWCC Food Safe graduates to 
about 80 since the program 
began three years ago. 
The Food Safe program was 
developed in B.C. with the ob- 
jective of ensuring that all food 
handlers were familiar with safe 
procedures. 
" .(./! 
: .~.!  
i l i l i w 
"".~ 
~.i 5<i. 
.i:.~: 
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Parkes says the idea actually 
began in the United States. 
When the group tried to find 
someone to develop the pro- 
gram, however, they ran into 
problems. They tried one 
American center after another 
and found no one interested in 
the project. Their search finally 
took them to the B.C. lower 
mainland and it Was there they 
found a college system that em- 
braced the idea. It wasn't the 
end of the problems forthe U.S. 
promoters, though. ~, Even 
though the college syste~ liked 
the idea, they suggested some 
changes that the promoters re- 
fused to  accept. They said, 
"Forget i t ,"  according to 
Parkas, and returned to the 
States :  
But those in the lower main- 
land college system didn't forget 
the idea. In fact, they liked the 
idea so much that they formed a 
committee and put together a 
program that was produced with 
provincial government assis- 
tance. Since then the program 
has received world-wide recog- 
nition and is widely used in a 
nUmber of countries including 
the rU.S. And some regions have 
• even gone further than simply 
adopting the program. Accord- 
ing to  Parkes, the program is 
mandatory for all food handlers 
in Alberta and will soon be man- 
datory in Ontario. The province 
of B.C. hasn't gone quite this 
far yet ,  but B.C. Ferries 
demands their food handling 
employees hold a Food Safe cer- 
tificate. It's an example the rest 
o f  the province could follow. 
# 
: Parkes says the program, con- 
tains valuable information for 
those working in the fast food, 
• restaurant and food processing 
industries, as well as those hand- 
ling produce and other grocery 
items in retail and wholesale 
outlets. He says the 12-hour pro- 
gram is normally taught over a 
two,day period, but can be 
scheduled to meet the re- 
- quirements of almost any group. 
• : ,Heladds:that only 12 students 
~ ~ ! !~ '~"t~~ tO form a food safe 
. :~ l~s '  a~c]~]hterested employees 
Should contact the college for 
more information. 
Recent Food Safe graduates with NWCC Cook Training 
instructor Brian Parkes (left) are (not in order) NWCC 
• employee Kim Martinsen, Cook Training students Ruby 
Maitland, Dede Giesbrecht, Tanya Colas, Russ Maxwell, 
Christina Saulnier, Manuel Betnesky, Gina Bryant, 
David Eisan, Vera Duncan and Jirina Oskoryp, and Con- 
tinuing Care Assistance students Sue Hadley, 
Hildegard Jakobs, Miriam Robinson, Janice Zak, Donna 
Haw and Ellen Peebles. Not present for the picture were 
NWCC employee Mark Hoefling and Cook Training 
students Michael Robinson and Connie Johnson. 
New hope seen in university endowment 
Contributed by The B.C. Friends of Schizo- total. A Chair is a prestigious the help and support of con- 
Elly Kardamylekle 
Some day a cure, wi, be foun d 
for schizophrenia. The cure will 
come from research -- intense, 
continued investigation i to the 
causes and the treatments of this 
tragic illness. Research ~ llke that 
done by Dr. Anne Bassett at 
UBC, who discovered a chromo- 
some linked to schizophrenia 
and:a malfunctioning sense of 
smell in some patients. Research 
that points to a bio-chemical im- 
balance in the brain of a person 
suffering from schizophrenia. 
Unfortunately, this world class 
research ad to stop because of 
lack of funds. 
Research /s expensive, and 
society as of yet allocates very 
little to schizophrenia;s needs, 
for example --  $100 per patient 
for cancer esearch; $1,000 per 
patient for muscular dystrophy... 
but only $4 per patient .-for 
schizophrenia. 
The Friends of Schizophrenics 
are dedicated to turning this 
situation around and to finding 
a cure, and to accomplish this 
have established a Schizophrenia 
Research Fund. All members are 
helping in its launching. 
phrenics was founded in 1983 by university position awarded to cerned citizens in ~this worthy 
Dr, Norms Calder, West Van- an outstanding researcher, fund- • cause. Your support will br~xtg a 
couver physician and mother of e.d through an endowment. Each cure faster~<Donations are tax 
two children who contracted the' year the interest from the an- deductible, . 
disease. Her work has been rec- 
ognized' b~t Health and Welfare 
Canada through presentation f
the Canadian Volunteer Cer- 
tificate and Merit Award. 
Friends of Schizophrenics i a 
volunteer organization dedi- 
cated tO improving the treatment 
and care of'schizophrenics, who 
make up one percent of the 
population (28,000) in British 
Columbia. The main purpose o f  
FOS is to provide Support to 
families affected by this illness, 
The organization lobbies for 
adequate housing, better treat- 
ment, and for research into the 
cause of this devastating disease. 
UBC currently has a fund- 
raising campaign underway, one 
of those provisions i for a Chair 
in schizophrenia. FOS has 
pledged to raise $250,000 
($50,000 per year for five years) 
of the $500,000 private funds re- 
quired to endow: the chair. The 
provincial government has 
pledged to contribute an equal 
amount, for a $1 million grand 
IF NOT . . . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  
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dowment' covers salaries and 
• other: expenses ,to support the 
• research • of the professor 
holding the Chair. 
FOS members consider 
research to be an urgent priority 
and desperately need and ask for 
For further :information or 
donation forms, please contact 
the Skeena Mental Health Cen- 
tre at 638-3325, or write to 
BCFOS, 204-2515 Burrard St., 
Vancouver, B.C', V6J 3J5. 
S 
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Men's or Ladies' cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
,~ Only drive-thru In town 
Best, most reliable and cleanest set'vice 
~. Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
I ?ioRards ( 1¢an¢1"8 
~, 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p .m. . :Monday .~F 1day 
. . . .  e:30 a.m. to 5:3G p.n*', ~ ~at~[ i  ~:>:!i 
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to  WCB 
TheWorkers' Compensation 
Board in Terrace has introduced 
a new, toll-free information line. 
By calling one number, workers 
andemployers  in northwest 
B.C. have access to WCB infor- 
mation. 
The .new WCB info-Line 
number is 1-800-663-3871. The 
. Info;Lihe will handle enquiries 
• on virtually every.aspect o f the 
~compensation system, from how 
to make job sites safer to ques- 
tions about a compensation 
claim. 
The WCB office in Terrace 
• provides compensation services 
to an area bounded by Rivers In- 
let in the south, the Yukon 
border in the north, the Queen 
Charlottes in the west and 
Granisle in the east. 
Last year the Terrace office 
handled more than 6,100 work- 
place injury claims. Almost 25 
new claims were reported every 
working day. The WCB's new 
In fo-L ine el iminates long 
distance phone charges for 
anyone trying to reach the 
WCB. 
, • . . ,  , . : . - 
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The Terrace District Council of the Boy Scouts of 
Canada recently held a fundraising raffle. President 
Chris Jennings congratulates winners Hedy Smith (first 
Wednesday 
with 
Fae 
by Fee Mooney 
Not my cup of tee 
He shoots - -  he scores! 
Opps, wrong game. It was 
Grey Cup weekend, wasn't it? 
Grey Cup is for football, 
isn't it? Or is it the Stanley 
Cup... 
Lord Broughman said, "Try 
to know everything of some- 
thing, and something of 
everything." 
Well, I know a little bit 
about a lot of things, but not 
very much about anything. 
And when it comes to sports - -  
the score is zero. To me a golf 
club and a hockey stick look 
the same. 
However, I have observed 
one-difference between the 
games of football and hockey. 
In football, the players get 
muddy; in hockey, tb ,~" - 
do"'t. 
And in all televi~, ~, 
when the camera z '~ fo r  
a close-up of a pl~ 'II 
sPh 
Jut J what cup i,. ociated 
with which game??? Lord - 
Stanley's? Earl Grey's? Whose 
• is who's? 
I looked it up. 
Lord Stanley has his turn 
withhockey just before foot- 
b, ~eason starts. Well, not 
ju, efore, hut close enough. 
Who do we have to thank 
for the Grey Cup? 
Albert" Henry George Grey., 
Governor General of Canada 
Grey Cup was first awarded in 
1909 and has remained a part 
of Canadian sports these past 
80 years. It has even become a 
part of our culture. 
The original condition for 
awarding this Canadian Foot- 
ball Championship trophy 
stated that "the cup must re- 
main always under purely 
amateur conditions." A lot has 
changed since then. 
In the early years of this cen- 
tury (1909-24), eastern universi- 
ty teams were the Grey Cup 
champs. During those years the 
University of Toronto won the 
cup four times, Queen's Uni- 
versity, three times. 
From 1925 to the end of 
World War II, football fans 
saw senior city leagues gain 
supremacy. In 1945, the Toron- 
to Argonauts won The Cup, 
and again in '46 and '4% 
Into the early 1950's city 
leagues continued to contest 
The Cup, but professional 
teams - -  later to comprise the 
Canadian Football League - -  
were beginning to dominate, 
A landmark year was 1948. 
The Calgary Stampeders, who 
won The Cup that year, and 
their keen supporters trans- 
formed the Grey Cup Game, it 
is said - -  "into a week-long 
carnival of festivities, a na- 
tional celebration, and the most 
watched sporting event in 
Canada." 
from 1904 to 1911 .and F0iirth That was in 1948. In the 40 
Earl Grey, The trophy was , ,  years since) the initiators of 
donated by Earl Grey and Pro -'~ this Great Canadian Celebra- " 
duced by Birks Jewellers, The .... tion have wor~ The Cup only 
one more time (in 1971). The 
Edmonton Eskimos have been 
Grey Cup winners more often 
than any other CFL team - -  10 
times. 
In 1962, this national event 
known as The Grey Cup Game 
was hailed as "an instrument 
of national unity" and thus it 
was decreed by Parliament that 
both our major TV networks 
"must make television 
transmissions of the game 
available.., so that all regions" 
of our country could see The 
Game. 
And in 1966 the CFL itself 
finally became trustee of The 
Cup. 
Earl Grey, Governor General 
of Canada, perhaps best re- 
membered as donor of the 
Grey Cup for "football 
supremacy", was himself more 
interested in music and drama 
than sports. 
~-:  1 .  
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prize); Phil Le Cleir (second prize) and Jennifer Smyth 
(third prlze), Photo by MilCe Thomas 
terestingly, China teas have the 
lowest, tannic acid and caffeine 
content of all black teas. 
Another Gray Cup 
While the Couch Potato 
Team huddles around the TV 
set in the den, I shall repose 
serenely on the living room 
sofa in the company of another 
Earl Grey and sip from my cup 
a civilized brew of tea. 
Charles, the Second Earl 
Grey, is most famous for the 
blend of tea that carries his 
name. 
In turn, Earl Grey tea is the 
most famous scented tea in the 
West. A good quality Earl 
Grey tea is traditionally a blend 
of fine black teas from China 
- -  specifically Keemun --  and 
Darjeeling, India. (Did you 
know there are more than 
3,000 verities of tea? Most take 
their names --  as with wines - -  
from the places where they are 
grown, such as Darjeeling, 
Assam, Keemun, etc.) 
Darjeeling teas impart a 
unique, delicate flavor highly 
prized by tea connoisseurs. 
Black China teas, such as 
Keemun, are notedfor their • 
mild, smooth flavor, In, 
But what gives Earl Grey tea 
that special aroma and flavour? 
It is the oil of the Bergamot 
orange. 
According to the Sixth Earl 
Grey: "Legend has it that my 
ancestor, the Second Earl Grey, 
was presented with this ex- 
quisite recipe by an envoy on 
his return from China." An- 
other source suggests the 
original recipe was given to 
Earl Grey by a Chinese man- 
darin. However, the recipe was 
received and by whomever, 
since 1830 Earl Grey tea has 
been enjoyed and appreciated 
by tea drinking enthusiasts. 
China - -  of this there is no 
doubt - -  is the original home 
of tea. It has been cultivated 
there for 1,500 years. 
The tea bush, Camellia 
Sinensis, is related to the 
garden camellia. In its culti- 
vated form, the tea bush, with 
its glossy green leaves, remains 
a small evergreen tree which is 
constantly pruned to no higher 
than five feet. In the wild, 
however, it can reach heights 
of 30 feet, sometimes more. 
Tea is considered to be the 
world's safest and most eco- 
nomical beverage next to water. 
If brewed for no longer than 
four to five minutes, tea has 
less than 10 nags. of caffeine 
per cup. 
It is said that tea "calms the 
jitters" and "relieves fatigue". 
It contains appreciable amounts 
Of vitamin B2, "which aids 
digestion, growth and vitality". 
Tea, since •Victorian times, 
has been associated with 
elegance and sophistication; 
afternoon tea has become a 
traditional and dignified repast, 
• Grey Cup recipe 
for a non.sports fen 
, ,  Raspberry Jam Squares: 
preheat oven to 350'F. 
Combine and press in the bet- 
z 
tom of a 9"~square pan: . , 
• I ¢. flour :;~ i: ~,. ~,, 
:c. butter or. margarine 
1 egg 
Spread generously with rasp- 
berry jam. 
Mix together for topping: 
1 c. sugar 
1 c. desiccated coconut 
1 c. sesame seeds 
l tbsp. vegetable ~oil 
l beaten egg 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Spread evenly on top Of rasp- 
berry jam. 
Bake 30 min. 
While still hot, cut into 
squares. Let cool 10 minutes 
before removing from pan. 
For a perfect cup of tea: 
) start with a clean, pre- 
warmed.teapot. 
) fill kettle with cold, fresh 
water and bring to a full boil. 
• use one level teaspoon of 
loose tea per six oz. cup, or 
one tea bag for every two cups 
of tea. 
• fill teapot, to which tea has 
been added, with fresh boiled 
water. 
• allow to brew no longer 
than five minutes, then remove 
loose tea or tea bags. Over- 
brewing will make tea taste bit- 
ter because too much tannic 
acid and caffeine has been • 
released. 
• store tea (whether loose or 
in bags) in an airtight container 
in a cool, dry place. Blended 
teas such as Earl Grey have a 
storage life of only a few 
months. 
Now it'stime to curl up in 
front of a cozy fire and browse 
through a beautiful and fan- 
ciful book fike Angela Hynes' 
"The Pleasure of Afternoon 
Tea". 
Tea... such a civilized drink, 
No mud. No spit, Just polish; 
Who won the Grey Cup last 
weekend? The Canucks? 
What's that? Wrong game?:,  ~i ,:~i 
Oops, 
; :  - :  ° . 
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CI are n ce M i c hi e I 
• : ~!i:.Using a method of student 
-recognition he developed at 
"Copper Mour/tain Elementary 
School, :principal Dave Crawley 
and the Clarence Michiel school 
Staff • areworking to help stu- 
dents .celebrate their efforts at 
school and in the community. 
The key to the system is high- 
lighting the positive aspects of 
Clarence Michiel through the 
recognition of student achieve- 
ment and effort. About. once 
every three weeks at least four 
• students are selected from each 
class and awarded a certificate 
of. achievement at an official 
Awards Assembly. 
"~i: Unlike tradit ionalawards, 
however, the emphasis here is 
not necessarily on academic or 
social excellence alone. The key 
word at Clarence Michiel is "ef -  
fort". From each class two stu- 
dents are. selected for the 
amount of work and effort they 
put into studying - -  not for high 
test scores. Another is selected 
for a show of school spirit and 
'leadership with the peer group; 
and one more for a sense of fair 
play in curricular-and extra- 
curricular activities. Additional 
award winners may be selected 
on a class-by-class basis as 
teachers identify students Whose 
activities encourage a positive 
school •spirit. 
Award winners can take pride 
in their achievement, not only 
from a personal sense of ac- 
complishment but also in know- 
ing they are positive role models 
within the school. This helps stu- 
dents adopt a positive.attitude 
about hemselves and education. 
The success of the program 
will be reHewed by the staff, 
said Crawley, and any fine tun- 
ing that will help to further en- 
courage good citizenship and a 
positive self concept for students 
will be implemented in the 1990 
Awards Program which begins 
after the Christmas break. 
Old Skeena grad 
gets mines award 
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Dr.  Bob  Kerby  
Dr. Bob Kerby, son of Ter- 
race residents Mamie and Fred 
Kerby and a graduate of what 
used to be Skeena. Secondary 
High School, recently received 
the .prestigious Sherritt Hydro- 
metallurgy Award from the 
Kerby is presently develop- 
merit superintendent for Comin-• 
co's metallurgical operations in 
Trail B.C. He received his first 
12 years of education i  Terrace, 
then obtained a B.Sc. from UBC 
and went on to get master's and 
doctorate degrees in metallurgi- 
cal engineering from Queen's 
University in Kingston. 
He followed his education 
with seven years of work as a 
research metallurgist for the 
federal department of Energy, 
Mines and Resources and joined 
Corninco's Trail operation in 
1973, 
KerbY lives with his family in 
Rossland. 
The Sherritt Award was estab- 
lished in 1976 by Sherritt Gor- 
don Mines Ltd. as a means of 
recognizing significant contribu- 
tions to the science of hydro- 
metallurgy. Kerby was chosen as 
the 12th recipient for the award 
"for numerous contributions to. 
the commercial recovery of 
metallic zinc andJ, lead from 
aqueous systems, through im- 
proved solution purification 
procedures, and innovative pro- 
Recognition of Individual effort is helping to identify Clarence Michlel students whose 
work adds a positive note to the school, principal Dave Crawley says. 
YOU JUDGE THE DANGERS OF 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
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Canadian Institute of Mining cess and apparatus development 
and Metallurgy. for electrowmmng," • 
Acc,dent on b ,doer 
clanms Terrace man. 
Terrace ,  resident Warren on the road recently and a local 
Diiiey, 41, died last Friday while trapper had bridged each of 
attempting tocross abridge with these with two logs and cedar 
an all-terrain vehicle, According planking. I He says that a corn- 
to RCMP the accident occurred panion of Dilley's crossed one of 
at 10:37 a.m. on the West Clore these bridges safely, .but when 
Road about five miles west of Dilley att'emptedthe crossing the 
) 
( 
4 
children 
I together. 
the Copper River and 35mi les  t~bankment supportitlg one T,,rrme,~ I=~Rn 3 N One Foods 
~h~tte~Je°fcT:r~"iim Lynch :~.ht ' .~bu~i~e~=v"~8:  I... 4630 Lakels~.:Avenu e !: 0Keit-h Avenue 
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A 
t Esso, we realize children with physical disabilities axe 
fighting hard to make it - but they need a little help 
from all of us. That's whywe're holding Thankful 
Tankful days on December 2 and 3. For every litze of gas you 
buy, Esso and participating retailers will donate two cents to 
Timmy - and together, we can 
help back a fighter. ~ ~ . I r , 
so nN.p o .  inan u /'li  ll 
days, December 2 and 3 at ~] T~n[~l[ ~ ~. .~!  
participating Esso retailers. ~ r , ~ = ~ - ~  
so " Another example of Es ~ ~7'  ~ ' : , "  ,~"~ ~P" ~ 
Participating Terrace Retailers: ~ 
GOING THAT EXTRA MILE 
ImpmiatOil 
L 
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delayed 
'til 1990 
Through a number of fundralsing activities such as bake 
sales and a walk-a-thon, Terrace Woolworths store 
employees raised $1,828 which they recently donated to 
the Canadian Arthritis Soclety..Woolworths manager 
Walter Pearce says the sum raised In this year's effort 
tripledthat of last year. Presenting acheque to the lOcal 
A meeting to discuss the Sun- 
day retail store ~opening issue 
will be held beween L&C 
Management and Skeena Mall 
merchants. The meeting was 
promised by mall manager, (3all 
Currie, just prior to Terrace city 
council's recent decision to drop 
a proposed bylaw that would• 
have regulated Sunday business 
hours. The meeting, however, 
won't take place until mid- 
January. Currie saysall 42 mall ~ 
merchants have been polled and 
chapter of the Arthritis Society are Walter' Pearce, 
Woolworths employees Noelle Bulleid, Marianne Faber, 
Lois Kirkley, president of the local Arthritis Society 
chapter Yolly Wilcox, Woolworths employee Dorothy they have chosi~n to wait until 
Alway, and local chapter publicity chairman Lorraine after Christmas to debate the 
Hodgins. . ,sue. 
- : Where nd i. - . -J, ' : ] 
I ,.. I ,..,,ro,-=,,on for 'l Ter race :  . i  I'.~ Tree  Tr imming  I • II I ~  New end Used i 
I ~ Will cut down any t ree l~~i l  
/ 'l.O00.O00 "obll'~/for YOUR proleOlon" r I 
[ 635-7400 JL l 
I CHANGES + .o,,.,...,.., .. ~. .4~~ ,,,,,' LANZA prod~Yt, Auto Glass Spoclalist~ 
I J " " f Pho,,elor a, Opl,Oinl,nent .J / I ICBC c la ims  hand led  prompt ly  I 
I1+ + ""°'" tll 6+8.==e6 I 
PRO-TECH ~ -..i p~ TOTAL When most people are looking for a job-- 
temporary, part-time or full-time - -  they turn to 
ELECTRONIC ~ ~c~ BUSINESS SERVICES classified. So, if you. need some extra help this 
. .. ~ c+,,o,,,,, holiday, classified is the place to advertise. 
ENGINEERING ,, 0+0, ,=,o,,,,°=-,,,,o., , TYPING 
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC , . VOICE PAGERS * PHOTOCOPYING 
WE SERVICE IT" .24 -HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
RepairsOnAIIH:eeEntertainrnent 1635-51341 638 
App' 4sill LAKELSE. TERRACE' IB 
AlSO Commercial & Industrial Electronic Equipment I~/1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 1-= 
SATELLITE TN. . 
1 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & ~'~ " .... "" ~ '  --.,:-:~" 
CONTRACTING SERVICES West  Coast " = ~ $ ~ : - :  
:i- inflatable Boat Repairs • Landscap ing  ( ~  ..c . , , . -  . ..,.m O,T.m, ] Durable - -  High Quality _ HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MAIIINEB JETS 
Vulcanizing Repairs .' _ ____  " _ - - - - - - -  .0mm.T umu0wtns YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
We specialize In conveyor belt DESIGN- INSTALLATION YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
installations, splicing, end repairs : MAINTENANCE Jan Blake |HINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
• COMMERCIAL - -  RESIDENTIAL 635"257 2 = No. 7 .o  6 mr.  mOUCTS 
'., vulcanizing and pulley lagging . LAWN REJUVENATION se=ae~m~CrN, I ~  .,~.. " - - i -  "ve  Terrocl I I 
• . • PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP Tee=e, • c , ~ 4"14o ~re  9 ~ •, i18,8510 24 HOUR.LSERVICE 638 066~ ~.CLEANUP Tmm+,B.C, , ~ ~re~v. . ,  , ~  
t 
Terrace flreflghter Shaunce Kruisselbdnk is busy touching. 
up the bodywork onan ex-public works crew cab from the 
Cityof Terrace that will soon be used .to tow the Fire • Safety 
• House. This not-quite-new pickup will look as good as new 
once he's completed •hi8 work and it goesinto sen/Ice. 
, .  •.  • , 
\ -  . ,  - - .  . - . 
" '~ ~ r ~ "" " ~" ~ "  " ( " "d " W h e r e T o ,  F i n d : l t ' . .  . 
R & R CONTRACTING 
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Go ldenBear gold m.ine 
on brink of p roduct ,on  
The Golden Bear mine west of 
Telegraph Creek began the test 
phase for firing up its 360-tonne- 
per-day gold mill early this 
month, and the company ex- 
pects to start commercial gold 
production any day. 
Bobbi Jo Gordon, treasurer 
for North American. Metals in 
Vancouver, said the mill is a 
standard carbon type of extrac- 
tor with the addition of a roaster 
to refine the gold concentrate. 
When production starts, the 
shipped product will be taken 
beyond the liquid concentrate 
stage to reduce weight and save 
on transportation costs, she 
said. 
Established reserves on the 
Golden Bear," find will keep the 
operation running for six years. 
Gordon said there has been no 
of intensive xploration to date, 
"We want to firm up  our  
reserves from drill-indicated to 
proven," Gordon said. 
The gold is costing North 
American about US$240 an 
ounce toextract, and Gordon 
said the recent surge in gold 
prices to over US$411-has made 
a considerable difference in the 
company's outlook. 
Crews on site are currently 
working the bugs out of the new 
mill machinery. Referring to 
commercial production start-up, 
Gordon said, "It really depends 
on how everything performs. 
The minus=fifty temperatures 
don't help." 
Contract awarded for 
arena snow clearing 
Terrace city council has ac- 
cepted the one and only bid f'ded 
for the arena parking lot snow 
removal contract. F. Beandette 
Contracting will provide the city 
with the service for the next wo 
years at a cost of $70 per houri 
exPlOration on the property for 
two years buta pro~a m is plan- Beaudette held the' previous 
ned for 1990: There are three' two-year contract at the same 
zones of mineralization; only hourly rate. At council's Nov. 
one of which has been the focus 27 meeting, when questioned by 
alderman Me Takhar as to why 
public works crews don't pro- 
vide the service, city ad- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor said it 
has been tried in the past and 
public works wasn't able to prw, 
vide adequate service. He ex- 
plained that citY streets are the 
top priority for public works 
crews and arena snow removal 
under contract has proven to 
work better and cost less, 
i • 
' Phone 638-0206 Free Estimates/ 
FRAMING 
• ROOFING 
CEDAR SIDING 
:DRYWALL 
PAINTING 
No job too small! 
4626 Davis Avenue 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7' 
Phone: 604..635.2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
Guide 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"if you're satisfied, tell others 
•.. if not.., tell us." 
' RON or AL 4918 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1N4 
,~ Phone 638-1991 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave. ,  Terrace 535-7158 
"k  
r • .  
• + 
• .-, ~ • : .i •. "• :• ..- . .  
; Y 
Northern Carpet ~ -- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
& Upholstery Cleaning ~ •~z lb l -F i r s t  quality shop service -~ B & G 
~q~lilIl~liWllJJ - Fast, friendly and efficient "~:' 
$3g.95- Fu,t Price ~ ' ~ ~  ~ fu. service attendants ; 
" i 'woRoomsandHa l lwey i~ ~ ~ - Complete personalized service ~ GROCERY 
No Residue ~ . Prices are VERY Compeiitlve • 
. Hypo-Allergenic ~:~: :~ AWWA Investments Ltd. . ~: Laundromat & Carwash 
• Ask for References ~ '  TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 i 
and "Expect the Best" - ; Open 8:30.10:30 daily 
635-3944 ~,  IA lko |se  Av I ) . ,  Tor r l l co ,  II°C. %~--~"'~ ; 2701S.Kalum ( IN~5-61N 
638.11U : !"  
I • 
I I ' ' ,ales and Servlce for = 
I Weddings John Roclers Custom Fr,,,r,;"o | ~ i Motomyolee ~ Chelmmm 
Portraits . . • • M. t  i~tt °'":"¢ ., . . . . . . _  . .u . .mo ~ i F a m d y S , t t m g s  . ~.  Posters [ , IMowmoMle,,  Maidiwgupplleo • 
5 Minute Passposts ~:~ • " ' : * : ^ . .  I | ,  , Lsmated  Ed,,.~,~, , * ~ A ~ A ~  A EQUIPMENT Dry Mountmg [ " Laminating I SALES L'/'D. 
|4~H) Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. ~S.SZU I SKIDOO ' 4441 IJzkelee Ave., Terrace Ph. ¢1641M4 
:l Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 Res.635-5~ i 
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Terrace 
city 
council 
committee 
and agency 
referra/s 
The following items were re- 
ferred by Terrace city council at 
their Nov. 27 public meeting to 
committee or some other agency 
for further study and a recom- 
mendation. Council committee 
meetings are normally open to 
the public and you may attend if 
interested. For more informa- 
tion, phone deputy adminis- 
trator Denise Fisher at 635.-6311. 
Finance, Personnel and Ad- 
ministration Committee, Tues- 
day at 12 noon -- A request 
from RCMP Officer in Charge 
Larry Yeske for five new polic- 
ing positions. If approved, this 
item would have to be included 
in the 1990 city budget. 
!. 
$ 
~ ~ "  
Planning and Public Works 
Committee, Wednesday at 1 
p.m. --  1. A request from Clint 
and Dawn Marshall for exemp- 
tion from the cost of installing a
new water line on Marshall St. 
Multicultural Day at Centennial Christian School recent- 
ly focused on the dress and customs of nations around 
the world. Everyone was dressed for the occasion and 
above are just a few of the studentswho took part. From 
the left are: Fraser De Walls, Selina Spyksma, Amanda 
Talstra, Daniel Benson, Geoff Glasspell, Christine 
Vander Ploeg, Ryan Orr and Liza Vande Velde. 
According to the Marshalls, they 
have been connected to the city 
water system since 1981 and 
shouldn't herefore be assessed 
$1,386 as a part of the cost of ex- 
tending the li~e to t~o other 
Marshall St. properties/2. A let- 
ter from Midister of Environ- 
ment John Reynolds outlining 
the province's five-year, $150 
million partnership program 
with local governments and in- 
dustry. The program is designed • 
to ensure public and industry co- 
operation in reducing the 
amount of municipal sold waste 
produced in B.C. by 50 percent 
in the next l0  years. One pos- 
sibility to be examined isa waste 
recycling program for Terrace. 
Community and Recreation 
Services Committee, Thursday 
at 4 p.m. - -  1. A letter from 
R.G. Stavely of B.C. Hydro de- 
scribing the results of a "walk- 
through •energy audit" of the 
arena and swimming pool. Ac- 
cording, to  Stavely, a few 
changes in lighting and the ice 
compressor could result in an- 
nual savings of $9,393 -- 16.3 
percent of the recreation depart- 
ment's annual hydro bill at the 
present time. 2. The minutes of 
the Nov. 16 meeting of the Ter- 
race Advisory Parks and Recrea- 
tion Commission. One recom- 
mendation is that the city fur- 
ther develop the Ferry Island 
campground next year and in- 
clUde r in that development 
shower facilities and flush 
toilets. 
Other referrals include a re- 
quest by John Basaraba to sub- 
divide::his property at 4903 
Gr~ Ave. According to city 
planner Marvin Kamenz, the 
Agricultural Land Commission 
~Ust review the application for 
subdivision before the city can 
Elsie Whitlow 
"The poor run of sockeye on 
the Skeena River this year 
• prompted many discussions 
about enhancing fisheries in the 
area, including the use of fish 
hatcheries. 
by Nancy Orr 
One of  Terrace's earliest 
pioneers, Elizabeth Whitlow, 
more familiarly known as Aunt 
Elsie, and now 98 years of age, 
was reminded of her early days 
on the Skeena, and that the idea 
of hatcheries i not new to the 
rivershed. • • 
According to Aunt Elsie, at 
the turn of the century, in 1900, 
the federal government was 
operating a fish hatchery at 
Trout River, which was the local 
name for what is now Lakelse 
River. 
Els ie's father, char les  
Durham, came to the Skeena 
area as a lineman for the 
Government Telegraph Office. 
"My family settled at 'Big' 
Kitsalas in August, 1903, and 
the hatchery was in operation 
then," said Elsie. 
The family learned about the 
hatchery that autumn when the 
manager, Arthur Pretty, made a 
visit to the Telegraph office 
where they were staying until a 
cabin was constructed on the 
ranch her father had pre- 
empted. 
" I f  I remember correctly," 
said Elsie, "it (the hatchery) was 
situated on the west side of the 
river at the mouth of Cold 
Water Creek, approximatel,j 
two miles down from the Lake. 
It was a large two-storied 
building composed of saw. 
milled lumber." 
process it. • Later, she learned that Bruce 
i Pr~iamation: janu~,~1990, Johnstone (father of Lloyd 
h i - -e lmer  Aw~eness Month~ johnstone of Lakelse Lake) had 
memories of a pioneer 
been in charge of the hatchery in • ~: Violet: wiis born 
1906, before he and his partner 
had become involved in land 
around the Lakelse Hotsprings. 
They built the first Hot Springs 
Hotel about 1910, according to 
Aunt Elsie, and the speculation 
at that time was that the railway 
would be going through to 
Kitimat. 
In 1909, Elsie married Frank 
o , /h ; t lnw ~.d their dauahter. 
in 1910, They 
moved to Aldermere for a few 
years, before returning to 
Kitselas. 
Aunt Elsie resumed her nar- 
rative: 
"In 1914, my husband was 
employed as Forestry Ranger. 
On many of his trips around the 
district between Terrace and the 
Lake, I accompanied him. We 
had auarters at the old Thomhili 
cabin in Terrace and the 
Ranger's cabin on the Lake, at 
about the point where Bob  
Cooper's cabin is now;at  
Fulton's Point. 
"During the summer, Frank 
and I were often guests of Bruce 
and Mrs. johnstone (May), who 
were most hospitable. We had as 
many good hot baths as we 
wished there in the eight-by- 
continued on page 29 
ELSIE WHITLOW: A Terrace pioneer who settled at "Big Kitsalas" in 1903. 
k . !: !:! i:i 
eight-foot tub that had been 
constructed inside the hotel 
~'rom hewn !oBs, They had :~ 
marvelous vegetables grown 
from aronnd the warm Springs 
and Lloyd's mother • fed ime:on 
cooked cucumbers, l've*fiever 
forgotten how good they were 
and only wish I'd had sense ~ 
enough to: ask for the recipe." 
Aunt Elsie continued, descri~2 
ing one of her trips to the hatch: 
cry: 
',On one occasion, an:. in. 
board motor boat was being 
taken up theTrout (Lakelse) 
river by the hatchery manager, 
Charlie Harrison, and his per- 
manent helper, Jim Pearce of 
the Kitsumkalum band, and 
Frank, with me and our 
daughter, Violet, and little dog, 
I had a nice job for three months:  spelling.) 
before Chariie got word ~ from ~ i ,'Spear 
Ottawa that female cooks were plain hm 
not allowed. 
"So therefore; in themidst of 
winter's snow and ice we had to 
leave the hatchery by  canoe, 
coming out at the Skeena River 
somewhere Opposite the 
Amesbury railroad station 
where  Mrs. Alger, the station 
foreman's wife, kindly sheltered 
us while waiting for the train so 
we could getback to Kitselas." 
(note the Post Office change in 
Sport, as passengers. It took the ,:: :::i ~::: i~: i:: : :~ ~ '  
better part of two days to make • ..... ',,,: ...... :::, ..... 
the trip." (It was in July, and 
10w water in  the river plus log 
jams hampered their travel). 
"During the night we all slept 
on .the ground under a huge 
spruce tree near the river bank. 
"It was .a musical night be- 
tween the lap,lap of the water 
and the flap-flap of thebeaver 
tails as they sported around the 
big log jam that we were to con- 
tend with next morning... (Dur- 
ing the night) a howl from Sport 
startled us when he came 
dashing by with the smell of 
burnt hair and hide where a hot 
ember had flown from the 
campfire and Struck him on the 
side." 
" In  the autumn of 1915, 
Charlie Harrison engaged Frank 
to work with him at the hatchery. ~ 
and also hired me as cook. There 
• City says 
iKermode 
logo okay 
ng.). : : : : / : : . ,  the:First World War as soon as 
king of  this trip will ex- .  our seconddaughter, Dorothy, 
ow all the materials for 
the hatchery must • have :been 
brought there, as in the year  
1900 there was no other way 
than by up the Skeena by stern- 
wheelers, or canoes, and by only 
canoe or, unlikely, row boat, on 
the Lakelse. 
"...There was also a hatchery 
on Babine Lake, ~ where my 
brother, Fred Durham, worked 
in 1906-7: ..... 
"Frank had volunteered for 
had been born, so soon after our 
return he left for Esquimalt for 
Officers' Training." 
Reporter's Note: Frank 
Whitlow went overseas with the 
Second C.M.R. Regiment and 
was killed in action at Amiens 
on August 10, 1918. 
Elsie (Elizabeth) Whitlow, 
i~orn in Sudbuw, Ontario, 1891, 
resides with her daughter. 
Violet, in Vancouver and returns 
as often as she can to Usk and 
Terrace tO Visit family and 
friends. At the age of 91, she 
underwent surgery for a heart 
valve replacement, he oldest pa- 
tient to do so, in St. Paul's 
Hospital in Vancouver. Her 
niece, Helena McRae, who 
visited her a few days later, ex- 
pecting to see her pale and full 
of tubes, instead found Aunt 
Elsie sitting up playing cards - -  
a lifetime hobby of the Durham 
family. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
: - These Ads appear in the more than 90 Newpepera of the B.C. and Yukon CommunitY NewspeperaAesodation 
and reach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potentlaltwo million readers. 
, $159. for 25 words ($3. pe r each additional word) 
Au=o v, :1 
Active Auto Brokers, dlspceal 
agent for Active Bailiff Services. 
Reposseesions, estate, legals, 
cars, truck.s, motorhomes, beats. 
Call Mr. Price (only), (504)434- 
1819. D5476. 
No money down O.A.C. Lease/ 
buy any new/used car or truck, 
Deal direct with factory broker. 
Cal collect NOW. (504)250- 
6650. D6099. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time. No money or experience. 
Stnoe 1946: Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, c/o Cdn. 
Small Business Inst. Dept Wl, 
1140 Bellamy Rd. N.#1, Scarbor- 
ough, Ontado MIH 1H4. 
: The: B.C. Northwest District 
Council o f  the United Brother- 
hood of Carpenters and joiners 
has suggested that the use of a 
Kermode bear logo by Kermodei 
Construction may be illegal. The//. 
city• Kermode bear logo• is pro- 
tected and union president John 
Jensen has asked the city if Ker- 
modei Construction has per- 
mission to use the bear. 
Council filed Jensen's letter 
for information, however, when 
it was decided following a brief 
discussion that there is no 
similarity in the design of the 
two logos and Kermodei Con- 
struction therefore has the right 
to continue using the bear. 
!mpa!red, 
,mpa,red 
Reluctant sale. High Volume busi- 
ness lorlsale In Jasper, Albeda. 
One of the highest in Western 
Canada. Convenience store lo- 
cated in superb downtown Ices- 
tieR. Pdced to sell. For more de. 
tails call Ken at (403.)852-5610 or
852-4179 evenings. 
Stay at home and make moneyl 
Many profitable plans. Free cata- 
logue. Leslie Pdnting, 231-22 
Avenue, Dept. E, Deux Montag- 
nee, Quebec J7R4HS. 
EX(~ELLENT BUSINESS OP- 
PORTUNITY. We are a well es- 
tablished Nodh Amedcan Oom- 
pa W and are also opening the 
European market January 1, 
1990. Our industry Is the "Envi- 
ronment'. Up to 68% return on 
your money. Investment under 
$15,000. First month sales in 
Edmonton $149,000. For more 
Information call 276-2748. 
Bodyshapers Toning Salons. 
F.am $50,000. to $60,000. per 
year in this easy to eperale Ioual- 
ness booming Industry, ground 
floor oppodunity. Dame sets from 
$19,000. No experience neces- 
sary. Full trainingprovided 873- 
4409. 
Manufacturer of unique, well re- 
ceived,:telephone book binder 
needs ambitious people wanting 
$100,000. yeady in their own 
advedising sales business: Mav- 
erick, Box 1311, Pdnce George, 
B.C. V2L 4V3 or (604)561-1665, 
2-4 p.m. weekdays. 
" * Terrace RCMP charged two 
i~a] drivers with impaired riv- 
ing  Monday night. According to 
: an RCMP spokesman, the first 
was spotted on Kalum Lake 
Drive and he attempted tO out- 
run the police briefly before he 
lost control of his tractor unit 
and it rolled onto its side. The 
second was stopped and charged 
after he was observed riving er- 
ratically, 
BI.~INESS PERSONALS 
.Terrace Review at 635-7840 
EDUCATION 
CONSIDER A GREATCAREER 
OPPORTUNITY. Be another 
successful graduate cl our F/I" 
PROFESSIONAL COOKS 
TRAINING PROGRAM. Full 
Government Funding. Classes 
stad April 9,1990. PIERRE 
DUBRULLE CULINARY 
SCHOOL, 1522 W. 8th Ave., 
Vancouver, B.C. VSJ 4R8 (604) 
738-3155. 
• SHOE REPAIR AND SHOP 
MANAGEMENT'. Take the first 
step towards a business of your 
own with Canada's beet known 
program. May be e~ible for spon- 
comhip by anent  ~ Immi -
9ration Canada, Information: 
Counselling Depadment, Van- 
couver Community College, 250 
West Pander St.; .-~ Vancouver, 
B.C. (604) 681-8111, Local 220. 
DIPLOMA CORRESPON- 
DENCE. Free Calendar. High 
School upgrading. English, Bcok- 
keeping,-Acbountlng, Computers, 
Business Administration, Small 
Business Management, Le0al 
Secretary, Taxation, Marketing, 
Personnel, Hotel/Restaurant, 
Travelrroudsm,. Naal College, 
Vancouver (604)688-4913, toll- 
tree 1-800-387-1281 (24 houre, 7 
days a week). 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
1982 D8L $115,000., 1980 D9H 
$89,000., 1976 D9H $49,500, 
1981 D7G $98,000., 1981 950 
$72,500, 1970 966C $29,500., 
1980 988B $135,500, 1985 
TD25G $145,000, 1975 931 
$16,500., 1981 NW 500 Dractlne 
$95,000. Phone (604)596-7611. 
Fax (604)596-3681. 
FOR SALE MISO 
Lighting fixtures. Westem Can- 
ada'a largest display. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nofoum Lighting Centre, 
4600 East Hastinga St, Bumaby, 
B.C. V5C 2K5 Phone (604) 299- 
0666. 
LIGHT FIXTURES, electdcal 
motors, generators, phase con- 
veders, transformers, fans, weld- 
ers, wiring materials. Phone for 
free literature FRIESEN ELEC- 
TRIC, Abbotdcrd (604) 859-7101 
or 1-800-663-6976 
Warehouse lull el new and used 
desks, chairs, file cabinets, cralts 
supplies, household furniture, 
antiques and collectables, whois- 
sale and retail. Metrotown Uqul- 
daters, 5329 Imperial, Bumaby. 
(604) 487-6612 
Garbage Truck and Containem, 
1975 International Tandem. Mark 
8 Hell rear load 60 - 2 yard and 3 
yard containers. Good condition. 
Phone evenings (504)496.674~. 
Niniendo Action Set, excellent 
condition. SM/DH games plus 
gun, $150.00. 667-3852 leave 
message. 
NEW! SURE & SIMPLE Cook- 
book. Home-style recipes, hints, 
Introductory winemaldng. Reg_u- 
lar $10,50 value for $6.50, To 
order write Kaye Publicatiom, 
Box 4362, Regina, sask. S4P 
8W6. 
• F0 .  SALE..O 
PORTABLE SWIMMING POOL. 
24'X74'X4', natural gas healed. 
Equipment tendedng details and 
pholographs of pool in operation 
Pan be 'obtained by contacting: 
Rick Hums, Town of Smithera, 
Box 879, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO. 
847-,3251. 
We're Information peoplel We 
have radpeel Ways to: Beat Auto 
Insurancal Become su¢cesefuit 
Meet oPlX~e sexl More ~orma- 
tim'/Send S.A.S.E. to P.O. Box 
7098, Victoria, B.C. VgB 4Z2. 
Three I~ 'm Model JX. Double 
drawer tills. Complete with 
kitchen pdnter. Units two yeare 
old. In geodcondition.Contact A 
& W, Smllhers. (604) 847-3700. 
Adhdti¢ paIn? Ashlng back? Stiff 
joints? Sleeping hands? "Beulah 
Oil" hellPSI! Broohure/mformation, 
$2. from: Beulah Land, Box 1086, 
Podage La Praide, Man. RIN 
3C5. 
COASTAL NAVIGATION 
(C.Y.A.) by correspondence. 
Inlroductcry offer $200. Chaders, 
Cruise 'N Loam. Full details: 
CepL Michael Scott, Argus Nautk 
Pal Sciences, 1211 Mepleglade 
PI. S.E., Calgary, T2J 21-15 
(403)271-3776. 
Fact: $50.I~r month out-per- 
forms a $30,O00~annual income. 
For details supporting these 
statements- $5. Money Plus, 
803B Kingswsy Ave., Medicine 
Hat, Albeda. "1"IA 2X5. Satlstac- 
tlon guaranteed. 
NORITAKE CHINA SAt.El Avoid 
ear-end price Increases. Order 
owl Terdfio discount on CUR- 
RENT patterns. Delivered well- 
,eked, Insured. Specify your 
Noltake palteml For pdca list, 
shipping details, call Alexanders, 
"The Nodlake Expeds', Toronto, 
tog-free: 1-800.263-5896,10 ELm. 
- 5 p.m. EDT. Clip and save. 
GARDENING 
Gardening Sale. Save big on all 
your greenhouse and hydr0ponb 
gardening needs. Save upto 25% 
on Rockwool Halldes from $142. 
Call TogFree 1-800-663-5619. 
Free Shipping Program. Western 
Water Farms. # 103, 20120-64th 
Ave, Langley, BC V3A 4P7 
HEALTH 
i 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since 
1973, offedng tdgh quality-lowest 
pdces on Vitamins, Minerals, 
Hed~, Body Building and Weight 
Lcas, Supplements, Hak Treat- 
ment, Sldn Care and More. FREE 
CATALOGUE. Write: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, DEPT. B.C. 15, 
260 S.W. Madne Ddve,VSX2FIS. 
1.800-663-0747. In Vancouver, 
321-7000. 
HELP WANTED 
Singles/couples. Complete gov- 
emment-epproved Building Man. 
agera Correepondenca Cedili- 
cats course for apla/ox~o~ 
rheee/min]-stomm. Guaranteed 
Placement Assistance. RM'rl, 
90!-700 W; Pander, Vancetwor, 
B,C, VSC lO8 (504)681-5406. 
I 
HELP WANTED 
Salmon Arm Observer is looking 
for a sports/general news re- 
poder, Layout and photography 
skills necessary. Rush resume 
to: Editor, BOx 550, Salmon Arm, 
B.C. VIE4N7 
RESORT HOTEL, BANFF, AL- 
BERTA.- Seeldng enthuslastl¢ 
people to work in Housekeeping 
Depadmentl Subeldlzed a~om- 
medalion available. Respond to: 
Inns d Banff Park, BOx 1077, 
Banff; AB. T0L 0CO. Phone: 
(403)762-4581. 
Inlormstion Dlstdbutors Wanted. 
Makes500. Wsokst home.send 
S.A.S.E. 1or startup Idt. Llah, Box 
69622, Vancouver, B.C. VSK 
4W7 
OUALiFiED MECHANIC. Well 
astablbhad complete repair shop 
near downtown Vancouver need 
mechanica who like challenge 
and vadety. Full-time position, no 
weekends. 1-800-663-8818. 
B.C. Intedor Chrysler Dealer has 
immediate opening for Sales 
Manager. Applicants must have 
experience, be highly self.moti- 
vated with good work habits. 
Derok(504)a74-4477. 
Overuses pceltions. Hundreds of 
top.paying posltions. NI ocoupa- 
tione. Ntra~Ive benefits. Free 
details, Overseas Employment 
Services, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3PSC7. 
DENTAL HYGENIST or Thera- 
pist and Codified Inlra-Oral Den- 
tel Assistant needed Immediately 
to work as a team In our busy 
practice located In Wetaskiwln, 
Nbeda. 85 minutes south of 
Edmonton. 4 day work week. 
Excallent benefits. Call Dr. Tim 
Mshoney at (403) ~2-S113. 
Wanted for a nodham daily news- 
paper:. Repiner with solid writing 
& photography sldlb and a mini- 
mum of two years expedenca. 
Should have own Camera equip- 
ment. Oantact he Editor, The 
Alaska Highway News, 9916- 
98th. St., Fed St. John, B.C. V1J 
31"8. (604)765-5631. 
EXPERIENCED NEWS EDITOR 
required. Salary $24,000 plus 
and other benefits. Reply in wdt- 
ing only with complete resume to 
The Publisher, Menitt Herald, Box 
9, Merdtt, B.C. VOK 2BO. 
Licensed AtJtomotive Mechanics 
needed Immediately by Canadian 
Tire. lfyouprovlde: Tradesquag- 
lioation license or Interprovtnclal; 
Teohnlsal know how; Hardwork, 
we will ~¢ovicle: Up-to-dste quip 
meat; Teohnlml updaing course; 
Eamlngs Po!ential from $17-$22/ 
hoor based on a flal rate system 
($~,SO,O0O peryear). We have 
openings in Vancouver, Bumaby, 
Riohmond and Nodh Vanoouver. 
Call (504)421-9348 for an Inter- 
view (Mondaythrough Fdday), 
Progressive Okanagan law firm 
requlres banister. Throe years 
experience to begIn Immed~ely. 
F.xcallent benefits, advancement 
oplx~mitbs. Selmy ¢onm-,ensu- 
rate wlh experience. T. Johnston, 
Box620, 8ummedand. V0H lZO 
ADULT CONTACTS-For dis- 
creelswIngersllLadles ads fres ll 
ExcitIng details-S2. Amanda; 
Ste. 1, Box 4915, MPO, Voncou- 
vet, B.C. VSB 4A6. 
Dtvorm? No consent d sp0use or 
courl appearance. Just 5-15 
weeks. $69.95 plus costs. Free 
literature. Same system since 
1970, As heard on CKNW. DI- 
von:ewlca, 201-1252 Burrard, 
Vancouver 1-687-2900. Fran- 
chises avalbblo, 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond with unattached Christian 
people, ages 18-80, the object 
being companiomhlp or .mar- 
da~.  Wdle: ASt-IGROVE, P.O; 
.Box 205, ChesS, B.C. VOE 1MO. 
/ ~::i I¸ :~:¸ • ;:i 
:~  ~ ~ / =~ , :  ~ • 
HELP WANI-r.D 
Person waling to trs~ as Madwt- 
Ino Repmssntativ~ r~lOl~l for 
pdntIng business in Trag, B.C. 
(West Koolenaye). Must have 
marketing background. Phone 
David (604)364-2300 days. 
PERSONALS 
Bo~??Mind? Spldl? Who am y~ 
CalLDianelkm I-I~it~ ~- 
50o-as7.-ma;/: : : 
:" RF.M~ ESTATE 
/ ~  B.C. Farm. 150 aera (6 
titles) plus 70 aores leased. H=y 
and grain. Year round creek, 50 
aore home plaoe with buildings 
$198,000. Adl0hlg 50 end 25 
a(xe~also available. For ~ls or 
otherprepedles wdte, John Ks-" 
ough or Mlke Segh, Century 21, 
Eldand Realty,:=Bex 551, Arm- 
strong, B.C. VOE 1gO.Phone 
(604)832-3133. 
PARADISE IN SLOC/~I VN-- 
LEY. 7 aores, peace and quiet, 
close to nature, dean air, wel 
treed, beautiful one bedroom 
home. Large, modem, well insu- 
latad work shop, sinai mwmlll 
with tractor. Lovely mountain 
view, garden, hydro, phone, good 
acx:ees, secure ~dng water sys- 
tem. 5 miles South of Sllvedon. 
Pdco $72,500. Phone owner at 
(604)358-7789 or write Box 40, 
Sllvedon, B.C. V0G 2BO. 
Homes, Ranches, Kamloope 
area. Excellent climate, growIng 
season. Well priced, Contact 
Dave or Senford, Inland Realty, 
822 Seymour Street, Kamlcops, 
B.C. V2C 2G2 (604)374-3022. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and Injury deltas. 
Joel A. Wener, trial awyer for 21 
years. Call collect, (604)736. 
5500, Vancouver. Ifno recovery, 
nofse. No Yukon enquiries. 
ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Cal 
Dale Cart-Heals-20 yearn atrial 
lawyer with live years medical 
school before law..0-669-4922 
(Vancouver). Expedenmd in 
head Injury and other major 
claims. Percentage fees avail- 
able. 
Air brakes course $60. Truck 
bus, van training. Full ceurse or 
houdy rentals. Enquke about our 
new cadiflcetion program. Bum- 
aby, B.C. 291-2255, Surrey, B.C., 
581-7594. 
WANTED 
MOORC ROFT..MOORCROFT. 
MOORCROFT.,Sedoul ¢01e¢~ 
wishes to purclmu good quCly 
early Mcon:n~ or Maclnlyra pol. 
tery, Call collect (V~torla) 
(804)rm.2~. 
Are you a P h o ~  Edlo~ 
Junior or Senior mix~ter? Are 
you currsntlyseekingwork? We 
keep resumes on file for our'gS" 
newspaper memheral Write to: 
c. T~nc~n. Membamh~ Se~. 
ices, BCYCNA, 414, 103,'1 Dmde 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6E 1M7 
LA - . . ¸ r  SSIF]!L... 
CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG IM7 
Phone 635-784.0. 
All classihed and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mastercard. When phoning 
in ads, please hav e your card 
number and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSWIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. ~ , ,  
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $L00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
~EVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
:::~ssified:word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
on ly  Q 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
l~finim~ tff'one mch. 
PICrUI~/ .  CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 'f6[~' i~stt~ Pii~ture 
of automobilev~ind recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
Franchise 
Now 
Available 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
TERRACE CAMPUS IS SEEKING A 
PROJECT WORKER 
NURSING PROGRAM 
This highly self.motivated individual will investigate 
clinical resources and personnel resources available in 
the Northwest Community College region suitable to 
meeting RNABC skills list requirements of new 
graduates and correlate the availability of these 
resources to the Nursing curriculum. 
This temporary, full time position will commence 
January 9, 1990 and run until the end of March, 1990. 
The successful candidate will hold a Masters Degree .• 
in Nursing Science and an R.N. designation. 
The position will be subject to the terms and condi- 
tions of the Collective Agreement between the 
B.C.G.E.u. and the College. The rate of pay will be in 
the range of $3,200.00 per month commensurate with 
credentials and experience. 
Please respond in confidence before December 6, 1989 
to: Manager, Human Resources, Northwest Communi- 
ty College, 5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
4C2. 11129c 
I 
~111~ CITY oF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR..~..~ _-,~ .... 
• THE CITY OF TERRACE has a vacancy for a qualified 
Heavy Equipment Operator proficient in the operation 
of graders, bulldozers, loaders, backhoes, dump 
trucks, street sweepers and self-loading scrapers. 
The successful applicant should: be mechanically in- 
clined; have a minimum Class 3 Driver's Licence, with 
air brakes endorsement; have a good working 
knowledge of WCB Regulations and the Motor Vehicle 
Act, and have previous work experience as a Heavy 
Equipment Operator. 
This is a Union positionwith a 65 working day proba- 
tion period, and a salary0f $16.661Hour, with excellent 
fringe benefits. 
Applications must be received by the undersigned 
before 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, December 6, 1989: Per- 
sonnel Director, City of Terrace, 3215 Eby Street, Ter- 
race, B.C. VSG 2X8. Telephone- 635-6311. Fax No.- 
635-4744. 11129c 
• Ongoing Support 
• Min. investment $93,000 
Write or call: 
United Buy & Sell 
3057 Grandview Hwy. 
Vancouver, B.C. V5M 2E4 
(604) 430-9200 
$2§,000 per year, part time, your own 
business. For appointment call 
David at 635-4618, tf n c 
Babysitter with own transportation 
needed for casual evening and 
weekend work in Copper River 
Estates. Good wage. Experience 
with special needs children would 
be •helpful. Call Mike at 635.7840 
days, 635.4810 evenings, tfnp 
MOVING OUT SALE 
DINING TABLE with 4 Chairs, 1 leaf extends to seat 6; 
$175.00. 2 DOOR FRIDGE almond colored, Immaculate condi- 
tion; $500.00. 36" RANGE, almond colored, Black Glass Front, 
Self-Clean oven; $500.00. WASHER AND DRYER, almond col- 
or, 2 speed washer, both heavy duty. Both In excellent condi- 
tlon; $700.00. PIANO, Older Model "Heintzman" Upright In 
good condition; $1,500,00. COUCH AND LOVE SEAT, Dark 
Brown Print Upholstery, very comfortable, the pair for 
$600.00. 5 POINT HUDSON'S BAY BLANKET, Queen size, very 
warm; $50.00. LARGE HANGING PLANT in Rust Colored 
Macrame Hanger; $30.00. Lawn.mower, gas, works; $20.00. 
Yard tools, shovels, rakes, pick, hose, sprinklers etc.; $25.00. 
Black and white T.V., still works; $10.00. Fire Place Tools, 
Wood Handles, Black Wrought Iron; $25.00. Two Older Model 
Stereos, both with turntables, one with 8-track; Any Offer. 
Book Case full of good reading; Any Offer. 
PHONE 635-4884 l 
Prince Rupert Teen Mothers' 
Residence requires a staff person. I " r ' c , ' ,n^r ,c  n lO l l t~_o  ! One36.1nchFrankilnflreplaoe, small 
This position includes part time I ' Lm~trtl't~'n'-- unv~t .~ I airtight wood stove, various and 
shift work. Preference will be given I A l l  f I v fHr ,~o m, , t~t  I miscellaneous lengths of chimney, 
to applicants with related education I r-a,, , , t~,u,  ~o  m~muo¢ I rain cap and plenum, between two 
and related experiences. Related I h,-, o~l t ,  I DI-t,,~n,~ I and three cords of mixed birch, 
areas Include social sciences, nutri- I u~ o~u.  r imumlt~ | alder, jackplne and hemlock 
tlOli, nursing education and others. I A lan  I- '}IIh~.RII ..qf I firewood, seasoned for four years. 
send resume to Box. 893, Prince ; I . . . .  - - "_ ' . - " -" - ' . "  """ I Entire package, $200. Call 635-7840 
Rupert, B.C. VSJ 3Y1. Applications I t i35 .T274 I days; 635.4810 evenings, ask for 
close Dec. 4, i989. 1tl29c . . . . . . .  "Mike. tfnp 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO, 88 (TERRACE) 
HAS FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING: 
1 only, 1983 Chevrolet 23 passenger school bus 
Bids are to be made in writing to: B. Griffin, Purchasing 
Agent, School District No. 88 (Terrace), 3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 3E9. " 
Bids will be accepted until 12 noon December 18, 1989. The 
highest or any bid not necessarily accepted. 
Call 635-4931 local 206 for appointment o view. 
There is a reserve bid of $3,500.00 on this vehicle. It is a condi- 
tion of sale that the vehicle be repainted if it is purchased for 
a non school use. 12113c 
Newspaper oll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
DIAPERS INDISPOSABLE -- Form 
fitting, 100 percent cotton flannel- 
ette with adjustable velcro fasten- 
ers. Exclusive extra absorbent 
center. Environmentally friendly, 
time.saving, comfortable and 
economical. Phone 638-1204. 12/6p 
Outdoor table with umbrella, $65. 
Phone 635-4144. 11129p 
R.S.F. H65 wood stove, almond, In 
use six years. Includes screen for 
fire door, long handled shovel and • 
poker. Reason for sale -- putting in 
a gas fireplace. Asking $550. Phone 
635-2992 after 7 p.m. 11129c 
Pine hill mobile home wood stove 
comp!ete with flue and chimney In- 
,FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space, 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635-3355. 
cludlng all installation:hardware, 
$600 firm..Also Hitachi automatic 
' "w~ish'dr i i'gobd shape, $150; and 
floral hide-a-bed, with matching 
chair, $175. 1978 Thunderbird 
2-door, excellent condition, new rub- 
ber and exhaust system, 60,000 
l .' FOR RENT [ 
1,1 , .2  & 3 bedroom apartments ~l 
| ,  Laundry facilities & balconies I 
| ,  At the corner of Kalum & Scott | 
| ,  Close to downtown & schools I 
] ,  Rents start at $340.00 I 
] ,  References required. ] 
|Woodland Apartments| 
original kms. $3,900: Phone 
638-2077. 11129p 
i0'x22' addition (Joey shack) for 
mobile home. Fully Insulated and 
wired. Asking $1,400. Phone 
635-2009. 11129p 
8'x12' storage shed. $750. Phone 
635-2009. 11129p 
24.inch electric range, one year old, 
$400. Phone 635-2009. 11129p 
Washer and dryer in good running 
condition. $250. Phone 635-2009. 
11129p 
1984 Daytona; 2.2L, turbo, 5-sp~d,. 
ps, pb, pw, power mirrors, cruise, air, 
sunroof, AMIFM cassette, ex. cond. 
Asking $8,495. Phone 635-3553. 
12/13p 
1978 Chrysler New Yorker, black, 2 
door, HT, 400, 4 bbl, fully loaded ex- 
cept sunroof, no rust, clw equalizer 
towing package, totally mint. Asking 
$5,495. Phone 635.3553. ~12/13p 
Super Grangel Tenor Sax; Reg. & 
Berg Larsen Metal mouthpiece. 
Reeds, pads, pads, strap & carrying 
case. Excellent condition. Asking 
$700. Phone 638-0750. 
MOUNTA!NVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking: 
• ! -.,',. 
6384398 ,f.= 
. . . .  i 
• • Oil.- 
map ..... ~t~@t 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Z 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
Industrial Building; 10,000 sq. ft. 
Highway 16 and Kalum Lake Drive. 
Four double doors, lunch room, 
downstairs and upstairs offices. 
Reasonable rent. To view contact: 
Karrer Holdings 
847-4440 
i i l l l  "• i 
Obituaries ' • -.: : : 
:+: 
: , + • . . . . .  , , : .  
LOST: Sometime at thebeginning of 
November;, one black bill-fold wallet: 
containing all I.D., Indian Status I.D. 
and other Important papers. Phone 
635-9759 and ask for Debble or leave 
a message. 12/6rlc. +: 
Kalum Family Day Care has ope~ 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toy 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard Is located In the 
Skeena, Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 11129p 
JOHNSON --  On November 14, 1989 
his family buried Mr. Leonard 
Johnson with a Legion ceremony 
and a gathering of family and 
friends. He died November lOth in 
the Extended Care Unit of the 
Kitimat General Hospital where he 
had spent the last seven of his near- 
ly 87years. 
Born In the United States In 1901, 
Leonard came to Alberta as a child 
and grew up with his six brothers 
. and sisters on a farm in Ryley. As a 
young man he built grain elevators 
In Nodhern Alberta and went on the 
first cat train from Grimshaw into 
the Northwest Territories. During 
WWlI, he volunteered and served in 
the Navy on the North Atlantic. 
In 1945, he met and married his wife 
Mildred and they returned to Alberta 
where their three children were born. 
He farmed at Ryley until 1957, when 
be came towork as a carpenter and 
moved the family to the house on 
Br'aunStreet in 1958. 
He lost Mildred in 1982 and Is sur- 
vived by his chlldren,their spouses 
and his grandchildren. Doris 
Johnson, Carol and Murat Tulpar 
and their daughter Yasemin live in 
Vancouver. In Terrace he 4eaves 
Dave and Anne Johnson and their 
sons Lee and Lennard. , 
An old sailor has caught his last 
~hlp. 11129p 
Looking for a purebred female 
American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers to breed with a purebred 
male American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers. Phone 635-7840, ask for 
Mark. 11129p 
LIF I i i : ?  Last  "l ' o f  Queen Charlotte" . . . .  " "  ' ; r' : " " 
' + I s land  tr i logy lpubl ished ++ 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 3 OF THE 
SILVICULTURE REGULATIONS 
NOTICE 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that will apply if ap- 
proval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed 
prescriptions will be available for viewing until February 2rid, 1990 at 
the location below, during regular working hours. (6 weeks after the 
date of the last publication under Section 3 of the •Silviculture 
Regulation). _ 
To ensure consideration any written comments must be made to 
Fred Philpot, Forester at Kitwanga Lumber Co. Ltd..Box 40, Kit- 
wanga, B.C. by the above date. 
Form of Agreement (e.g. TFL): F.L.; Licence No.: A16819; Cutting Per- 
mit No.: 214; Cut Block No.: 1-6; Location (Nearest Community & Ap- 
prox. geogrephic location): Kitwanga; Nash Y; Amendment Yes or 
No: No. 
Form of Agreement (e.g. TFL): F.L.; Lloence No.: A16819; Cuffing Per- 
mlt No.: 218; Cut Block No.: 1; Location (Nearest Community & Ap- 
p[ox. geogrephl¢ location): Kitwanga; Kitwancool; Kltwanga Lake; 
Amendment Yes or No: No. 
KITWANGA LUMBER •CO. LTD 
Form of Agreement (e.g. TFL): F.L.; Llcence No.: A16833; Cutting Per- 
mlt No.: 018; Cut Block No.: 1; Location (Nearest Community & Ap- 
prox. geographic location): Cedarvale-Kitwanga; Wilson Creek; 
Amendment Yes or No: No. 
Form of Agreement (e.g. TFL): F.L.; Llcence No.: A16833; Cuffing Per- 
mit No.: 019; Cut Block No.: 1-5; Location (Nearest Community & Ap- 
prox. geogrephi¢ location): Kitwanga-Kitwancool; Kitwanga .ake; 
Amendment Yes or No: No. Hobenshleld Bros. Logging Ltd. 
EXTENSION OF TIME 
FOR TENDERS 
CONSTRUCTION OF A LUMBER AND EQUIPMENT 
STORES SHED - -  CONTRACT TR 14616 
NOTICE is hereby given that the time for the reception 
of tenders previously due 1400 Hours Vancouver Time, 
December 1, 1989 is extended to 14 Hours Vancouver 
Time, December 15, 1989. 
Cross Water Safety Says: 
DON'T DRINK AND DIVE 
Drinking and diving don"t mix. The use of alcohol or 
drugs affect reaction time, and judgement. If you are 
under the influence, don t swim, dive or operate a
boat. 
The C, ana0~an Rea Cro~. Societyll~ll 
.~ 
. 
The Beloved Island by Kathieen E: Dalzell. Harbour 
Publishing Co. Ltd., Madeira Park, B.C. 1989. Available in local 
book stores. 
The newest book released by historian Kathleen E. Dalzell is 
the latest in a trilogy of the Queen Charlotte Islands, based on 
the diaries of her father, Trevor L. Williams, affectionately 
known as "T.L." 
by Nancy Orr 
But this book contains an incredible bonus - the publication 
for the first time of the actual diary of the carnage of 1916, of 
the events leading up to and following July 1 and September 15, 
in authentic stark detail. 
The story takes us through life of adventure of a young man 
- -  "Victorian teenager" as he described himself - -  with a restless 
urge to see'the world. 
His travels take him to France, South Africa, South America, 
and across North America to the west coast, where he finally ar- 
rives at his Shangi-La, the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
A pioneer with a penchant for writing and recording, Trevor 
kept daily diaries which are now a first-hand account of the life 
of that era. 
Interwoven into the story is the equally intriguing account o f  
his life-long sweetheart and helpmate, Meta, who travelled literal- 
ly to the ends of the earth to be with him, to set up housekeeping 
in a log cabin with no near neighbors or female companions. 
In dramatic contrast to this affectionately nostalgic adventure 
story is the unadorned unembelished record of the daily diary of 
the year 1916, from January 2, when ~i fresh young solider set off 
for France and another adventure, to his shattered return 
December 6. Included is the irreplaceable yewitness description 
of Vimy Ridge. " . . . . . .  
The book's author Kathleen (Betty) Dalzell, born inEngland, 
~arrived on the Queen Charlotte Islands at the age of six months. 
She spent her childhood on the Islands and the earlier part of her~ 
married life in Prince Rupert, with husband, Albert, and + 
children, Glenn, David and +Joan; .Over the y~sthey  built+a~. 
summer cabin next door to her father, T.L. Williams, at Port 
Clements. The summer holidays became longer and lounger until 
Albert retired and then they moved to Port Clements for good; 
Dalzell's life is as much a story of courage and determination 
as her pioneering forefathers. In her late teens she overcame a
devastating illness and another potentially fatal relapse after the 
birth of her third child. Both incidents required years in hospital 
and in recuperation, but with stubborn resolution she rebuilt her 
life and turned to writing as an outlet, with the encouragement of 
her husband and family. 
Her earliest projects were children's puzzle books, In the early 
'60's, she began the research and writing which culminated in 
~!968 in the publishing of her first book, The Queen Charlotte 
Islands, 1774-1966, published by C.M. Adam, Terrace, B.C. 
Her second book, The Queen Charlotte Islands, Book 2, Of 
Places and Names, followed in 1973, published by Cove Press, 
Prince Rupert. 
The Dahell's are now spending happy days in their Island 
home, gardening and beachcombing and involved in the life of 
the community, and more lately, the Port Museum. 
"<++ I 
"~,+az ...... 
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O Bkeena 
CELLULOSF. INC. 
LOGGING CONTRACT 
Skeena Cellulose Inc., a fully in- 
tegrated subsidiary of REPAP 
Enterprises, is accepting pro- 
posals from qualified contrac- 
tors to log 20,000 cubic metres 
of timber within their Tree Farm 
Ucence. Proposals should pro- 
vide for tractorlskldder opera- 
tions to begin no later than Jan- 
uary 8, 1990 and completed by 
March 15, 1990. 
Interested contractors are in- 
vited to reply with a resume and 
a list of equipment owned or 
directly controlled by their firm 
to: SKEENA CELLULOSE INC., 
P.O. Box 3000, Terrace, B.C., 
VSG 4C6. Attention: R.C. Ross, 
Operations Manager. 12/6c 
: . J :', . + ~, , . , .  . 
:!+'::i:!,+Si :i ! . :  . . . .  :: • 
QM Industries? Not any more. This location at Molitor and Keith has been leased by the Terrace Co-o and will 
soon be the new home for their Builders' Centre. This move in t , rn  will fr=A ,n  ono,,a ¢,.,, #k.~ ~-  ---- ,'~---JP-: ,'- . . . .  
who will soon be able to va-a . . . . . . . . . . .  " : ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.,.v.,v-,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,u-up careen ~en[re ~; te me Atco trailer they currently occupy. . 
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Scenes such as this may someday be scattered throughout he com- 
munity. Terrace alderman Danny Sheridan borrowed an idea from the 
Vancouver Parks Board and has suggested that several areas of town 
dedicated as parkland might be developed by community organiza- 
tions or neighborhood groups. Many of these sites are too small for 
• piny'lug fields but could make great playgrounds orpicnlc areas; Coun-. i : :  ...... 
ell has asked Superintendent of Parks and Recreation, Steve Scott; to ; "~, 
keep this in mind as he's preparing a program for parks development•. '~ 
!/- 
Decembrists events in history . . . . .  i 
Compiled by Tom Taggart ] I L ~ ~  "-T--Z--T---Ass0clation i ~ [ 
!~:  :: "'AIMX=d:rB~:tkriman' ~rdoc;mR': d ~.~.mh:gG:lodny~v::~:s:~rnbYI'IUSernA;herUSoR2(~)9,19)" I . " __~_ _ '~  ~ . ~  .11 . - -  A A ..! 
Dee. 3: Barelmuckle boxers Jack Smith and James Kelly slug it out for 186rounds (18'~). , ! Annua I t . ;n r l s ln ]  as  i 
. ' . Bhopul,India: 2,500 humans gassed to death byUnion Carbide multinational (984) [ - --. ' ~ ~ .... ~ _ _ - ' ! 
Dec. 4. Killer fog/smog envelopes London, 4,000 humans die in four days (1952). ] -Art_Q- &  .r ft Show I 
Dec. $: Death of the pauper, Wolfgang Mozart, age 35 (1791), R•I.P. 1 / " t l  tv  ~ v • ~.  ~t , '~e" "~ " "  I 
• Prophecy Fulfilled (Proverbs 31:7): U.S. repeals prohibition l,aws (1933). - I _ _ ^_ , . ___  I 
• Six U•S. military planes disappear in the "Bermuda Triangle (1945). I ~ Terrace Public Art Gallery I 
Dee. 6. ST NICHOLAS DAY (Santa Claus), patron saint of children, Russia, sailors .... "~, : .  I ~ ~  ihr~rv R~.q~.mAnt~ I 
Hals~f~r'eN~tSat~" Sl~leXPl°si°n 
kills up to 1,800 citizens (19i7)~, : .  ~, ."~- : l  '., "~~~. . .~  ~""""'~" .' -i." "?"-"'" """."":" '~i| .  
• p " ( )" ' t" ' ' t: : "'~ "~" r'~" " * '" ~ ~" ~"~: : '~"  '~ I ~ ~: , , .  Saturoay.uecemuerz.axuroay, uec.em erzl! 
" 1984:61 inches snow in 32 hours buries Hyder;Alaska., :, , , : :-.:,: .",~ ~.~!-~i:~:"~,=,: | ~  -5 :00  p.m.  I 
• ' t ' ' '  • *~*  ' " : " ' " " ' . *  ! i "  ~" : ; " :  " -i/.~ " " Dee. 7. Toral Tora! Tufa. Japanese md,tary surprise attack Pearl Harbor, Hawau (1941). ::~:~:•.: l l 
Great earthquake (69 Richter) leaves 20-30,000 dead in Armenia, USSR (1988). :::~,. :- l ~ / : ~ / / ~  . . . .  :: l 
• ~' Fine Arts, Weaving, Dec; 8. BODHI DAY (Buddhist Holy Day). :, /:'i'~' I .  tts, j. ear!rig, " [ 
Mark David Chapman murders John Lennon (1980i. i: '  . / [ ~ s - . '  .P-. °ht~?.'_ I 
, and much,  much more  Dec. 9: Virgin Mary appears in Juan Diego at Guadalupe, Mexico (1531), demands hrine, I ~ en~ muctl, much more I 
Birth of the poet., John Milton (1608). ] ~ ~ [ ~ l l l ~  ~,__, . . . .  , r,~,,,,,,,,.,,,, I 
• . • :~ -::r S tar r  your  unr l s rmas  
Dec. 10: Christian troops (Brits) take Jerusalem for first t~me m 818 years (19.1.7). I I 
Dec. 11: Birth of the author, Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn (1918). • I .... '~ '~ '~~~!; !~"  unoppeng earey ,  
Gander, Newt: 255 U.S. "Screaming Eagles" die screaming in decrepit plane (1985). • ~ . . 
Dee. 12: 
Dee. 13: 
Dee. 14: 
Dec, 15: 
Dee. 16: 
Dec. 17: 
.Dee. 15: 
Dec. 19: 
"Dec. 20: 
Dec. 21: 
Dee. :D: 
Dee. 2,1: 
Dee. 25: 
Dee. 26: 
Dee. 27: 
Dee, 29: 
Dee, ;30: 
Birth of the author, Gustave Flaubert (1821). 
FULL MOON, 1989. .,~ 
Six-day-old baby named "Mary" begins 25-year eign as "Queen of Scots" (1542). 
Astrologist Nostradamus born (1503), later sez "Hisler" will lead Germany to war. ' I 
Amundsen, Hanssen, Wisfing, Hassel and Bjaaland find South Pole (1911). 
1 USSR space capsule lands of Mars, the "Red Planet" (1971). Freedom Now! Thirteen wolves break outer Toronto Zoo/jail (1985). The composer, Ludwig van Beethoven begins growing hair (1770). 
Boston Tea Party incites revolutionary fervor in the "Colonies" 0773). 
Nazis under Corporal Hitler stage last, wild attack at Ardennes 0944). 
Birth of the poet and anti-slaver, John Greenleaf Whittier (1807). 
Aeroplane carrying Wilbur and Orville Wright flies for 12 seconds (1903). s 
Toronto: Santa Claus and six elves arrested for promoting war toys (1988). i~ 
Master craftsman Antonio Stradivarius lays down his tools (1737). " . . . . .  
Tom Paine: "These are the times that try men's souls..." (1776). i .... 
PanAm j~t exploded by terrorists over Scotland despite arly warnings (1988),: 
WINTER SOLSTICE/St. Thomas Day (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))). 
Birth of the dictator, J. Stalin (1879), death of the author, L. Feuchtwanger (1958).: 
HANUKKAH begins, 1989 (Jewish holy week), i 
First radio message: violin music and biblic readings (1906). " • ~ 
Birth of the composer, Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840). " :: :~:~:': ,~ ~','~ 
CHRISTMAS DAY (Christian holiday)• 
Italy: Mr. Etna waxes nostalgic for her younger days of fame (1985)., i i  ~ '~ - !~ • 
BOXING DAY, Finland, Canada, England etal. 
Afro.American .lack Johnson KOs Canadian Tommy Burns for heavyweight title (1908). 
Birth of Louis Pasteur, founder of preventive medicine (1822). 
Birth of the actress, Marlene Dietrich (1904); death of :'The Beatles" (1970). 
Police arrest• Emma~ Snodgrass for wearing men's trousers in public (1851). 
Russian ,~fascis~s" poison, shoot, stab, mutilate and drown Gregori Rasputin (i916), 
, '  . • • . 
Weather synopsis 
Nov. 22.27 
Hours • 
Date High Low Precipitation Sun : ' 
Nov. 22 .6 ° -3  ° 3.6 cm snow .5 1 
Nov. 23 +2 o -10 7.1 cm snow .2 =: :  
Nov.24 +2 o -10 1.7 ¢m snow O ~' 
Nov. 25 0 -3  o .9 cm snow 0" 
Nov, 26 + I o - 2 Q .3 ¢m snow 0 
Nov. 27 +6 o -1 ° 4.9 ¢m preclp, up to 0 
10 p.m.; 5.1 cm from 
10 p.m. until the rain 
• ~ stopped Tues. a.m. 
The above data was collected from Adrian 
Vandemosselaer, meteorologist at TerracelKItlmat Air, 
port weather station. Temperatures last week were 
about 3 o above average for this time of year. 
Monday night's rainfall of 91.9 mm was 3 mm less 
than the record set in November 1956. 
The forecast for this weekend (Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday) calls for periods of rain with highs of +4 and 
• lows of 0°C. 
